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The Evolution of Nmnadic Cmnputing 

The evolution began with SPARCbook 1, the world's 
first notebook workstation-light enough to carry 
comfortably and small enough to fit in a briefcase 
while packing the power of today's most popular 
desktop workstations. 

The evolution continues with SPARCbook TFT, 
featuring new display technology, workstation-class 
disk capacity and Tadpole's Nomadic Computing 
Environment-NCE: ·\1 

Engineered for portable corporate computing, 
SPARCbook TFT offers an active matrix TFT color 
display, and a choice of internal disk options for up to 
360 MB formatted disk space. Now you can have a 
workstation-quality display and desktop disk capacity 
in a portable environment. 

Full workstation connectivi'ty is standard on every 
SPARCbook. With built-in modem, networking and 
communications capabilities bundled with the Solaris 
Operating Environment, SPARCbook offers work
station functionality on the road. 

Tadpole's Nomadic Computing Environment-NC£fM 
makes portable workstation computing a reality. 
Seamlessly integrated into the Solaris® Operating 
Environment, the Nomadic Computing Environ
ment adds new features and tools for the portable 
computer user. 

With NCE, communications are simple, using 
modem-based network support, portable electronic 

mail and fax facilities. 
Now a,,ailable from 

♦Sun~}l!:..ess 
A Sun Mic1osystems. Irie Business 

Power interruptions and 
systems reboots aren't a 
problem with the 

PROCESSOR 25 MHz SPARC IU and FPU 
Rated at 18 MIPS/12.6 SPECmarks 

DRAM 8, 16 or 32 MB 

INrERNAL SToRAGE One or two 180 MB (formatted) hard drives 
Floppy drive with 180 MB models 

DISPIAY 640 x 480 color active matrix TIT LCD, 
passive color or gray scale LCD 
External VGA and Super VGA support 

COMMUNICATION Ethernet and 2400 baud modem with 9600 baud 
SendF ax; external 9600 baud modem support 

BATTERY Removeable, rechargeable NiCad 

KEYBoARD/MOUSE 82 full-size keys, including integral MouseKey 
and 12 function keys 
External mouse and keyboard support 

DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT ll.8"'x 8.5"'x l.9"'/6.8 pounds 

BUNDLED SOFIWARE Solaris 1.0.1 SPARCbook Version B (SunOSTM 4.1.2) 
with XI I/NeWS server, OpenWmdows™V3 with 
DeskSet™ V3, OPEN LOOK™GUl, ONC™/ 
NFS• andNCE™ 

OPTIONAL SOFIWARE SoftPC MS-DOS emulation 

automatic Save and Resume; ·' 1 allowing quick start
ups and power-downs, while protecting against file 
corruption if the power supply is interrupted. 

We make our OS Lite-SPARCbook OS Lite-a user
configurable option on the SPARCbook providing 
the necessary elements of the operating system 
condensed into 38 MB of disk space, leaving you 
more room for your applications. SPARCbook OS 
Lite also includes Open Windows V3, DeskSet V3 
and NCE. 

We don't take your productivi'ty lightly. Helping you get 
the most out of your SPARCbook is the motivating 
force behind our service and support program. We'll 
keep your SPARCbook up and running with free 
software updates and toll-free technical support for 
90 days, and 24-hour hardware repair service free for 
one year. 

Find out more about SPARCbook today. Fax us at 
512-219-2222, or call: 

800-232-6656 

THE PORTABLE WORKSTATION COMPANY 

T A D p 0 L E 
SPARC book is a trademark of SPARC International Inc, licensed exclusively to Tadpole Technology Inc. Save and Resume and Nomadic Computing Environ ment are trade marks of Tadpole Technology. 

General Notice: Some of the product names used herein are used for identification purposes only and are t rademarks of thei r respective companies. Copyright © 1992 by Tadpole Technology Inc. 
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scsilerminal Servers™ 
Slotless Serial/Parallel Expansion 

Central Data's scsiTerminal Server is an open, 
flexible , and cost-effective I/O solution for UNIX 
systems. Interfacing via SCSI, you can use scsiTermi
nal Servers over a variety of hardware platforms, 
without using any card slots. This means that even 
today 's slotless workstations are now expandable. 

UNIX Hardware Platforms Supported: 
• Sun SPARCstations 
• HP-Apollo 9000/300, 400 and 700 
• IBM RISC System/6000 
• 386/486 Microport SVR4 
• 386/486 SCO UNIX 3.2.4 

Whether you need only a few serial or parallel 
ports, or hundreds of ports in a multi-user system, 
scsiTerminal Servers have the expansion flexibility 
you need. And Series 2000 models will support 
workgroups 1500 feet away from the host system. 

Series 2000 

scsiTerminal Servers are also extremely efficient. 
Each serial port has full modem control and supports 
baud rates of 57 .6K. And our intelligent design 
dramatically offloads the host CPU. 

Series 1000 

-----------=· y:.~@8~e3 
scsiTerminal Servers simply share the SCSI bus 

with your existing SCSI peripherals. With each 
scsiTerminal Server consuming only one SCSI ID, 
you can easily daisy-chain multiple units to meet your 
specific requirements. 

scsiPrint Server 
(SP-1003) 

So if you ' re confused by SBus, EISA, Micro 
Channel, and ISA, step up to the I/O solution that's 
open, portable, and cost-effective. 

Call 800/ 482-0315 
today and order a 
scsiTerminal Server 
- the only UNIX 
1/0 solution that 
supports RISC and 
CISC with the 
industry standard 
SCSI interface. 

Model# 

Series 1000: 
ST-1002+ 

ST-1008+ 

ST-1016 

SP-1003 

Series 2000: 
ST-2001 

ST-2008+ 

Serial Ports Parallel Ports Unit Price 

2-14 1-7 $695 

8-56 1-7 $995 

16-112 - $1,495 

- 3-21 $795 

Provides link to seven $695 
ST-2008+ units 

8-392 1-49 $795 

The scsiSystems Company= 

1602 Newton Drive. Champaign. Il linois 61821 217/359-8010 800/482-0315 FAX 217/359-6904 24-hour Literature 217/359-8010 ex t. FAX 
scs iTenninal Server is a trademark of Central Data Corporal ion. scs iSystcms Company is a se rvice mark of Central Data Corporation. 

All other product names. trademarks. and registered trademarks are the propcny of lhei r respective owners. 
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Touching Base 
In this month's cover story, "Field of Dreams ... and 

Realities," our Fearless Reporter, aka Michael Jay Tucker, 
catches up with some commercial Sun users, both great and 

small, who are betting the company on 
Sun systems. You often hear about the 
big early adopters on Wall Street who 
have some of everything, such as J. P. 
Morgan, but in this story you'll also 
discover a few companies on Main 
Street where Sun and client/server 
computing are quietly changing the 
business-and you may have fun, too. 
Many of the illustrations for this story 

include well-known baseball gear-see if you can find Babe 
Ruth's bat among them. We can't turn the Babe's bat around 
because we don't own the merchandising rights to the name. 
Thanks to the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum, 
Cooperstown, NY, for access to some of the artifacts of the 
boys of summer. 

Also this month, Mary Jo Foley takes a look at the 
SPARCalikes of summer in "(Somewhat) Rested and (Sort 
of) Ready." Many vendors have just gotten SPARCstation 2 
compatibles out the door. But, in May, Sun's SPARCstation 
10 announcement ratcheted up the performance and changed 
the architecture required to compete for new or upgrading 
customers. The SPARCalike vendors are rushing to put 
finishing touches on their SS 10-based and yet-unannounced 
Tsunami-based systems. But it seems the compatibles vendors 
have learned a lesson from trying to keep up with Sun in the 
past. This time they are apparently ready to ramp up. The 
only holdup for the SPARCalike companies (and Sun, as 
well) has been the lack of production quantities of the Texas 
Instruments Inc. Viking chip. 

Doug Pryor 
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Your workstation will think it's dreaming. 
Put the visualization environment of the 
IBM visualization supercomputer on your 
SGI, Sun, HP or IBM RISC System/6000 
workstation. 

IBM Visualization Data Explorer delivers 
all the problem-solving functionality of IBM's 
POWER Visualization System, tailored to 
workstation capacity. 

What distinguishes Data Explorer from 
other visualization packages is that it lets you 
focus on visualization - without getting 
bogged down in technology. It allows you to 
freely_ combine visual techniques within the 
same image. 

tBM 18 a reg1s1ared trademark ol lnternat1011al Bus mess Machines CorJ)Or&tlOn 
RISC System/60CX) is a trademark ol lntarnatk>nal Business Machines CorporaMn 
Sun JS a registered trademani. of Sun MICrosystems Inc. HP 1s a r&g1Stered trademark ol Hewlett -Packard Company. 
C, 1992 IBM CorporatlOl"I 

Data from various sources, such as simula
tions and observations, can be quickly viewed 
together. And with Data Explorer's ability to 
directly handle time-series, producing exciting 
animations doesn't have to be a nightmare. 

Data Explorer also has a powerful, extensi
ble tool kit that provides fast access to a broad 
range of sophisticated functions ... both visual 
and computational. 

Whether you 're a visualization novice 
or expert, you should know more about 
IBM Visualization Data Explorer. Call 
(800) 388-9820. Or write: IBM 
Scientific Visualization Systems, 
T. J. Watson Research Center, P.O. Box 704, 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598. 

==-::. ==® - ----- - -- - ---- - ------------ ·-



Yes no, Maybe 
Dear Peter Collinson: 

I appreciated your UNIX Basics col
umn in the June SunExpert [Page 28) 
since I am a beginner at shell program
ming. However, I had a question 
about your yesno function. Where 
should that go? Should it be in the 
same file as the shell that calls yesno, 
or can it be in a separate file? I can not 
get it working in either case, since the 
function is not understood by the 
shell. My first line is ! /bin/sh. 

Thanks for your help. 

Lloyd Martinson 
lmartins@shearson . com 

Mr. Collinson replies: 
It should go at the top of the file. And, 

whoops. Yes, I used the ksh form . .. Start 
with 

yesno() 

and things should work. 

And the Answer Is ... 
Dear Editor: 

Barry Shein's feature entitled 
"Parallel Universes," (SunExpert, June, 
Page 82) discussed how users of large 
programs may someday be able to take 
advantage of parallel processing on 
their Sun workstations. We have avail
able today a parallel linear algebra 
library that allows scientific and engi
neering users to get the high perfor
mance of parallel processing on their 
existing hardware. 

DSSUB is a library of parallelized 
and optimized subroutines that is 
based on UNPACK and levels 1, 2 
and 3 of the Basic Linear Algebra 
Subprograms (BLAS). DSSUB is 
100% compatible with UNPACK and 

6 

BLAS and does not require any code 
modifications, so users can parallelize 
their programs simply by relinking 
with DSSUB. When the user calls a 
subroutine, the work is spread over 
machines in the nerwork that have idle 
cycles available, and so a given compu
tation can run much faster than it 
would using only one machine. 

Mike Boucher 
mboucher@silver . sdsmt . edu 

SheJI Programming 
Basics 
Dear Peter Collinson: 

I just wanted to thank you for the 
great June article in SunExpert [Page 
28). I have been writing shell stuff for 
years, but your basic article answered a 
bunch of questions I couldn't glean 
from UNIX documentation. Your arti
cle was well written, easy to follow and 
covered just the topics I wanted to 
understand more clearly. Thanks! 

Walt Prue 
prue%ISI . EDU 

Nonunique Ethernet 
Dear Mr. Protocol: 

Why are some vendors allowed to 
provide the facilities to do this? I do 
realize that in your virtualness you're 
not necessarily familiar with each ven
dor's hardware details, but try this on 
for size: I'm under the impression that 
DEC provides the user with the ability 
to modify his Ethernet address. I'm 
not sure "how" this is accomplished 
(curious, though) or why they need to 
provide this "feature ." Any notion? ls 
this legal (in the eyes of the NIC)? 

Sean Murphy 
sean@gerbil . applix . com 

Mike O'B. for Mr. P: 
The Assigned Number Authority for 

Ethernet gives Ethernet addresses out in 

blocks to different manufacturers of 
Ethernet hardware, and those addresses 

are wired (well, all right, programmed 
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in ROM) into each interface as it is 
manufactured. 

Mr. P. has not heard that DEC is 
manufacturing Ethernet address-agile 
interfaces, but if they are, he thinks this 
is a) silly, b) dangerous and c) useless. 
Practically speaking, Ethernet addresses 
exist solely to be placed into ARP 
tables, so that equivalent IP addresses 
may be looked up there, so that 
Ethernet encapsulations can be built 
around IP packets. Now, it is certainly 
true that changing the IP address is as 
easy as changing an entry in a table, 
but changing an Ethernet address is a 
different matter altogether. If DEC 
does allow this, Mr. Protocol would 
love to know why. 

Overlooking GUI Tools 
Dear Editor: 

We were very excited to receive the 
May issue of SunExpertwith the 
Special Report on GUI tools. 
Unfortunately, we were disappointed 
to find that Bluestone was omitted 
from the "Guide to GUIDEs" on Page 
68. 

Bluestone is committed to providing 
a complete set of products and services 
in the UNIX and open systems market 
with a special focus on graphical user 
interfaces. These products and services 
include Motif, UIM/X, Onyx, 
XRT/Graph as well as technical sup
port, training, integration and consult-
. . 
mg serv1Ces. 

Bluestone has announced the first 
release of Onyx, a GUI translator for 
character applications and the only 
UIM/X integrated with XRT/Graph. 
In addition , Bluestone has recently 
come to an agreement with Science 
Applications International Corp. to 
resell SAIC VUE. We feel these nicely 
complement our line of products: 
UIM/X, XRT/Graph, Motif and Motif 
development libraries, and the X 
Window System. 

Chris Baeckstrom 
Senior Consultant 
Bluestone Consulting Inc. 
1200 Church Sr. 
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 



HOT SWAP, MASS STORAGE 

Circle No. 6 on Inquiry Card 

• Hot Swap Disk and Tape 
• Disk Striping 
• Disk Mirroring 
• Hot Spare Pool 
• Desktop to Rackmount 

Solutions 
• Upto 100 GB 
• SCSI and I Pl 
• Redundant Power Supplies 
• Automatic Unattended 

Backup 50+GB 
• One Year On Site Warranty * 

Call Artecon today 

1 ·800-USA·ARTE 

I Artecon 11~ .. 
Peripheral Visionaries 
2460 Impala Drive 
Carlsbad, CA 92008-7236 

* limited geographical availability, 
call us for more details 



SunPro and Con 
Dear Editor: 

We would like to clarify a few 
details concerning our SPARCworks 
development environment. In the 
article "Oh, Say, Can You C" 
(SunExpert, July, Page 20), there was 
some misleading commentary regard
ing product availability and platform 
exclusivity. 

In September of last year, Sun Pro 
announced SPARCworks 
Professional, a new family of develop
ment tools for the Solaris 2.0 operat
ing environment. We announced that 
SPARCworks would be available by 
mid-1992, and that these cools would 
be ported to the Intel platform, along 
with Solaris. 

As planned, SunPro began shipping 
SPARCworks for Solaris 2.0 in July. A 
month earlier, at PC Expo, we pre
viewed an early version of the Intel 
tools running on a non-SPARC sys
tem. 

Contrary to the statements in the 
article, SunPro is the first compiler/ 
programming-environment vendor to 
deliver products for Solaris 2.0. And 
we are committed co porting our 
environment co other platforms, like 
Intel. 

Joe Keller 
Manager, Product Marketing 
SunPro 

OSI Woes 
Dear Editor: 

I think that Peter Salus (SunExpert, 
July, Page 50) was much too charita
ble toward OSI. From my experience, 
trying to make seven different X.400 
implementations (primarily X.400 
gateways from proprietary mail sofr
ware) work together, there are at least 
two other major problems: lack of 
real interoperability and lack of sup
port for OSI products from the ven
dors. 

To be fair, we had a relatively small 
number of problems below layer 7. 
There were a few problems getting 
addressing right and a number of 
problems we caused ourselves, but 
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once we got the various products set 
up right, they worked (over a 
WAN)-and worked well at the lower 
layers. But they don't interoperate 
well at all. This means that either the 
vendors didn't implement correctly or 
the standards are loose enough so 
that conformance doesn't mean inter
operability. Examples of problems are 
that between some of the binary 
combinations you can't reply co a 
message, that others received a mes
sage as one long line (no carriage 
control), that some of the packages 
have "weird" addressing-using their 
own domain-defined attributes 
instead of relatively normal addresses 
(you know like first name, middle 
initial and last name together with 
one or more organizations and/or 
organization units). I could go on 
and on. 

Our relatively incomplete testing 
( we had only 15 tests for interoper
ability) showed that there were far too 
many holes (failures) in the pairwise 
tables we constructed. These holes 
represent frustrations to our users and 
to the help desk, which must answer 
"Why won't this work?" 

Secondly, it seems that as major 
vendors (such as IBM and DEC) have 
sold so few OSI products (with even 
fewer in use), their normal support 
channels don't understand how to 
help with OSI. IBM required us to 
talk to engineers in Rome, Italy, for 
support, for example. DEC never 
seemed to have anyone who under
stood OSI at its customer support 
center, at all. The smaller vendors like 
Retix were better in this regard, by 
the way. 

To end with a positive comment 
about X.400, I can say that it seems 
as though it is the best way to do 
what we want to do; no matter how 
flawed and difficult it is to work with. 
We have up to a dozen different mail 
systems in my company that need to 
be tied together. X.400 in theory 
looked like the perfect way to inter
connect these. In practice, though it 
is far from perfect, we haven't discov
ered a better way. 

David L. Hanson 
Naperville, IL 
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They Do Alpha
Windows , Too 
Dear Michael Tucker: 

I write in response to "Alpha 
Terminals: Last Gasp or First 
Hurrah?" (SunExpert, May, Page 8). 

First, may I congratulate you on 
such an objective, clear and com
prehensive treatment of the Display 
Industry Association and 
Alpha Windows technology. I 
should however like to clarify one 
misconception regarding the devel
opment of an Alpha Window man
ager for Sun and IBM RS/6000, 
viz. "Summitpoint Technologies 
Inc., Fremont, CA, has introduced 
an Alpha Window manager for a 
Sun host and another for the 
RS/6000. 'I am not aware of any
one else working in the same area,"' 
says Prakash Sharma, vice president 
of products at Summitpoint. 'Most 
of the rest [of the members of the 
DIA] are concentrating on PC 
UNIX.'" 

As one of the founding members 
of the DIA, JSB has played a lead
ing role in the development of just 
such a product, MultiView Mascot, 
which is already the preferred win
dow manager for most of the 
Alpha Window terminal managers. 
Reflecting the company's focus on 
the traditional UNIX, rather than 
the PC UNIX market as suggested 
in the article, JSB has concentrated 
on making the Mascot available for 
traditional UNIX servers such as 
the Bull DPX/2, DEC Ultrix 
machines and HP 9000/800, to 

name but a few. Furthermore, this 
product is already available on a 
number of platforms, including the 
IBM RS/6000, and it will be avail
able on the Sun SPARCstation/ 
server from September. 

May I thank you for your time 
and attention. 

Sarah Lakeman 
Marketing Communications 
Manager 
JSB Computer Systems Ltd. 
Macclesfield, Chesire 
United Kingdom 



Jumping into C++ doesn't have to be a leap of faith. 
The C++ language is exhilarating. But without the right UNIX® C++ programming environment to 

support you, that exhilaration can be short lived. 
That's why there's ObjectCenter™ (formerly Saber-C++), the best way to move to C++ . 

~GJ6GE ObjectCenter is fluent in both C and C++. So the transition to C++ is seamless. No 
need to discard your C code. 

And it's a safe move. Our exclusive run-time error checking catches the most elusive 
glitches, automatically. Plus our interactive environment lets you experiment with objects - without having 
to write the entire program first. 

Best of all, only ObjectCenter is truly complete -with support for prototyping, editing, testing, debug
ging and maintenance. 

And here's the result: In a recent IDC study, ObjectCenter was pre
ferred by over 50% of C++ UNIX programmers. A good reason to call 
1-800-NOW-CNTR for a free evaluation copy on CD-ROM or tape. 

We'll jump right on it. 

See us at Unix Expo, Booth #849 

Formerly Saber Software 
10 Fawcett Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 • (6li) 498-3000 
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SOMETIMES THE 
BENEFITS OF OUR 
SUN COMPATIBLE 
1111X 1711 PRINTER 

ARE OBVIOUS. 

Too many printers these days cut you short. But not the Imager 1200L from 

SRS Imaging. It's the first-ever 11 "x 17", 600 dpi, fully Sun-integrated 

Postscript-compatible printer. Sure, that 's a mouthful. But look at all you get: 

row cost, high-resolution, ledger-size printing from your Sun Workstation. 
Yes , and thanks to FLASH* Technology, 

the Imager 1200L uses the SCSI interface 

to print a quick 12 ppm. Its high speed 

md networking capabilities make it .;·..ll ~~ 

VJerfect for MCAD, ECAD, publishing 
md graphics applications. So call SRS 

[maging, (714)457-7333.Foraprinterthat $ SRS IMAGING .. 
;tands head and shoulders above all others. Changing thf Wa_v Workstations Print 

15 Hammond, Suite 312 • Irv ine, CA. 92718 • Phone (714) 457-7333 • Fax (714) 457-7.'B4 
sales@srsimg. com 

ag1•r 1200L and FLASH Tech110l0:,:11 are tradt'mark, of SRS lmnx111x Postscript 1s a trademark of Adobe S11stem, •rust Lmk,•,I Ard11tccfrm' for SCSI Hosts. 
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SBus Follow-up 
Dear Editor: 

The July issue (SunExpert, Page 12) 
contains a letter I wrote discussing 
the "shell game" Sun plays with its 
customers and third parties. In that 
letter I refer to an SBus hardware tim
ing issue that threatened many exist
ing SBus products. Since then, there 
has been an interesting development. 

The issue, a proposed change to the 
SBus' capacitive load limits, is no 
longer a threat. It has been removed 
from the SBus specification that the 
Pl496 (IEEE) working group is now 
developing. This group received a 
strongly negative response to its first 
"draft" ballot, in large part because of 
this matter. Based on evidence 
derived from many sources, including 
real data from real devices in the real 
world, the working group concluded 
that the proposed change is not tech
nically viable. In the words one of 
Sun's own representatives to the 
Pl496 group, "It appears we [Sun] 
have been too aggressive." 

There is a lesson here that I hope 
Sun heeds. I would also like to offer 
the following advice to those consid
ering the purchase of an SBus-based 
product: Beware of any machine that 
offers four (or more) 25-MHz slots. 
Unless there are configuration limits 
or separate buses (i.e., two buses with 
two slots each) then it probably is not 
fully SBus compliant. 

James D. Lyle 
Vice-chair 
Pl496 Working Group 

It's In the Mail 
Excited, confused , inspired or 

irritated by something you read 
in SUNEXPERT Magazine? We would 
be happy to hear from you. Our 

email is always available to 
answer questions directed at 

our columnists: Michael O'Brien, 
Peter Collinson , Richard Morin, 
Peter Salus and S. Lee Henry, 

For the sake of brevity and 
type fit , we may edit letters, but 
we will try to respect the ideas. 

So, let us hear from you at 
dpryor@expert, com, 



Yes its true, 
you can get more 

than a box. 
But what most vendors 
ship you, 

won't knock off your socks. 
So if you are look:ing for quite a bit 
more, then buy from Apunix, 

you 've heard the lore. 
With Ai:iun ix, it all comes complete 
with software and hardware, 

both up to tM feat. 

W e'II guide yoy through the jungle 
and help you pick 

Because a DAT without software is 
not too slick 

Exabytes, too, can do a whole lot more 
with our device driver 

than the Sun driver can score. 
Our drivers are crafted, with you 

in mind 
so you can install them in very 

little time. 
Tape remaining and corrected error 

counts are just a few of the 
features that are paramount. 
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A rchiving too is just one of the feats 
that we can do and no others 

can meet. 
Let DAR and XAR take you afar 
from where you can go with 

some other VAR. 

They can retrieve with the utmost -
of speed using high speed search, 
instead of a read. 

Don't worry if to others, 
your tape has been sent 

tar will read it, just less expedient. 

B ackups, too, can 
happen at night 

while you sleep 
without a worry 
in sight. 

Our ~etwork 
Backup Daemon, 
Dexter by name 

knows very well what 
is the game. 

He will make sure that 
your backup is 

complete 
or send you e-mail so you know 

what to repeat. 

R obotic Tape Libraries are handled 
in stride by software you see, 
that was ouilt with pnde. 

From the EXB-1 0i , 
with ten cartridges 
stacked high. 

To the CHS-120 
with more 
cartridges than 
plenty. 

Carousels and DAT 
stackers are 
just a few more 

of the many good choices that will 
make your system roar. 

It takes our device driver for random 
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to run. 
So if you don't have it, its just no fun . 
Don't be so foolish, 

when you buy some more 
to save a few pennies, but give up 

the store. 

S o give us a call and we'll ship you 
our box 

and you will discover that you were 
as smart as fox. 

When you oi:ien our box, and look 
what's inside 

you will see hardware and software, 
both side by side. 

Just open the manual, 
and read what you got 

and you 'll be pleased; 
you bought more than a box. 

(800) SAP-UNIX ♦ 
Computer Services 
5575 Ruffin Road, Suite 110 
San Diego, CA 92123 

sun 
,...,:,os.ystems 

Value 
Added 

Reseller 

Voice: (619) 495-9229 FAX: (619) 495-9230 
UUCP: ... lucbvaxlucsdlapunixlsales 
Internet: sales@apunix.com 



Heading Back 
to UNIX School 

Whether you put stock in the theory 
that the pool of UNIX users is becom
ing more knowledgeable as their expe
rience with UNIX grows, or less 
sophisticated as the OS gains a 
foothold among the unwashed masses, 
one thing is certain: More and more 
individuals are receiving UNIX-specif
ically, Sun Microsystems Inc.
related-training than ever before. 

Sun itself, under the auspices of 
Sun Microsystems Computer 
Corp.'s worldwide customer support 
organization, claims to have trained 
33,000 individuals in the past year 
at its more than 66 centers in 20 
countries. It trained users in subjects 
ranging from the fundamentals of 
SunOS to desktop hardware main
tenance-in more than 50 different 
topics, all told. While most courses 
last five days, "We [SMCC] will 
provide customized training on-site 
and tailor courses for customers' 
needs," says Cynthia Williams, the 
worldwide customer support strate
gic marketing manager. 

SMCC has also contracted with sev
en educational partners in the United 
States to expand the geographic reach 
of its training effort. (Outside the 
United States, SMCC has partnered 
with various third parties to provide 
course registration, billing and deliv
ery.) The U.S. partners are Barrios 
Technology Inc. (Texas) , Bell Atlantic 
Business Systems (Wisconsin), Electro 
Rep Datacom Products Inc., or ERI 
(New York), JMP & Associates Ltd. 
(Georgia), Metters Industries Inc. 
(Virginia), New Horizons Computer 
Learning Center (California) and 
PrimeService (Massachusetts). SMCC 
manages course registration and pro-
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vides course materials; the partners 
provide the instructors and facilities. 

There is also a rapidly expanding 
pool of independent, third-party 
UNIX trainers offering Sun-specific 
courses, with Dow Jones Training 
Services, Princeton, NJ , the granddad
dy among them. To boot, there are 
more and more third-party firms spe
cializing exclusively in TCP/IP, net
work-management and/or business
oriented UNIX topics. 

Live-instrucror, hands-on training is 
just one of many education options. 
There are many good UNIX training 
videos (see SunExpert, April, Page 38) 
and self-paced workbooks. Computer
based training (CBT), which has been 
routed for years bur has yet to fulfill its 
promise, is gradually gaining a toehold 
in the training marketplace. SMCC's 
first CBT showcase was slated to ship 
this summer: multimedia training soft-

MA-based business unit of Prime Inc. , 
finds that 30% of its customers have 
PrimeService's seven Sun trainers come 
to their sites to do training, according 
to Cynthia Born, manager of OS 
training for the customer education 
group. PrimeService uses its Dearborn, 
MI, facility to do training for SMCC; 
at its three other facilities, 
PrimeService also performs MIPS 
Computer Systems Inc. , Prime, 
Solbourne Computer Inc. and 
PC/Mac training. But Sun training 
remains PrimeService's specialty, and 
Sun systems administration and 
SunOS fundamentals its most popular 
course offerings, Born says. 
PrimeService's "incestuous relation
ship" with Sun differentiates it from 
the training pack, Born says, noting 
that Computervision has been a strong 
Sun ally ever since it ported its 
CAD/CAM software to Suns in the 

mid-1980s. 
East Providence, RI's Integrated 

Technologies Inc. (In Tech) reports 
that 80% of its training is done at 
customer sires. In Tech trains users 
on Suns, IBM Corp. RS/6000 , 
Silicon Graphics Inc. and Unisys 
Inc. platforms, among others. "Bur 
Sun is where we cut our teeth," 
acknowledges company President 
Tom Aldous, and 80% to 85% of 
InTech's business is focused on 
training for the Sun platform. 
In Tech's top three offerings are 
introduction to SunOS, systems 

GREG CLARKE administration and shell script pro

ware based on Gain Technology Inc.'s 
hypermedia, object-oriented software. 
The new software, combining text, 
graphics, sound and animation, is 
designed to give users on-line informa
tion on how to use Sun hardware and 
software. 

In spite of live training's higher cost, 
it remains the most popular education
al choice. And it is where the bulk of 
third-party training providers are earn
ing their bread and butter. Quite a few 
trainers are positioning themselves as 
being not only cheaper, but also more 
flexible, than SMCC. 

For most, this increased flexibility 
entails performing training at cus
tomer sites. PrimeService, the Bedford, 
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gramming, in that order. But the 
company also offers training in appli
cations such as AutoCAD, Frame
Maker and Wingz. "We'll go on sire to 
train five people or more. Other com
panies require you to have 10 or more 
[who need training], " Aldous says. 
''And we can accelerate week-long 
courses to two days. " 

In Tech also offers 30 days of free tele
phone support to anyone who has tak
en one of its courses. Hauppauge, NY's 
ERI, likewise, offers 30 days of phqne 
support. But unlike many other Sun 
trainers, ERI has developed training as 
an offshoot of its primary business: sys
tems integration. Manager of education 
services Brian DeMurley estimates that 
70% of ERI's training customers are 



lose Your Mouse and 
Increase Your Productivity 

MOUSE-TRAK® is designed 
with the highest quality 
materials available. It is a 
professional trackball 
instrument, with features 
designed for power 
users with 
demanding 
needs. 

Designed For 
The Power User 
If you are a 
professional power 
user involved in CAD/ CAE, 
Desk-top Publishing, 
Command and Control, 
Drafting, or Business 
Graphics applications, 
MOUSE-TRAK has been 
designed with you in mind. 
Utilizing materials, parts 
specifications, and design 
features not found in 
commodity mouse and 
trackball products, MOUSE
TRAK provides high-end 
professional and industrial 
users a highly reliable and 
unusually smooth-operating 
pointing instrument. 

Highest Quality Construction 
Unlike commodity trackballs 
with their plastic and soft 
metal components, MOUSE
TRAK utilizes a polished 
phenolic ball set directly on 
hardened and polished 
stainless steel shafts 
supported by precision steel 
ball bearings. This provides 
you with a smoother 
action, longer lasting, 
more trouble-free 
mechanism. 
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Enhanced Ergonomic Design 
MOUSE-TRAK eliminates 
wasteful and tiring ann and 
wrist movements. Your hand 
rests elevated on the soft 
hand pad while your 
fingertips manipulate the 

trackball and input keys. It 
is a natural and effortless 
method of precise cursor 
control. With MOUSE

TRAK you can work longer 
and more productively. 

Better Than a Mouse 
The trackball is superior in 
almost eve1y way to a mouse. 
No special surface is 
required. The footprint is 
much smaller. Precision and 
control are enhanced and 
comfort is improved. 
Working with MOUSE-TRAK 
will increase your 
productivity. 

For All Major Platforms 
MOUSE-TRAK provides 
Professional models for 
popular workstations from 
SUN and compatibles, 
Digital, Intergraph , 
HP I Apollo, Silicon Graphics, 
and IBM. Other versions 

T O L L F R E E 

support PS/ 2 and PC 
compatibles, Macintosh, and 
Microsoft and Mouse Systems' 
"mice''. MOUSE-TRAK comes 
complete with interface 
cable, instruction manual and 
a one-year warranty. 
MOUSE-TRAK is truly plug-
and-play. 

Industrial Model Available 
We also offer an Industrial 
model which has the same 
features and ergonomic 
design as the Professional, 
but with a super-strong 
Xenoy thermo-plastic alloy 
case, Mylar ring around 

the ball opening for added 
protection from dust and 
debris , conformal-coated PCB 
for enhanced moisture 
resistance and debris 

Industrial Models 
PCserial $295 
PS/ 2 $295 
RS/6000 $295 
DEC $295 
SUN Spare $295 
HP/APOLLO $295 
Macintosh ADB $295 
Silicon Graphics $295 
NCD X-Terminal $295 
Professional Models 
PCserial $179 
PS/2 $179 
RS/6000 $179 
DEC $199 
SUN Spare $199 
HP/APOLLO $199 
Macintosh ADB $179 
Silicon Graphics $199 
NCD X-Tenninal $179 

tolerance, and a shielded 
cable that provides additional 
strength and reduced EMI. 

Enhanced Precision and Control 
For more information, the 
name of the Dealer/ 
Distributor nearest you, or 
to order your MOUSE-TRAK 
direct, in the U.S.A. call: 

1 ·800 - 533 - 4822 
yvonne @ moustrak . com 

l HHHISC••f ra1 k r 
The Professional' s Trackball 

1-800-533-4822 

International Mouse-trak dealers: Electrone, Ltd. Middlesex, England 081-864 5559 The Chamelon Group Dusseldorf, Gennany 0211-379057 GIGA Ltd. Tel-Aviv, Isreal (3) 817-888 
Datacomp Die tikon, Switzerland 1 740 51 40 SC METRIC A/S Naerum, Denmark 42 80 42 00 Hypec Electronics Ryde, Australia (02) 808 3666 SPECMA GOTI-IENBURG. Sweden 031 
89 16 00 Aurora Systems, Inc. Seoul, Republic of Korea 718-4985 PHASElYS SOUS BOIS. France Tel 48.94.84.85 FAX 48.94 .96.16 MOUSE-TRAK is manufam"ed in the U.SA. by !TAC Sy>tems. Inc., 

Garbnd. Texas ""5CH2 Td: 2 14 i(}-t-3073 Fax: 21--1 49+---1159 Patt"nted by !TAC ~)'Ml'lll.">. Inc. MOUSE-TRAK is a regbtered trademark of ITAC Systems. Inc. Other brand and p roduct names are trademarks of their respe<-1.ive hoklen.c. 
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people for whom the company has 
done integration work. As does 
PrimeService, ERI also acts as an edu
cational partner with Sun, operating a 
training facility jointly with SMCC. 

But Sun isn't ERI's only training 
platform. Sun-specific training gener
ates nearly 60% of ERI's training busi
ness, he says, but customers are also 
employing ERI to perform IBM-, 
Hewlett-Packard Co.- and NeXT Inc.
related training, as well as PC and Mac 
training. Currently, 80% of ERI's 
training is done at customer sites. 

"We're very, very flexible," DeMurley 
says. He notes that ERI, on occasion, 
has drummed up business throughout 
the various departments of companies 
in order to increase the number of 
course attendees, so as to spread the 
costs over more students. "We'll bring 
in experts [from other companies] to 
train [customers] in specific technolo
gies, if needed, or will bring in people 
from ocher departments within ERI," 
to supplement ERI's five fu ll-time and 
seven part-time UNIX instructors, 

NEWS 

DeMurley adds. 
Bluestone Consulting Inc., Mt. 

Laurel , NJ , like ERI, offers training as 
one piece of its total service package. 
Almost all of Bluestone's courses are 
Sun-related, says company President 
Mel Baiada. Bluestone operates two 
centers and employs 15 to 20 UNIX 
trainers, he says. As opposed to the 
focus of most Sun trainers' classes, 
Bluestone's "programs are for program
mers, large ISVs [independent software 
vendors] and large corporate staffs," 
Baiada explains. "They're not really for 
end users. " -mjf 

Wooing Apollo Users 
Not content to allow archrival 

Hewlett-Packard Co. to win business 
without a fight, Sun Microsystems 
Computer Corp. has launched an 
aggressive trade-up program, aimed at 
the large HP/Apollo Domain user 
base. SMCC estimates there are 
140,000 potential trade-up customers 
"who are running out of horsepower 
and are looking to move to 

HP/Apollo Trade-Up to SPARCstations 

Description Order Number 

From HP/Apollo 9000-400 SUG-400-I PX-D2S 
19-inch color monitor, 16-MB RAM, 
424-MB disk with pre-installed 
Solaris, 1.44-MB 3½-inch 
internal floppy drive, microphone 

Not including HP/Apollo 9000-400 SUG-IPX-D2S 
19-inch color monitor, 16-MB RAM, 
424-MB disk with pre-installed 
Solaris, 1.44-MB 3½-inch 
internal floppy drive, microphone 

Description Order Number 

From HP/Apollo 9000-400 SUG-400-SS2-D2S 
19-inch color monitor, 32-MB RAM, 
424-MB disk with pre-installed 
Solaris, 1.44-MB 3½-inch 
internal floppy drive, microphone 

Not including HP/Apollo 9000-400 SUG-SS2-D2S 
19-inch color monitor, 32-MB RAM, 
424-MB disk with pre-installed 
Solaris, 1.44-MB 3½-inch 
internal floppy drive, microphone 
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UNIX/RISC." But to qualify, cus
tomers must hurry, since the last order 
date is October 31, 1992, and last 
shipment date is December 31, 1992. 

Under the program, HP/Apollo cus
tomers can trade up to either a 
SPARCstation IPX or SPARCstation 
2. Then, when the SPARCstation 10 
begins shipping, they will be allowed 
to upgrade for a very attractive price. 
"In fact," according to a recent SMCC 
SunFlash posting to the net, "the 
SPARCstation 10 that results from a 
SPARCstation 2 to SPARCstation 10 
Model 41 'two-step' upgrade will be 
about 25% less than the SPARCstation 
10 Model 41," bought at current list 
pnce. 

To qualify, Apollo and/or HP cus
tomers need only to trade in the any of 
the following systems in working 
order: DN2500, DN3000, DN3500, 
DN3550, DN4000, DN4500, 
DN5500, DNI0000 and/or HP/ 
Apollo 9000 Series 400. SMCC's 
trade-up customers don't need to turn 
in their equipment in order to begin 

Same Day 
List Price Service Price 

$7,995 $125 

$8,995 $125 

Same Day 
List Price Service Price 

$9,495 $140 

$10,495 $140 

Source: Sun Microsystems Computer Corp. 







Attention Sun, Silicon Graphics, HP and IBM Users 

The only critical spec for 
workstation enhancement: 

1-800-326-1002 
The problem with making your work
station work harder use to be that you 
had to work pretty E 
hard yourself-figure 
exactly what you 
needed and call 
twenty dealers to 
find just one who 
had it ... never again. 

Just call Falcon 
Systems and relax. You 
will find everything you 
need including friendly, know
ledgeable people. 

Our reputation has been built by deliver
ing optimally con

figured mass stor
age. Now Falcon 
can do even more 
for you. 

Whether your 
system is from Sun, 

Silicon Graphics, 
IBM or HP, Falcon is committed to pro
viding you with quality components, 
subsystems and systems-everything from 
additional RAM to complete imaging 

systems. One of the most exciting examples 
of our systems capability is the new Falcon-

.-.-.:::.1 ION 
Vision™ document 
processing systems . 

In addition, Falcon 
can keep all your 
workstations work
ing through our 
unique FalconCare™ 
customer support 

program. Once again 
a single call to Falcon 

does it all. Whether you 
purchased your 
equipment from 
us or another 
source, we can 
provide you with 
technical support, 
maintenance and above all, great service. 

SYSTEMS, INC 

Making Workstations Work Better 

(800)326-1002 
All brands, products and services mentioned are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their repective owners. 
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the trade-up process; they muse do so 
within 30 days of caking delivery of 
Sun systems. All trade-ups come with 
Solaris 1.1 Version A pre-installed for 
no added charge. 

SMCC claims chat its trade-in values 
better chose offered by HP by as much 
as 50%. HP isn't standing still, howev
er. Right on the heels of Sun's trade-up 
program launch, HP retaliated with its 
own trade-up offering for both Apollo 
and SPARC users. HP is offering Sun 
and Apollo users a 44% trade-up cred
it coward HP/Apollo 9000 Series 700 
or Series 400 workstations. Customers 
need only have a minimum of 20 
SPARCstation, Sun 3 or Apollo 
Domain systems chat they wish to 
trade in before January 1, 1994 and 
cake delivery of by March 31, 
1994.-mjf 

SunSo/utions 
Shows Off ShowMe 

ShowMe, the computer-conferenc
ing software package chat made its 
debut as an integral pare of the 
SPARCstation 10 rollouc demonstra
tion, is now shipping. The application, 
which was developed by Sun
Solucions-a "produce development 
venture" within Sun Technology 
Enterprises-allows SPARC users co 
conduce on-line meetings and interac
tively collaborate on documents, 
graphics, spreadsheets and ocher 
images over any TCP/IP network. 

There is no limit co the number of 
people chat can simultaneously confer
ence using ShowMe. ShowMe relies on 
on-screen "markers" co annotate shared 
documents. Jc employs the patent
pending active window technology, 
which allows users co move seamlessly 
from the whiteboard area co the con
ference window and make changes by 
simply clicking in che active window. 
The package features an Open Look
based user interface chat is "very intu
itive," says Byron Ryono, director and 
general manager of SunSolucions. 
ShowMe runs on SPARC-based sys
tems running Solaris 1.0 and 
Open Windows 3.0. 

ShowMe is SunSolucions' first prod
uce. SunSolucions' mission is co create 
and market "interactive, collaborative 
software produces." The venture will 
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SunSolutions' computer conferenc
ing ShowMe software sports an intu
itive user interface. 

cake technologies developed by various 
pares of Sun Microsystems Inc. (espe
cially by SunLabs) and/or third-party 
developers and turn chem into "com
mercial-grade solutions," Ryono 
explains. Already, SunSolucions is 
working on the next versions of 
ShowMe, which will incorporate audio 
and video technologies-as does 
ShowMe's No. 1 competitor, 
Communique! from Insofr Inc.-and 
will make use ofISDN, which is sup
ported by che SPARCstation 10. 

ShowMe is a shrink-wrapped prod
uce chat sells for $349 per single-user, 
floating network license. A 10-user, 
floating-license package sells for 
$2,870, and a 25-user floating-license 
package goes for $5,975. The produce 
is being distributed by Sun 
Microsystems Computer Corp., 
SunExpress, Sun master VARs Access 
Graphics Inc. and Arrow Electronics 
Inc., and sofrware publisher and dis
tributor Qualix Group Inc.-mjf 

Optimally Optimizing 
Compilers 

Although Apogee Software Inc. may 
not be a household name when it 
comes co SPARC compilers, it soon 
may be. Sun Microsystems Computer 
Corp. used the Apogee-C and Apogee
FORTRAN produces co run the 
Dhryscone and SPEC benchmarks it 
ended up publishing for the 
SPARCstation 10 systems. Campbell, 
CA-based Apogee plans co make its 
Solaris 1.0 compilers publicly available 
in October and its Solaris 2.0 compil
ers before the end of the year. 

The Apogee produces are optimized 
for the SPARCstation 2 and 
SPARCstation 10. According co both 
Sun and Apogee, "these [Solaris 1.0] 
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language products helped SMCC's 
new SPARCstation 10 workstation
which uses the new SuperSPARC 
RISC processor-achieve outstanding 
performance chat is two co four times 
faster than previous Sun systems" by 
caking full advantage of the three 
instructions per clock cycle generated 
by SuperSPARC. The Apogee-C and 
Apogee-FORTRAN produces also 
incorporate preprocessor technology 
from Kuck & Associates Inc. , 
Champaign, IL. (At press time, it was 
undetermined whether the KAI pre
processors would be bundled or 
offered as standalone options.) 

As Apogee President Milton Barber 
explains, in the workstation market, 
"competitors can be so closely matched 
in hardware performance chat the 
degree of optimization available in the 
compiler may be more important in 
determining user-available perfor
mance than the hardware itself. " Yee 
building such a compiler is cough, he 
says. It is a large project, requiring a 
number of programmer-years co com
plete. And CISC compilers don't 
always pore well co RISC. Finally, new 
technologies, especially in the area of 
global optimizations and instruction 
scheduling, are emerging rapidly. 
These areas affect the extent of opti
mizations and speed of compilation 
and are difficult co keep up with and 
implement well, he says. 

Apogee was formed in the fall of 
1988 co produce highly optimizing 
RISC compilers. The four founders , 
Barber among chem, trace their roots 
co a scare-up called Cydrome Corp., 
where they developed a FORTRAN 
RISC compiler for a minisupercom
pucer company. As Apogee, the team 
developed a mulcilanguage, mulciarchi
ceccure suite of compiler components, 
i.e., C and FORTRAN front ends, 
intermediate representation builder, 
compiler core, interprocedural analyz
er, alias analyzer, global optimizer, 
back ends for target machines, compil
er driver and FORTRAN I/0 library. 
Among the target systems, besides 
SPARC, for which Apogee has devel
oped compilers are the Intergraph 
Corp. C300 and C400; Motorola Inc. 
88000 and 68000; IBM Corp. S/370, 
PC and PC-RT; Data General Corp. 
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TGV's MultiNet Is Alpha-Ready 
Digital's OpenVMS And Cross-Development Tools Ease MultiNet Porting Effort 

SANTA CRUZ, Calif. - TGV, Inc., has completed porting of MultiNet® V3.1, TGV's TCP/IP connectivity solution 
for DEC's VMS operating system, to operate with Digital Equipment Corporation's OpenVMS ™ for DEC's 
new Alpha computing architecture. TGV engineers credit the quality of the development tools DEC made 
available for making the MultiNet port quick and easy. 

"DEC has invested a lot of time and money developing OpenVMS for Alpha and, based on the initial 
enthusiastic reactions from our engineers, they seem certain to recoup their investment," said David 
Kashtan, President of TGV. "I want to congratulate DEC for making the Alpha and VAX implementations of 
OpenVMS so compatible. That is what made the MultiNet port to Alpha so easy." 

"We were very impressed with the quality of the development tools DEC made available," said Patrick 
Mahan, one of the TGV developers involved in the Alpha port effort. "We were particularly impressed with 
DEC's new Alpha compilers. With these kinds of development tools, third-party developers will find it easy 
to migrate their software to run on Alpha." 

"DEC's Alpha architecture is blazingly fast," noted Gerard Newman, the newest member of the 
MulitNet development group. For MultiNet users, this additional speed means that many current TCP/IP 
applications, such as MultiNet NFS operations and FTP file transfers, will be faster and more efficient, 
making them even more practical for high-performance connectivity appl ications. 

And since MultiNet V3.1 has been tested Alpha-compatible, current MultiNet users won't have to 
make modifications to their existing TCP/IP configurations as they migrate to Alpha. Even the MultiNet 
documentation will remain unchanged. 

''The number of actual modifications we had to make to MultiNet's source would fit on a one-page 
printout," said Bruce Miller, a member of TGV's MultiNet Development Team. "Considering that MultiNet 
consists of more than a million lines of source code, the port could have been a lot more painful. " 

TGV will make MultiNet available to users in time for the Alpha field test. · 

TGV, Inc., designs, manufactures, markets and supports standards-based networking and 
application software for Digital Equipment Corporation's VMS systems. TGV, Inc., is located at 603 Mission 
Street, Santa Cruz, California 95060. Telephone: 1-800-TGV-3440, or (408) 427-4366. 

TGV, Inc. 
(800) TGV-3440 

-30-

TGV is a trademark and MultiNet is a registered trademark of TGV, Inc. VMS, Openl'MS, and VA'/. are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © I 992 TGV, Inc. 
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MV/8000, Eclipse and Nova; Amdahl 
470 and Cray Research X/MP 
systems.-mjf 

Quorum Overcomes a Hurdle 
Quorum Software Systems Inc. , the 

Menlo Park, CA, developer of SPARC
Macintosh compatibility products, is 
free to move ahead once again with its 
development plans. In July, the com
pany resolved its lawsuit with Apple 
Computer Inc. regarding Quorum's 
right to deliver software that enables 
Mac applications to run on RISC
based workstations, including 
SPARCstations, with native UNIX 
GUI support. Terms of the settlement 
were not disclosed. 

Quorum had filed suit against Apple 
in May, seeking relief from Apple's 
assertion that Quorum had violated 
Apple's intellectual property rights. 
Additionally, Apple had revoked 
Quorum's privileges as an Apple 
Certified Developer. Since the settle
ment, Quorum has been reinstated in 
Apple's program. 

Quorum has begun shipping its 
Latitude product to Mac developers. 
Latitude recompiles "well-behaved" 
Mac programs written in high-level 
languages (such as ANSI C) into native 
UNIX executable programs. The prod
uct relies on Quorum's Compatibility 
Engine, a portable implementation of 
the Mac Toolbox application program
ming interface (API), which itself 
becomes embedded into the recom
piled Mac application and activates 
during its run time. At press time, the 
SPARC-target version of Latitude was 
shipping; versions for Silicon Graphics 
Inc. 's Indigo and IBM Corp.'s RS/6000 
were in beta test. 

Quorum is continuing to work on 
its Equal product. Equal, designed for 
end users, will allow customers to run 
shrink-wrapped Mac applications 
directly on RISC workstations. Like 
Latitude, Equal is based on the 
Quorum Compatibility Engine. The 
product will enable Mac "floppy disks" 
to run on workstations at speeds up to 
four times faster than conventional 
emulation, according ro the company. 

In related news, one of Quorum's 
competitors, Xcelerated Systems Inc., 
the San Diego, CA, developer of 
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Liken, is shipping Version 1.2 of its 
product. Liken, an emulation package, 
allows users of SPARCstations to run 
shrink-wrapped Mac software in an X 
Window. Version 1.2 improves file 
sharing between Sun and Mac envi
ronments, enhances cut-and-paste 
functionality and includes more cus
tomizable setup features , according to 
the company.-mj/ 

Other Open 
Systems News 

Digital Equipment Corp. 
• In one fell swoop, DEC has changed 
the name of its flagship VMS operat
ing system to Open VMS and intro
duced 13 new "Open VMS, Alpha
ready systems. " The Open VMS sys
tems employ DEC's NVAX micropro
cessors and range in size from 
MicroVAX deskrops to mainframe
class VAX systems. The "Alpha-Ready" 
program, designed to protect DEC's 
current and future customers' invest
ments in hardware and software, 
encompasses services, lease programs, 
CSO programs and education and 
training, as well as processor trade-in 
programs, once DEC's 64-bit, 150- to 
200-MHz Alpha chip becomes avail
able. 
• DEC also has added two more 
MIPS-based RISC systems to its sta
ble. And it rolled out more than 12 
new, prepackaged configurations and 
systems in the DECstation and 
DECsystem lines and slashed prices as 
much as 40% on its TURBOchannel 
graphics options. The Personal 
DECstation 5000 Model 33 is a 25.3-
SPECmark, 33-MHz system based on 
the R3000A. The DECsystem 5000 
Model 133 server is a 25.5-
SPECmark, 33-MHz system. The 
reconfigured systems are members of 
the Personal DECstation 5000 line, 
Models 20 and 25. As part of the 
announcement, DEC also unveiled an 
R3000A-based CPU daughtercard 
upgrade board for its Personal 
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International 
Spotlight 
Sun Among Olympians 

The opening of the XXV 

Summer Olympiad in Barcelona 

marked the second Olympic event 

in which Sun Microsystems Inc. 

systems has participated. At 

Albertville during the Winter 

Games, Sun workstations were 

used for real-time surveillance of 

the Olympic site, in an application 

developed by Alcatel for the 

French Air Force. In Barcelona, a 

Sun 630MP and a SPARCstation 

2 served as the platforms at 

"Image Kiosk," where Image+, a 

young French software company, 

constructed a digitized, high-reso

lution database of color pho

tographs for access by the press 

at the site and by the New York

based staff of Antenne 2, a 

French TV station. A Sun 

spokesperson says Olympic jou r

nal ists had their film developed, 

printed and put onto CD-ROM at 

Eastman Kodak, which had a 

facility at the site . The CD-ROM 

disk was then read at the Image 

Kiosk and put into the database. 

Antenne 2 journalists in New York, 

equipped with the same Sun sys

tem, interrogated the database, 

selected the desired photos, and 

had them transmitted in seconds, 

the spokesperson says. Telecom

munications for the appl ication 

was provided by a joint effort 

between AT&T and Telefonica. 

- mwj 
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Draw the Winner in 
C Software Development. 
Schedule slips. Bugs. Unmaintainable code. 

Just a few of the problems you face playing the software 
development game. 

That's why we created Ensemble"'. It's the toolset 
you've been looking for. And a workstation from Sun 
Microsystems is just the right platfom1 for it. 

Ensemble is a breakthrough in software development 
automation for C professionals. It automates fundamental 
C engineering tasks such as reverse engineering existing 
code, developing a well structured, maintainable design, 
creating robust test cases, and documenting C software 
down to each code construct. And it's yours only from 
Cadre Technologies. 

Cadre's Ensemble is easily the most effective 
C development automation solution available today. 
Indeed, it's the only game in town. And it works especially 
well on workstations from Sun, since we've carefully tuned 
it to Sun's client/server philosophy, networking protocols, 
and the OpenWindowsT" environment. 

Cadre is the world's leading provider of software 
development automation solutions. We've installed more 
than 20,000 such systems worldwide, in industries such as 
computers and software, telecommunications, 
manufacturing, banking, aerospace, and defense. 

Call us today to find out why more C developers 
working on Sun™ systems choose Cadre development 
automation solutions. And let Ensemble keep you 
moving forward. 

CADRE 
FIRST CHOICE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AUTOMATION 

Cadre Technologies Inc., 222 Richmond Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903, Phone: (800) 743-2273, FAX: (401) 35 1-7380 

European Operations, Phone: 1411 (22) 362-2251, Asia Pacific & Latin American Operations, Phone: I41 J (22) 362-3224 

CADRE FIRST CHOICE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AUTOMATION CADRE FIRST CHOICE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AUTOMATION CADRE FIRST CHOICE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AUTOMATION 

Ensemble is a trademark of Cadre Technologies Inc. All other pl'OOuct names are trademarks of their respective companies 
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DECstation 5000. 
• Ing. C. Olivetti has made it official: 
It will base future systems on DEC's 
Alpha chip. DEC will supply Olivetti 
with chips, system platforms and net
working software. As part of its agree
ment with the Italian vendor, DEC has 
become an Olivetti shareholder by 
acquiring 4% of Olivetti's common 
stock. DEC has agreed to purchase 
another 4% from shareholders by the 
end of 1994 and an additional 1.9% 
on the open market during June 1993. 
• DEC's new WAN controller 720 is 
designed to take advantage of the 100-
MB/ s throughput that is possible with 
DEC's new TURBOchannel I/0 
interconnect. The 720 allows worksta
tion users to transmit high-speed, net
work-intensive graphics, as well as to 
accelerate the usual WAN functions, 
like email communications, remote
application access and high-speed file 
transfer, DEC says. The controller 
supports the DECnet, OSI, TCP/IP 
and X.25 protocols and standards 
under the Ultrix OS. The product also 
interfaces with IBM's SNA. Purchase 
price is $2,500. 

NEWS 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
• New 3D client/server graphics-pro
gramming products based on PEX 5.1 
and PEXlib are available for HP's PA
RISC-based workstations. The PEX 
Server and PEXlib Client products run 
on the Apollo 9000 Series 700 work
stations. The products are available to 
software developers and VARs this 
month. Pricing for the two applica
tions bundled together is under 
$3,500. The PEXlib Client and PEX 
Server Run-Time bundle lists for less 
than $500. 
• HP unveiled enhanced versions of its 
backup- and print-management prod
ucts for Sun workstations. Both HP 
OmniBack, HP's network-backup 
management system, and HP Open
Spool, HP's print-management solu
tion, are manageable from a single HP 
Open View management workstation. 
OmniBack allows users to perform 
central file-system backup and recov
ery of their Suns to an HP-UX-based 
or HP Apollo Domain-based system. 
HP OpenSpool allows users to access 
shared printers and plotters across net
works ofHP-UX systems and Sun 

SPARCstations. HP OmniBack pric
ing begins at $1,500 and HP 
OpenSpool at $400. 
• On the X station front, HP added a 
new model to its HP 700/TX RISC X 
station family. It announced new ver
sions of its X server software for SCO 
Open Deskrop PC and IBM RISC 
System/6000 AIX workstation host 
platforms, and cut prices by up to 
$500 on its existing HP 700/RX mod
els. The new X station, the l 9Ga, 

Hewlett-Packard Co.'s 19Ga gray
scale X station. 

ISN'T IT REASSURING TO KNOW 
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THAT WE'LL NMR LEAVE YOU STRANDED? 
Good news for Sun users and the maintenance firms 

servicing them - when you need instant help, Apex has 
your part. We have the largest inventory of Sun parts 
outside of Sun itself. For all models of Sun workstations 
from the earliest to the most current. So, when you need 
an emergency swap, you'll get the part, not an excuse. 

As the largest fourth party maintenance firm in the Sun 
market, every Apex service is designed to answer your 
need, when you need it. So, when you're draining 

the swamp and the alligators start snapping, call P".~ 
Apex. Toll-Free: 1•800•678•3113 . 

Boston 
(508) 872-7796 

Santa Clara 
(408) 980-1900 

United Kingdom 
+44-0734-892149 

Seattle 
(206) 867-1900 

Fax APEX 
(206) 883-4910 CO~lPUTE R 
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What's the only real difference? 

Sun SPARCstation !PX. HP RISC X station. 



1111111 11111111 1111111 
11111 11 11111111 1111111 

$5,995.* 

$5,000. 

HP RISC X station. Sun SPARCstation IPX. 

HP RISC X stations give you 
the same interactive look and 
feel as Sun SPARCstations at 
a much lower cost-per-seat. 
With support for graphical user inter
faces such as OPEN LOOK or MOTIF
based VUE, you won't see the differ
ence. With the capability to run the 
same X applications, you can't tell the 
difference. 

Of course, we fully support 
our X stations to operate 
within your rnultivendor 
environment. Be it a Sun 

SPARCstation, IBM RS/6000, PCs 
running SCO ODT, or HP 9000 sys
terns.t And when you consider the 
leading X Window perlormance of 
the HP X stations, it's hard to justify 
spending almost twice as much for a 
Sun IPX. They're even priced $3,000 
less than the Sun 19" color IPC. 

It's no wonder HP was recognized by 
International Data Corporation and 

the X Business Group as the world
wide leading supplier of color X ter
minals for the second year in a row! 

See for yourself. 
In the .S. call 
1-800-637-7740, 
Ext. 3271 for our 
demonstration video. We lrnow that 
seeing is believing. In Canada call 
1-800-387-3867, Dept. 2307. 

rJ,p9 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 

•suggested U.S. list prices for 19" color models. Contact your local HP sales office for details .OPEN LOOK 1s a trademark of AT&T. MOTIF is a trademark of the Open Software Foundatim 
VUE stands for Visual User Environment. tlBM RS/6000 support available September, 1992, HPVectra PCs running Santa Cruz Operation Open Desktop. ©1992 Hewlett-Packard Company CSPAOOl 
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comes standard with 4 MB of memory 
and a 19-inch l ,280-by-1,024 gray
scale monitor. The system lists for 
$3,995. On the software front, HP's 
new versions allow SCO Open 
Desktop PC and IBM RS/6000 users 
to gain access to HP SharedX, MIT 
Client Authorization, Input Extension 
Support, SLIP and ANSI terminal 
emulation-features from which HP 
and Sun customers already benefit. 
Each version of the X server software 
lists for $695; only one copy is 
required per customer site. 
• In a move that garnered a lot less 
press than Sun's recent decision to 
include an ISDN chip on SPARCsta
tion 10 motherboards, HP unveiled a 
set of ISDN connectivity products, 
including workstation and PC ISDN 
interface cards and an ISDN server. 
The HP ISDN Link/S700 is an add
on card for the 9000 Series 720, 730 
and 750 workstations and provides a 
connection to public or private ISDN 
networks. The card allows users to 
transfer information over one or two 
ISDN B channels at speeds up to 128 
Kb/s. The HP ISDN Server connects a 
TCP/IP LAN to an ISDN. The server 
transmits over one or several multi
plexed 64-Kb/s circuits, providing 
total bandwidth ranging from 64 Kb/s 
to 384 Kb/s. The HP ISDN Link/MS
DOS card connects HP Vectra PCs to 
an ISDN. McDonald's Corp., a strong 
ISDN advocate and user, is currently 
testing the various products at its Oak 
Brook, IL, home office. Pricing ranges 
from $2,590 for the MS-DOS product 
to $18,375 for the ISDN server. 

IBM Corp. 
• IBM is remarketing Inspire, a 
rewritable optical jukebox line, for its 
RS/6000 family. Inspire is a product of 
Alphatronix, Research Triangle Park, 
NC. Inspire attaches directly to the 
RS/6000 via a SCSI bus, and comes 
with its own storage-management soft
ware. The system allows customers to 
store data in standard AIX Journaled 
File System Format. The Inspire line 
includes systems ranging from single, 
5¼-inch cartridge drives to 144-car
tridge jukeboxes, allowing for up to 86 
GB of on-line storage. 
• A product designed to increase data 
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sharing between mainframes and 
workstations through on-line access to 
MVS files from NFS networks is now 
available from J. Frank & Associates, 
Palo Alto, CA. MVS/NFS is a full 
implementation of NFS running 
under MVS. The product marks the 
debut of NFS on IBM and compatible 
mainframes. Sun Microsystems Inc. is 
a major customer for the product, 

according to J. Frank, and is using it to 
move applications and processing from 
mainframes to departmental servers 
and desktops. MVS/NFS supports 
MVS/SP, VMS/XA and MVS/ESA. 
Pricing ranges from $18,000 to 
$62,000, depending on the size of the 
mainframe. 
• Systems Strategies Inc., New York, 
has introduced communications soft-

WHY WASTE YOUR 
SPARC SYSTEM POWER? 

Some "Enhancement" Products 
Actually Reduce System Performance 

You chose your SPARC® system because it provides the best performance 
available. Why be less discriminating when you enhance your system? 

Not all serial and parallel ports are created equal. 

Our intelligent ports add functionality with minimal impact on CPU performance. 
Like all of our products, they are superior in every measure - design, performance, 

reliability, compatibility and warranty. And, best of all, they don't cost alot. 

STOP WASTING PoWER - CALL AURORA- START GETTING MORE FROM YOUR SYSTEM. 

- ., 
Intelligent 1/0 LAN & WAN Connectivity ~ !? 
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:;;! 

SNA3770 3770 Emulation 0 
~ B00SX 8 Serial, up to 115Kb .! HDLC/SDLC Link Layer APls ., 

800S X.25 1984 CCITT X.25 ::, 8 Serial Ports QI 
al 1600S 16 Serial Ports z PPP RFC 1171 /72 Std . 
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TECHNOLOGIES 

176 Second Avenue Waltham. MA 01254 
(617) 290-4800 Fax (617) 290-4844 

SPARC is a registered trademark of SPARC lntemat1onal. 
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ware that gives RS/6000 and Sun 
SPARCstation users on Novell Inc. 
NetWare access to IBM mainframe 
data and applications via Novell's 
NetWare for SM. The product, 
Systems Strategies Express 3270 for 
NetWare, provides 3270 emulation for 
IBM, Sun, SCO UNIX, Interactive 
UNIX and other System V-based sys
tems on a NetWare network. The 
product emulates 3278/3279 terminals 
and 3287 printers. It enables TCP/IP 
network users to access interactively 
IBM host applications, such as CICS 
and TSO, retrieve IBM database infor
mation and print IBM-formatted 
EBCDIC files on local ASCII printers. 

Silicon Graphics Inc. 
• SGI has rolled out yet another new 
family of systems. This time, it's five 
Iris Indigo PCs based on the 50-MHz 
MIPS R4000SC chip. (The R4000 
operates at 70 SPECmarks, 85 MIPS 
and 16 MFLOPS.) The five new sys
tems range from the R4000 Iris Indigo 
Server at $11,395 to the R4000 Iris 
Indigo Elan at $32,000. All prices 
include 16-MB memory, color moni
tor, keyboard, mouse, 16-bit audio 
subsystem and bundled tools (Iris 
Showcase, Iris Explorer, Iris media 
mosaic tools and the lrix operating sys
tem). The R4000 CPU upgrade is 
available to existing customers for 
$9,000. SGI has also dropped prices 
for its R3000 Indigo Entry and Indigo 
XS systems, to $7,995 and $11,495, 
respectively, as well as for its Indigo 
memory by 40%. 
• Two more CASEVision software
development products are available as 
part of SGI's suite of CASE products. 
CASEVision/ClearCase is a software 
configuration management and ver
sion control product based on Atria 
Software lnc. 's ClearCase product. The 
product offers enhanced version con
trol, rule-based configurations, trans
parent access, binary sharing, build 
auditing and parallel building. 
CASEVision/Tracker is a bug and pro
cess tracking system. Tracker relies on 
a process description language to help 
users determine process parameters, 
and an X/Motif user interface. Tracker 
is available separately or integrated 
with CASEVision/ClearCase. 
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CASEVision/ClearCase is priced from 
$3,000 per license; CASEVision/ 
Tracker is priced from $1,600. The 
packages bundled go for $3,750. 
• Ina related announcement, SGI 
unveiled Iris Indigo DevStation, 
which the company is billing as "the 
industry's first desktop system espe
cially configured for software develop
ers. " DevStation integrates SGI's Iris 
Indigo RISC PC with the aforemen
tioned CASEVision family of soft
ware-development tools. DevStation 
comes preconfigured with the Iris 
Development Option, a package of 
development libraries and tools 
(including an ANSI C compiler and 
development environment; the X 
Window System development 
libraries; OSF/Motif tool kit, libraries 
and user-interface compiler; Iris GL 
development libraries; UNIX debug
ging and profiling tools; and Display 
PostScript development libraries) and 
CASEVision/Workshop, a program
ming environment developed by SGI. 
The Iris Indigo DevStation is priced 
from $11,995. 

This Just In ... 
• In case you missed the fine print: If 
you're waiting around for SunSoft or 
Sun Microsystems Computer Corp. 
to automatically drop a copy of Solaris 
2.0 on your doorstep, you better get 
off your duff. Solaris 2.0 is a "pull 
release," i.e., it will not be shipped 
automatically to existing customers. It 
is available only as an upgrade. 
Customers who do not have a software 
support contract must purchase an 
upgrade package (RTU, media and 
documentation/ Answer Book). Those 
with software support contracts will 
receive Solaris 2.0 for free . 
• Sun Microsystems Computer Corp. 
has signed a reseller agreement with 
Auto-Grafica, one of the largest inte
grators and distributors of prepress 
systems in the newspaper and graphic 
ans industries. Auto-Grafica will sell 
Sun hardware bundled with software 
and peripheral equipment, into a 
number of international markets , 
especially South and Central America, 
Spain, Portugal and the Caribbean. 
Applications that Auto-Grafica will 
offer on Sun include electronic pagi-
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nation, news wire reception, picture 
reception, scanner and color retouch
ing and color/monochrome picture 
storage and retrieval. The contract is 
valued at $1 million annually. 
SPARCstations/servers will become 
the first UNIX hardware supported 
by Hackensack, NJ-based Auto
Grafica. 
• Network General Corp., the Sniffer 
company, has broadened its platform 
coverage to include UNIX. With its 
new product, SniffMaster for X, net
work managers can access network 
troubleshooting and monitoring sys
tems from the Sun Microsystems Inc. 
workstations and/ or X Window 
System-based workstations running 
SunNet Manager, Hewlett-Packard 
Co. 's Open View and/or IBM Corp.'s 
NetView/6000, as well as from any X 
terminal. SniffMaster for X is part of 
Network General's Distributed Sniffer 
System, a product for monitoring and 
analyzing Ethernet and token-ring 
LANs and WAN links. Network 
General is based in Menlo Park, CA. 
• The Sun Vision line of graphics, 
imaging and visualization software is 
now the proud property of Advanced 
Visual Systems Inc., Waltham, MA. 
Sun Microsystems Computer Corp. 
transferred the rights to market and 
develop Sun Vision to AVS Inc. AVS ' 
immediate plans include offering 
Sun Vision 1.2 to Sun users and 
migrating two components of 
Sun Vision, the imaging library (IPlib) 
and the volume visualization tool 
(Sun Voxel) to Solaris 2.0, as well as to 
SMCC's new XIL imaging and video 
software foundation library. AVS also 
plans to integrate Sun Vision functions 
into its own Application Visualization 
System, AVS. 
• The trio of Sun Microsystems 
Computer Corp. , Tektronix Inc. and 
National Instruments Corp. have 
formed an alliance to develop, market 
and sell a new line of integrated test 
and measurement systems. The 
alliance will create solutions based on 
SPARCstation/server systems from 
SMCC; VXI and GPIB instrumenta
tion from Tektronix; and the 
Lab VIEW graphical application soft
ware and instrument controller hard
ware from National Instruments. 



Resulting products will be marketed 
under the name of Open Measure
ment Solutions. For more on the 
alliance or its products, contact 
Tektronix in Pittsfield, MA, at (800) 
426-2200, ext. 111. 
• The world's largest SPARC system is 
shipping. Cray Research Inc. , Eagan, 
MN, has renamed the former Floating 
Point Systems, which it acquired in 
December 1991, Cray Research 
Superservers Inc. and has released the 
5uperservers division's first new prod-
1ct. The so-called Cray S-MP is a 
nodified FPS 500. Cray says the sys
em is designed to be a bridge between 
;PARC workstations and larger Cray 
;upercomputers on the same network. 
[he system, which can be configured 
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with up to eight SPARC processors, 
will operate as a file server with a one
terabyte capaciry. Pricing begins at 
$500,000. At press time, the company 
said it had nine orders, the largest of 
which was from the National Institute 
of Genetics in Japan. 
• Lots of news on the Oracle Corp. 
front: After mucho delays, Oracle 
finally got Version 7.0 of its Oracle 
database out the door. As expected, 
the system now supports two-phase 
commit, referential integriry (with 
triggers), stored procedures and multi
threading. Meanwhile, on the applica
tions division side of the house, 
Oracle rolled out Version 9.0 of its 
financial, manufacturing and human 
resources applications. The division 

launched a new line of business pro
ductiviry applications, including the 
Oracle Business Manager, a desktop 
environment including its own GUI. 
SMCC seemingly was impressed, as it 
announced that it had selected 
Oracle's manufacturing, CASE and 
financial applications for its installa
tions worldwide in a deal worth mul
tiple millions. 
• Oasys has rolled out a suite of Native 
SPARC Tools, including Version 1.8.6 
of the optimizing Green Hills 
Compilers (C, C++, Pascal and FOR
TRAN) and the multilanguage, X 
Window-based Multi debugger. The 
tools have been integrated with Sun's 
native assembler/linker. Oasys is head
quartered in Lexington, MA. ~ 

Xtra XWidgets 
Xtra XWidgets"' gives you an extensive collection of advanced components. Now building 

sophisticated graphical user interfaces in the X Window System" environments is as easy as creating 
push buttons. They naturally complement OSF/Motif"and Open Look"' on a variety of platforms. 

Our comprehensive library of flexible widgets includes: 
• Bar Charts • Spreadsheets • Help facility 
• Pie Charts • Forms • Hypertext 
• Line Graphs • X-Y Plots • Icons & Images 
To receive a free demonstration copy, or further information, 

Please send E-Mail to: info@gst.com, or Fax to: 310-376-6224 or Call: 310-328-9338. 

~ Graphical Software Technology 
1559 E Pacific Coast Highway #300, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 

Trademarks belong to their respective com panies. 
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The best just got better ... 

THE SU~DSERVER 

WINNER 

Introducing the only affordable 
memory for your SPARC 670/690. 

If you plan to upgrade your Sun 
SPARCserver 670/690, now you 
have two choices for memory. 

Sun or Dataram. 
Dataram is the only memory 
company today producing-and 
delivering-€xpansion boards for 
your SPARC 670/690. 

And we offer them at prices at least 
20% below Sun 's. 

Upgrades ranging from 64MB up 
to 1 GB. 

Our DR670 boards are the latest 
additions to our extensive line of fully 
Sun-compatible memory, which also 
includes the popular DR475 64MB 
upgrade for your SPARC 2 and IPX. 

All are available today and backed 
by Dataram's exclusive customer 
satisfaction package: 

• Lifetime guarantee 
• Free trial period 
• Express spares 
• Service-call expense reimbursement 
• Dial-in assistance 
• Trade in/up 
• Technical support 

Only from Dataram, the world 
leader in memory and winner of two 
consecutive Sun Observer Excellence 

All names referenced are trademarks of their respective manufacturer. 
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Awards, which proclaim us the 
Best Memory Supplier for 1990 and 
1991. 

Call 1-800-DATARAM for more 
information. 

DATARAM 
P.O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543-7528 
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sk Mr. Protocol 

by MICHAEL O'BRIEN 

"] 60-bit addresses are daft. " 

-One well-known networker 

'1 strongly disagree with the overall 

recommendation presented. " 
-Another well-known networker 

"There are, of course, many issues that 

must be resolved before CIDR and 1Pv7 

can actually be deployed in the 

operational Internet. " 

-Someone with a gift for the obvious 

"Battle not with monsters, lest ye 

become a monster. " 
-Nietzsche, and worth repeating 

TOM BARRETT 

Every Toaster and Light 
Switch in the World 

• 
I've heard a rumor 
that they're going 
to change the 
Internet to use 
160-bit addresses. 
Are they nuts? 

A: Up until recently, the answer to 
that question would have been, "not 
noticeably. " Now, the answer is, "It all 
depends on who you ask." 

The question you ask is very like 
questions that have recently been 
asked on the mailing list of the 
Internet Engineering Task Force, ques
tioning a proposal to replace the IP 
protocol with something very like the 
ISO CLNP standard, which sports 
things resembling addresses that are 
160 bits long. Seasoned network 
hands were rocked back by that one. 
In fact, a jihad was declared in some 
quarters, and given that the next meet-
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ing of the IETF was scheduled for 
Boston, a proposal was made to re
enact the Boston Tea Parry, with those 
who made this suggestion being the 
guests of honor, playing the part of the 
tea. 

First of all , let's look at some possible 
sources of outrage. That's always fun, 
especially during a presidential elec
tion year. Who cares if the number of 
address bits is 160, or even 1,060? 

Well, those who must communicate 
over slow links, for one thing. 
Squirting 32 bits of source and 32 bits 
of destination over a 1,200-baud serial 
link, as some folks do now, takes 
considerable time. If addresses were 
160 bits, things would not only be 
worse, but a whole big bunch worse. 
Increasing attention is being paid to 
so-called "mobile IP," meaning putting 
things on the network that communi-
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care by means of radio, perhaps via 
cellular phone. The Telebic Cellblazer 
modem is a commercial entry in chis 
line chat is available now. Sending 
160-bic addresses over such a link 
would slow traffic down considerably. 

Another argument in favor of insan
ity is the sheer size of such an address. 
Mr. Protocol has pointed out three 
times in as many columns chat the first 
national nerwork, the Arpanet, was 
designed never co have address-space 
problems. This was done by making 
the address so large as co be effectively 
infinite. "Infinity" was defined as eight 
bits, allowing 256 hosts on the 
nerwork. Never, it was thought, could 
such a limit be exceeded. 

ASK MR. PROTOCOL 

class whites would gee better jacks than 
poor inner-city Latinos? Do you chink 
some net addresses would be more 
"desirable" than ochers? Do you chink 
Burkina Faso would have more desir
able addresses than the United States?) 

Of course, such is not the case. The 
32-bic IP address is not flat, as we saw 
last month. le is divided into three 
classes, for three different kinds of 
nerworks of different sizes. One class is 
close to being exhausted, while the 
other rwo have plenty of addresses left. 
One possible solution, indeed, is 
simply co say, "Sorry, there aren't any 
Class B addresses left, but we can lee 
you have 16 or maybe even 256 Class 
C addresses in a group. Would chat be 

hat this means is that the biggest problem 

to be addressed, so to speak, is routing and 

addressing, rather than address space, which 

can be grown arbitrarily (more or less). 

In hindsight, of course, chis looks 
silly. At the time of The Taking of the 
Cure, however, the reverse was true. A 
32-bic address space, as provided by IP, 
looked just ridiculously large. Lots of 
people didn't want to convert to IP 
because it looked coo huge and 
baroque, especially in the address 
department. 

This fourfold increase in the size of 
the address would seem co be plenty, 
allowing as it does for a nerwork 
address for every man, woman and 
child on Earth. Presuming chat the 
address space were flat, and chat we 
were in face plugging in men, women 
and children without regard co race, 
creed, religion, nation of origin or 
previous condition of servitude, chis 
would be a fine idea for many years co 
come. (This is a delightfully macabre 
thought, chinks Mr. Prorocol in his 
deepest inner recesses. If strenuous 
objection is made co the notion of 
turning a Social Security number into 
a National ID, consider the resistance 
to the mandatory installation of the 
Social Interface Jack in the back of 
your head. Do you chink rich middle-
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OK?" This, though, leads co a problem 
called "route explosion," meaning chat 
nerwork routers would have to store 
256 routes for Class C nets instead of 
one route for a Class B net. 

What chis means is chat the biggest 
problem to be addressed, so co speak, 
is routing and addressing, rather than 
address space, which can be grown 
arbitrarily (more or less). Actually, as 
we've seen, chis assumption has its 
limits. Some are the limits of our 
current perspective, but limits on 
things like radio bandwidth are abso
lu ce and must be considered. 

However, it is certainly true chat the 
problems of routing appear more 
daunting, chat we seem co have consid
erably more freedom in designing 
addressing schemes than we do in solv
ing routing problems. There are chose 
who chink chat if you solve the routing 
problems first, the "correct" addressing 
scheme will drop out in the wash. 
These people have at least a chance of 
being right, Mr. Prorocol feels. 

Bue can a routing scheme be 
proposed in a vacuum? At least some 
rough characterization of the nerwork 
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traffic would seem to be necessary to 
handle "real-world" routing condi
tions. If we give ourselves a leg up and 
pick a new IP chat spores 160-bic 
addresses, say, what could the nerwork 
do? 

Mr. Protocol is glad you asked. If a 
32-bic address is enough to give one to 
every man, woman and child on earth, 
160 bits seems co be enough to give a 
separate address to every subatomic 
particle in the universe, at least by 
some calculations. 

Of course, chis isn't the way 
addresses gee used. Some pares of the 
160 bits might be chopped up by rout
ing considerations; others would 
doubcless be used in some expansion 
of the Class A/B/C scheme now in use, 
co accommodate nerworks of different 
sizes. 

le seems certain chat the hierarchical 
nature of nerworks will continue and 
chat the pervasiveness of computers in 
our daily lives will, sooner or lacer, be 
followed by the pervasiveness of a hier
archy of nerworks to tie chem together, 
at least for management purposes. One 
recent conference sported the "Internet 
Toaster," which was a showcase for 
SNMP, che Simple Nerwork 
Management Protocol. While it hardly 
seems likely chat SNMP will be the 
complete nerwork control system of 
the future, it does perhaps point to the 
way in which computers and nets will 
be organized and controlled in the 
future. 

Mr. Protocol would like to put rwo 
and rwo together to make five, which 
is one of his favorite occupations. He 
will now proceed to stick his neck out 
and make some foolish extrapolations. 
Recovering from the inevitably ensu
ing humiliation will require a large 
number of chocolate chip cookies and 
Big ScufDing-Dongs, so keep chose 
donations coming, folks! 

What would a good extrapolation be 
without starting with Babbage? 

Babbage built a mechanical device 
for calculating cables for the British 
Navy, whose hand-calculated cables 
were riddled with errors. No fool, he 
prompcly did what any good modern 
researcher would do: He subverted the 
contract into paying for his own 
research. And, in face, he came up with 





what he figured was a pretty neat idea: 
Instead of just putting numbers in one 
end, then (in his case literally) turning 
the crank to get numbers out the 
other, he figured he'd build a machine 
whose outputs could be hooked to its 
own inputs. Calculations could thus 
proceed in stages, with each stage's 
output being the next stage's input. 
Such genius was rewarded as it usually 
is. He overspent his contract, was shut 
off by the government and died penni
less, embittered and sans machine. 

Electromechanical relays came and 

went without materially altering 
affairs, except for the invention of the 
electromechanical calculator, which 
essentially represents Babbage's original 
idea of a nonprogrammable machine. 
About the time electron cubes started 
replacing relays, von Neumann came 
up with what seems in some ways an 
idea remarkably similar to Babbage's: 
computers chat could score their 
programs and their data in the same 
memory score, so chat programs could 
be operated on as data. 

We've been flirting with chis idea 
ever since. 

The first computers had memories 
chat were linear and directly addressed. 
Aside from various research machines, 
all computers since have had memories 
chat are addressed as a linear array, but 
they have had address-mapping capa
bilities permitting a level of indirec
tion. Mostly, chis indirection is used co 
give programs the illusion chat they are 
each running in their own address 
space. 

Mr. Protocol finds it fascinating chat 
in all the years since the von Neumann 
machine cook over the world, no ocher 
attempt at managing an address space 
has shown signs of carving out any sort 
of niche for itself. Mr. Protocol being 
mostly concerned with networks (in 
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fact if you discount sleeping and scarf
ing every Big Scuf Ding-Dong in the 
neighborhood, it's about all he 
concerns himself with), chis must have 
an implication for networking. And it 
does. 

Those who believe chat hitting a 
computer with anything larger than a 
feather duster will instantly cause an 
explosion of nuclear proportions 
(which includes every screenwriter in 
Hollywood, or so it seems, despite the 
fact chat every mother's son or daugh
ter of chem now uses a computer to 

Only it's back. Addressing nodes on 
a net is not like addressing cells in 
memory, because there isn't any partic
ular ordering of the nodes based on 
address. They can be grouped, by 
network, but not ordered individually. 
And even the grouping by network is 
more hopeful than actual. They may 
be geographically dispersed, and if the 
net is a logical rather than a physical 
net, the router chat passes traffic into 
the net may have to make decisions on 
a machine-by-machine basis, in the 
worse case. 

r. Protocol earnestly recommends the view 

that encryption should be the goal of more 

than the old '60s radicals who eternally 

trumpet the evil of Big Brother. 

write scripts on-trust me on chis; I 
know what I'm talking about) do not 
find it a great stretch of the imagina
tion to believe that if you take all the 
computers in the world and hook 
them up on a network, what you get is 
One Giant Computer (which as a 
necessary plot device will promptly 
develop sentience in about 25 seconds 
flat). In fact, Sun Microsystems claims 
"The Network Is The Computer!" 
Well, Mr. Protocol is here co cell you 
that The Network Isn't The Compu
ter. It's The Problem. 

And the problem is precisely the 
whole area of addressing, which we 
were discussing earlier. The architec
ture of the von Neumann machine is 
now well enough understood, particu
larly afrer various flirtations with varia
tions on the architecture. Mr. P 
remembers the "split I/0" architecture 
of the heftier brand of PDP-11, where 
in fact the program was not in the 
same address space as the data, but in a 
different address space altogether, with 
interesting implications for 
programmability and sanity. This 
expedient worked well enough in 
stretching an inadequate 16-bit 
address space, but the advent of 32-bit 
machines has thankfully relegated chis 
notion to the dustbin of history. 
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The only current notion for how to 
handle such a beast is hierarchical. The 
international network (or networks) 
will have no notion as to how or where 
traffic is passed at the lower levels. In 
fact it is now felt in some quarters chat 
the entire notion of having an end
node address contain routing informa
tion is a dead mistake, and chat packet 
routing information should be kept 
separate from addressing. This in itself 
indicates one possible way in which 
the 160 bits of "address" might be 
carved up: some for real addressing 
and some for routing. 

The real question is, how far down 
does the routing go? How many levels 
of indirection might there be? This 
could be very complicated, for social 
reasons as much as anything else. 

Consider chat when the first 
networks were constructed, the 
machines chat they connected were 
already in place. Long-haul nets came 
first, because at chat time computers 
were a scarce commodity, with one or 
two machines at most installations. 
Local-area nets came later, with the 
advent of personal workstations. In 
fact, thanks to some considerable 
farsightedness at Xerox, the personal 
workstation and the local-area net 
grew up together. 



Now, consider the average home. 
Computers are ubiquitous. Cars as far 
back as 1984 have as many as three 
computers in them, and the total is 
soaring. Every piece of video and 
audio equipment in the place, as well 
as the microwave, is computerized. 
The telephone, the air conditioner, the 
furnace, the burglar alarm, and if 
you're a techno-freak and have Xl 0 
central control in your home, that too. 
The washing machine! There's a good 
one. 

Mr. Protocol considers that the 
lowest level net will be that existing 
within a single machine, whether it be 
a multiprocessor workstation or a laser 
disk player. Or a dishwasher. 

Above that will be local systems, 
such as your audio-visual center. 

By the time you get up to your entire 
house, you're at a third-level net. The 
fire sensor detects water in the kitchen 
and asks the lawn sprinkler system 
outside the window if it happens to be 
on. Receiving a negative reply, it ques
tions the dishwasher, which remarks 
it's a funny thing, but it's been filling 
for some time and still doesn't seem to 
have much of a waterline. Something, 
somewhere, with more brains than the 
dishwasher, figures out the obvious 
and tells it to shut off, then calls you 
on the phone. House beautiful, right? 

Only maybe it doesn't call you on 
the phone. Maybe it sends you email. 
And maybe your email goes direct to 
your scrolling-display radio pager. 
Now, that part isn't science fiction. 
Those are available today. (And unless 
you're a dolt, you'll put some sort of 
filtering program in between your 
mailbox and your radio pager.) 

The ruling principle is that most 
traffic is local nonsense and should 
stay local. Locally, you can get away 
with anything you want, such as send
ing Ethernet packets with 48-bit 
addresses, or old-style IP, or Point-to
Point Protocol, or SLIP, or even XlO. 
When you get past that point, you 
have to speak the global protocol-or 
rather, your router does. Networks will 
be arranged hierarchically, and routing 
at each level of the hierarchy will be 
local, or up to a higher level, or down 
to a lower level. 

The problem comes when one real-
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izes that today, anyone who routes 
packets at the national or international 
level has the capability to monitor 
practically all the nonlocal traffic on 
the net ... all 10 billion packets-per
month's worth. It's no great stretch to 

remark that with this sort of architec
ture, law-enforcement types with a 
warrant would be able to find out 
whenever you flipped a light switch in 
your home. 

The obvious answer is that the key 
to your front door is the crypto-key to 
your home's network. All the bits are 
legal packets, but the data sections 
don't make sense. Mr. Protocol 
earnestly recommends the view that 
encryption should be the goal of more 
than the old '60s radicals who eternally 
trumpet the evils of Big Brother. In 
fact it is the expectation of privacy that 
makes us put curtains in our windows 
at home. We feel exposed without 
them, though we (probably!) have 
nothing to hide. 

Mr. Protocol suggests that when one 
of those 160-bit addresses is the elec
tronic equivalent of your street 
address, what goes on behind it should 
be encrypted as a matter of course, for 
the same reasons that you keep your 
curtains drawn, and he suggests that 
you examine carefully the arguments 
and motives of those who would have 

it otherwise as a matter of law. -

Mike O'Brien has been noodling 
around the UNIX world for far too 
long a time. He knows he started out 
with UNIX Research Version 5 (not 
System V, he hastens to point out), but 
forgets the year. He thinks it was 
around 1975 or so. 

He founded and ran the first nation
wide UNIX Users Group Sofrware 
Distribution Center. He worked at 
Rand during the glory days of the 
Rand editor and the MH mail system, 
helped build CSNET (first at Rand 
and later at BBN Labs Inc.) and is 
now at an aerospace research corpora
tion. 

Mr. Protocol refuses to divulge his 
qualifications and may, in fact, have 
none whatsoever. His email address is 
arnp@expert . com. 
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NIX Basics 

KEITH GRAVES 

Some Tools by PETER COLLINSON, 
Hillside Systems 

A 
bout two weeks ago, I attended a presentation at 
a trade show where I heard the usual story that 
"users don't want to use command-line input; 
they want to point and click." The speaker did 

say that he preferred the "old-fashioned" command line 
input because he had been brainwashed by it before the vari
ous point-and-dick interfaces were invented. I do sometimes 
wonder whether users really do want to just point and click 
or whether it's a bit like high fashion. You know: The color 
that everyone is wearing this year is black, because that's the 
only color that is available in the stores. Perhaps we all like 
point-and-dick interfaces because we are told that we must. 
Of course, they do make for great demonstrations at shows. 

On a machine running Microsoft Windows, I certainly 
find myself sneaking into a DOS window to do file manipu
lation because I find it's less restrictive. Perhaps it's also a 
matter of ergonomics; the click interfaces require you to rype 
at some point. I find the business of moving my hands from 
the keyboard to the mouse and back again is a lot slower 
than typing the one-line command generally needed to make -
the same thing happen. 

The real problem with point-and-dick interfaces is that 
they only solve some known problem. The problem must be 

well defined, like copying a file or listing a directory. 
Someone else has had to sit down and work out the entire 
set of problems that are to be solved by the software. Then a 
butron, a menu, an icon or whatever is provided as the user 
hook to access the known solution. I think that this fails to 
learn from the "UNIX experience." 

I expect UNIX commands to work together. I have grown 
used to thinking that commands can be used in groups to 
answer some new question that no one has thought of 
before. I am used to the idea that I can take existing com
mands, put them together in some way or other to create a 
new tool, something that has not existed before, something 
that solves the problem I have now. 

If this problem is likely to recur, then I can put the solu
tion into a file and add it to the set of known solutions. 
However, if the solution is simple, I find that I am more 
likely to recreate the combination of tools in a transitory 
way. For example, ifl need to know how many files there are 
in the current directory, then I will type: 

% ls I we 
14 14 105 

to get the answer: 14. Ifl want, I can make a private shell 
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UNIX BASICS 

command, with more "user-friendly" output: 

# ! /bin/sh 

echo ' lslwc -1' "files " 

I rarely do this kind of thing. It's quicker to type the pair of 
commands than remember the dumb name I have given to the 
new command stored in my private bin directory. I guess I am 
happy with the general notion that when I want to ask the 
question "how many?" I take a command that will generate a 
list, pipe it into we and am given the answer. This is kludgy 
sometimes. For example, you have to remember to subtract 
one from the answer to "how many processes are running?" 

% ps I wc 

Remember the ps command outputs a title line describing 
the contents of each column in its output. However, the 
UNIX tools approach allows me to remember a recipe for 
counting things and then apply the set of rules in many dif
ferent situations. 

There are some problems with all this. I talked about this 
aspect of UNIX, the tools approach, around two years ago in 
an article called "Pipes" (SunExpert, August 1990, Page 31). 
In that article, I said, "Authors of UNIX utilities don't have 
to do anything particularly special to make their programs fit 
in with the tools approach. In general, programs will output 
terse information, avoiding chatry infills." I got some hate 
mail from someone saying that this terseness was the worst 
thing about UNIX. I suppose "hate mail'' is an exaggeration; 
let's say dissenting mail. In some ways, I find that I agree 
with the poster, probably to his surprise. 

I am forced to conclude that the default of terseness might 
not have been the correct way to go. If you wanted things to 
interoperate using terse data streams, then it might have 
been reasonable to be forced to specify an option saying chat 
a tool should operate in terse mode. This was not the way 
that the designers of UNIX chose to go. Terseness was prob
ably a byproduct of the slow I/0 devices they were using to 
communicate with the machine. Terse output made it easier 
to work and not wait for the characters to appear on the 
final paper roll. 

These slow devices have left us a legacy. The tools 
approach, where the output from one program is glued to 
the input of another, allows us to construct transitory com
mand lines to achieve some task of the moment. To use the 
approach, the cost is that you need to know of the existence 
of a number of commands chat form the building blocks. 
Here are a few worth looking at. 

The Tr Command 
The tr command is a true filter. It doesn't take file name 

arguments like many commands do; instead it passes its 
standard input to its standard output. As the characters fly 
by, each is inspected to see if it should be replaced by anoth
er, or perhaps it should be deleted depending on the options 
to the command. To change all occurrences of "A" in a file to 
(( )) 

a, use: 

% tr A a< in> out 
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An Introduction to 02· 
Pop-Up Editor Window 
Guides the user in entering rules, 
procedures, equations, and values. 

Workspaces 
Allow the user to organize 
knowledge libraries in modules. 

Real-Time Generic Rules 
and Procedures 

To represent knowledge that can apply 
to any object or to a class of objects. 

Graphic Displays -------
Represent data in easy-to
understand forms, such as dials, 
meters, tables and graphs. 
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Posts important information to 
the operator concerning real-time 
events. 

Subworkspaces 
Allow for organizing knowledge 

hierarchically. Operator Logbook 
Maintains a chronology of 
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Object-Oriented Animation 
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and animate objects in colors 
dynamically. 

Dynamic Simulation 
For modeling and simulating 

real-world applications, testing 
knowledge bases, and comparing 

actual and ideal behaviors. 

Gensym's G2 Real-Time E xpert System running on a SUN SPARCst,ation.™ 

The G2 Real-Time Expert System 
G2 displays information through a highly-organ
ized, easy-to-understand windowing system that 
enables the user to capture, manage and deploy 
knowledge applications demanding real-time 
performance. These windows can contain sche
matics, animated graphs, rules, procedures and 
tables. All windows are at the user's control: they 
can be viewed, hidden, moved, scaled and layered 
as desired. 

G2 features an editor window and attribute 
tables to assist the user in editing rules and ob
jects. This provides an easy-to-follow, uniform 
framework for either entering new knowledge or 
editing existing knowledge bases. 

A built-in inspect utility enables users of large 
knowledge bases to search for, locate, and edit 
various types of knowledge. 

More than 100 major organizations use G2 on 
SUN SPARCstations. 

0. Gensym Corporation ♦ Catalyst 
Advantage 
Program 125 CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140 
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UNIX BASICS 

This passes all characters through except for ''A," which is 
changed to lowercase. To change more than one character, 
you simply supply two lists: 

% tr ABCDE abcde <in> out 

Here ''A" is mapped to "a," "B" mapped to "b" and so on. 
It's more useful to be able to change ranges: 

% tr A-Z a-z <in> out 

The hyphenated ranges here expand to the uppercase let
ters from "A" to "Z ," mapping onto the lowercase letters "a" 
to "z." The file out will simply contain lowercase letters. 

You can specify single characters as octal constants in the 
usual unfriendly UNIX manner. Consult the file 
/usr/pub/ascii to get ASCII character codes and mean
ings. For example, to change tabs to a single space: 

% tr ' \011 ' ' ' <in> out 

The tr command has a couple of useful switches that 
extend its usefulness. The -d option makes it delete charac
ters in a single range. A very usable DOS-to-UNIX file con
version script is 

% tr -d ' \015\032 ' <dos> unix 

This deletes extraneous carriage-return characters, leaving 
newline to mean end of line. It also deletes control-Z, which 
is sometimes appended at the end of DOS files for some 
unknown reason. 

You should be aware that there is a UNIX cultural prob
lem with the range arguments to tr . System V systems (and 
future POSIX ones) insist that the arguments look like 
ranges in regular expression syntax and so should be sur
rounded by square brackets: 

% tr ' [A-Z] ' ' [a-z] ' <in> out 

I need to quote these to get them past the shell. I was sent 
a solution to this by Peter Vernam of Draper Laboratory Inc. 
He uses tr when writing interactive scripts to ensure that 
the response from the user is in a known case for testing. 
Simply, he wants to do something like: 

# get response 
read ans 
ans='echo "$ans " ltr A-Z a-z 
if [ "$ans " = yes ] 
then 
# we have yes 
fi 

The clever line is the one that passes the response from the 
user through tr . This changes uppercase characters in the 
user's reponse into lowercase. We can now test only for lower 
case in the script, allowing the user the ability to input data 
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UNIX BASICS 

in any case. Remember the backquote operator runs a com
mand and sends its output back into the shell; here we store 
it back in the ans variable. Peter wants to write chis portably 
so that his scripts can be moved easily between System V
and BSD-derived systems. To do this, he adds: 

# guess BSD 
tolwr= "tr A-Z a-z " 
# does it work? 
if [ " 'echo XYZZY I $tolwr' " != xyzzy] 
then 
# no must be System V 

tolwr= "tr ' [A-Z] ' ' [a-z] '" 
fi 
at the start of his scripts. Luckily, when the System V pro
gram is given the bare strings as parameters, it doesn't stop 
and complain. It still works, passing the input to the output 

ike many UNIX tools, sort 

'understands' a number of 

things about the source file. 

unchanged. So, the if statement will fail if the System V 
program is being used because XYZZY will be passed 
through unchanged. The final act is to make use of this and 
change the character conversion line in the main script to: 

ans='echo "$ans " I $tolwr' 

Sorting 
The UNIX sorting tool is another early program. The ear

ly C library contained a version of the quick-sort code, and 
we see that many programs use sorting almost without 
thinking. The shells present sorted lists of filenames to com
mands when expanding the * operator. I am so used to the 
sorting provided by the ls command chat I find it incon
ceivable that DOS doesn't do it. 

The program sort is useful for organizing unordered data: 

% sort /etc/passwd 

will sort the lines of your password file into ASCII collation 
order. The command 

% sort -r /etc/passwd 

sorts in reverse order. 
Like many UNIX tools, sort "understands" a number of 

things about the source file. The source file is composed of 
text separated into records of lines. In the default case, sort 
treats the lines as vectors of characters and sorts the lines 
into order on a character-by-character basis from lefr to right 
within each line. This is what is happening in the default 

cases in the two examples above. 
Alternatively, the lines can be split into a number of logical 

columns separated by white space. To sort on any column 
other than the first, a field specification is given: 

ls -1 I sort +2 -3 

sorts the long output from the ls command into "owner" 
order. To see what is happening here, look at the output 
from ls -1 

drwxr-sr-x 9 bin 512 Feb 3 1991 var 

I have compressed spaces for printing reasons. Column 
numbering starts at zero, so column 2 is the field of interest 
containing the owner bin. The sort command, then, says 
+2 , start sorting at column two and -3 , stop at column 
three-so only the owner field is used as a sort key. If the - 3 

option is omitted, the sort key will continue to the end of 
the line and will also wrap back to the beginning. 

You can specify field delimeters by using the -t option, so 

% sort -t : +2 -3 /etc/passwd 

will sort on the uid field of the colon-separated password 
file. If you try this, you may get some unexpected results. 
This is because the output is sorted in the ASCII collating 
sequence and not in ascending numeric order. The need for 
numeric sorting is so common that sort provides a way of 
saying "look at the data, interpret the characters you find 
there as a number, and sort into numeric order." To put the 
password file into numeric uid order: 

% sort -n -t : +2 -3 /etc/passwd 

Several tools take advantage of the -n option to sort ; they 
can be coerced into inserting a number at the start of each 
line of their output. This numeric field can then be used as a 
sort key by specifying the -n switch to sort . 

The uniq command is a good example here. Normally, it 
takes its input and outputs only one copy of any repeated 
lines. To find out how many people are logged on, we might 
try: 

% who I wc 

This doesn't work correctly on a server machine because 
one person can be logged on several times. To find out how 
many individuals are logged on we might try 

% who I cut -d ' ' -fl I sort I uniq I we -1 

The output of the who command is passed into cut to strip 
all data except the first column. See below for more on cut . 
The first column contains the user names of all the people 
who are logged on. We sort this so that repeated names will 
appear on contiguous lines. The data stream is passed into 
uniq to strip repeated lines before being passed into we to 
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count the number of lines. The number of lines represents 
the number of individuals who are logged on. 

If we were interested in exactly who was logged on more 
than once, then a slight change to the script will permit this: 

% who I cut -d ' ' -fl I sort I uniq -c I sort -rn 

The call to uniq now contains a -c option that says "pre
cede each output line by the number of times it is repeated 
on the input." The final sort command sorts this into 
descending numeric order. The result is a list of login names, 
one per line, each preceded by the number of times that per
son is logged in. Something like: 

5 pc 

4 mam 

2 lisa 

1 root 

Cutting and Pasting 
The example above used the cut command to pick off the 

first field from the who command. The -d flag sets the col
umn delimeter to a space, the -fl option says "print column 
one." 

It's worth a small groan here-it would be nice if all these 
options were standardized across all commands, wouldn't it? 
It's also a shame that cut doesn't follow the same default 
"white space" rules as the other commands for picking a sin
gle column. In the default case, many of the other com
mands collapse tabs and spaces into a single delimeter. The 

Reader Feedback 

cut command doesn't; the default delimeter is a tab. Well, 
the who command uses spaces after the user name to provide 
padding for pretty output columns, so we have to say "use 
space as a delimeter" to cut. 

The cut command can print multiple fields: 

% cut -d : -fl , 5 /etc/passwd 

will print columns one and five of the password file, the 
login name and the "real user name" field. The command 
doesn't provide formatted output, so -f5 , 1 does not have 
the expected effect. Another groan. 

The cu t command can also be used co pick off a certain 
number of characters: 

% cut -cl-80 file 

truncates the source data to 80-character columns. 
The companion of cut is paste. This joins its input files 

together, line by line. So: 

% paste fl f2 

will append the contents of line 1 in f2 to the end of line 1 
in fl, separating each data set by the default delimeter, a tab. 
So if fl contains: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

T 
o help SunExpert serve you better, take a few minutes to close 
the feedback loop by circling the appropriate numbers on the 
Reader Service card located in the back of this magazine. Rate 
the following column and feature topics in this issue. 
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and f2 contains 

one 
two 
three 
four 

UNIX BASICS 

the combined output from the paste command above will 
be: 

1 one 
2 two 
3 three 
4 four 

Like many commands, paste uses a single hyphen on the 
command line to mean "read from standard input." This 
allows it to be used in some interesting ways: 

% ls /bin I paste - - - -

prints the input in four columns, each separated by a tab. 
Take a look at the manual pages for cut and paste; it's 
true that awk and sed can perform many similar func
tions, but these two commands have some "unique selling 
points" and are a little quicker and possibly easier to use. 

Finally 
Again, I have managed to only scratch the surface in this 

article. There are several other commands I would like to 
discuss. I'll return to them later. 

By the way, email from readers is certainly welcome, 
even the "nice article-BUT" letters. It means that people 
read the stuff I write. Also, as I said to Peter Vernam, "it's 
hard as a freelance person to get to look over someone's 
shoulder to pick off the nice idea that should be passed 
around." 

Sometimes email from people is printed in the "Letters" 
section (unless it's blatant advertising); sometimes ques
tions prompt new ideas for articles; sometimes I can incor
porate your ideas into articles that I am writing. 

Sorry, though ... I cannot debug your programs, stop 
your machine from crashing, work out why the network 
connection to your machine fails regularly on Tuesday 
morning at 11:30 a.m., explain the differences between 
System V and BSD UNIX, stop your next-door neighbor 
from playing Bob Marley at 9 a.m., etc., etc. Email to me 
is always acknowledged and usually replied to quickly. 
Delays in replying normally mean that I'm not here. I'm 

there. -

Peter Collinson runs his own UNIX consultancy, dedicat
ed to earning enough money to allow him to pursue his own 
interests; doing whatever, whenever, where ever .... He 
writes, teaches, consults and programs using SunOS running 
on a SPARCstation l+. He is the Usenix Standards Liaison. 
Email: pc@expert . com . 
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by RICHARD MORIN, 
Technical Editor 

I
n this column, I will say a few words 
about the hardware interfaces one 

· finds on and around computer 
workstations. If you're a complete 

hardware or software jock, you should 
probably turn the page. The explana
tions will be too facile for real hardware 
experts, and true software elitists leave 
hardware issues for others to solve. 

If you occasionally need to know 
about cables, plugs, terminators and the 
like, however, I may be able to help out 
a bit. I'm not a hardware guru, by any 
means, but I keep Canta Forda Computer 
Laboratory's machines running and occa
sionally pinch-hit at other sites. I won't 
mislead you too badly, in any case, if only 
because I have a crew of hardware types 
looking over my shoulder as I write this. 

Much of the difficulty in hooking 
things up lies in knowing what to call 
the pieces. Unfortunately, most of the 
language in common use is ambiguous, 
misleading or just plain wrong. Let's 
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ROBIN JAREAUX 

A Guide to Workstation 
Hardware (Part 1) 
start, in each case, with some putatively 
precise definitions, then move on to 
common, if imprecise, jargon. 

All electrical interfaces use conductors 
to carry the electrons around. These are 
almost universally made out of metal, 
with copper used for all the longer runs. 
Aluminum is starting to see use in places 
where weight and/or cost are important. 
Other metals, such as gold and silver, are 
used to coat the pins on connectors, 
make connections inside integrated 
circuits, etc. Copper is flexible, reasonably 
economical and a pretty good conductor, 
however, so it gets used for most wiring 
jobs. It is universally used, for instance, 
for flexible cables. 

Insulation is used to keep the 
conductors apart and to protect them 
from the outside world. There are 
many kinds of insulation, with various 
amounts of flexibility, abrasion resis
tance, temperature characteristics, etc. 
If you are putting wiring into a wall or 
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ceiling, you should make sure that it is 
properly rated for this kind of service. 
Look for "plenum wiring," which, 
among other things, doesn't give off 
toxic fumes when subjected to high 
temperature. 

Wires and Cables 
A wire consists of one or more 

conductive strands. Solid (single
strand) wire is used for applications 
where economy, current-carrying capa
bility and/or size are more important 
than flexibility. Stranded wire is very 
flexible and resists breakage due to 
repeated bending. Power and tele
phone wires in the walls of buildings 
tend to use solid wire. The same 
signals are carried by stranded wires 
once they enter the rooms. 

Two or more wires may be joined 
together, separated by insulation, to 
form a cable. Most of the "electrical 
cords" you will encounter are actually 
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multiconductor cables. If a cable 
carries only power or insensitive signals, 
no special precautions are needed to 
ensure accurate transmission. The wires, 
insulated from each other, simply travel 
together down the cable. 

Most cables are circular in cross
section. In "ribbon'' cable, however, the 
wires are joined edge to edge. Ribbon 
cable is commonly used inside pieces of 
equipment, where its flexibility and 
convenience (ribbons accept connectors 
very easily) are more important than its 
relative lack of durability and strength. 
"Zip cord," commonly used for 
ungrounded power cords, is a simple 
form of ribbon cable. 

If impedance control is important 
(see next month's column), "coaxial" 
cable may be used. The name comes 
from the fact that the conductors share 
a common central axis. In "coax" 
(commonly used for Ethernet, radio 
signals, etc.), the outer conductor 
(shield) is kept at a constant distance 
from the inner one, and assorted 
details (wire size, dielectric constant, 
etc.) are very closely controlled. 

Even in less critical applications, low-

//OPENER 

level and high-frequency signals may 
need a bit of help. Wires may be 
surrounded by a conductive "shield" to 
keep them from radiating and/or receiv
ing radio signals. Pairs of wires may be 
rwisted together, providing electromag
netic shielding for each other. These 
"rwisted pairs" are used for some local-area 
nerwork applications. In extreme cases, 
twisted pairs may be shielded, as well. 

Cables can get very complicated. I 
have seen cables that contained individ
ual wires, shielded rwisted pairs and 
coax all at the same time. Such cables 
aren't cheap, but they can solve difficult 
signal-handling problems while keeping 
installation costs to a minimum. 

Connectors 
A pair of connectors is used to join rwo 

parts of an electrical circuit. Connectors 
normally have rwo genders: male and 
female. As is the case with other small 
beasties, it isn't always easy to tell which 
is which. In America, the electrical 
contacts (i.e., pins) from the male 
connector go into the corresponding 
holes of the female connector. Europeans, 
I am informed, decide gender according 
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to the topology of the connector's case. 
In any case, there are numerous 

exceptions. Some connectors (e.g., 
Molex) can have both male and female 
elements. In these cases, the "official" 
designations must be determined by 
fiat or consensus and learned by rote. 
Other connectors are truly androgy
nous; I have some connectors that 
consist of one pin and one hole each. 
In these cases, gender is unknowable 
(and irrelevant). 

Complicating the issue further, 
connectors can be cable- or chassis
mounted, shielded or unshielded. Pairs 
of connectors can be held together by 
bolts, sliding clips or plastic snaps. 
Wires can be attached to pins by insula
tion displacement, soldering or crimp
ing. Ordering connectors can be a dicey 
business; it is all too easy to get almost 

what you want. 
But why be pedantic, I hear you say. 

Isn't the male connector commonly 
called a plug, and the female a socket? 
Yes, but cable-mounted connectors are 
also called plugs, and chassis-mounted 
connectors may be called sockets, jacks 
or even receptacles. And no, it isn't 

XLink has another new product - ''X-Kit"for PCs. 
It is not just an X server. Call for information 

* Monitor appearance may vary. 
**PCNFS is a registered product of SUN Microsystem. 
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module and build errors and enables 
reconstruction of all previous versions 
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PVCS operates seamlessly across 
popular UNIX and AIX platforms as 
well as MS-DOS and OS/2. PVCS 
also synchronizes to mainframe-based 
CM systems through the PVCS 
Gateway. 

Getting started with the new 
PVCS Version 5.0 is easy. You can 
start using PVCS at any point-even 
with projects that are underway. And 
if you are using SCCS or RCS, our 
importers can upgrade your existing 
archives. 

NEW 5.0 Features Include: 
■ Windows, PM and Motif Graphical 
User Interfaces-speed and simplify 
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■ Application Programming 
Interface (API}-integrates PVCS 
features into your development 
environment (or even into your 
applications) . 
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enhance parallel and workgroup 
development 
■ Definable Promotion Models
define and enforce a structure for the 
developmental progression of your 
projects. 
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object (as well as other information 
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that module. The footprint is checked 
at link time to ensure dependencies 
are satisfied, or can be read with a 
standalone utility to reveal what 
revisions of modules make up an 
application. 
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always the case that all chassis
mounted connectors are female (note 
the power connectors found on 
computer equipment). 

Plugging It In 
Even when you have the right kind 

of connector, there can be problems. 
The first one occurs when a vendor 
chooses the same type of connector for 
two different uses. A particularly 
thoughtless workstation design might, 
for instance, use the same plug for the 
keyboard and the audio connection. 
You may not think this sort of thing 
can happen to you. After all, getting 
the right connectors hooked up isn't 
rocket science. Well, a friend informs 
me that he knows of at least one rocket 
that was ignited prematurely because 
of swapped firing and data connectors. 
The consequences of a mistake in 
workstation wiring will no doubt be 
less spectacular, but they can still be 
pretty costly. Stay awake! 

Another problem has to do with 
connector orientation. It is quite possi
ble to get some connectors plugged in 
upside down, with unpredictable (and 

I/OPENER 

generally unpleasant) results. In work
stations, the internal SCSI connector is 
the biggest troublemaker. This is a flat 
connector with two parallel rows of 
square holes. (DEC calls it a BERG 
connector, bur nobody else recognizes 

the wire should indicate the last digit 
of its number. The color code (also 
found on resistors, etc.) uses black, 
brown, red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, violet, gray and white to stand, 
respectively, for the digits 0-9. My 

particularly thoughtless workstation 

design might use the same plug for the 

keyboard and the audio connection. 

the name; the SCSl-1 spec just calls it 
an unshielded connector.) 

Some vendors put a plastic bump, or 
key, on the female connector, and a 
matching slot on the housing around 
the male pins. More frequently, there 
is a triangle embossed into the body of 
the female connector, and perhaps 
onto the shell surrounding the male. If 
there is no shell, look for a "l" near 
one end of the male set of pins. 

Some ribbon cables are made up of 
rainbow-colored wires. The color of 
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favorite mnemonic for the color code 
is: Better Be Right Or Your Great Big 
Venture Goes West. 

It is also common for ribbon cables 
to have a specially colored (e.g., red) 
wire at one edge. This should indicate 
the wire for pin 1, and normally will, 
but I give no guarantees on the 
subject. Once you have found pin 1 on 
both connecrors, line them up and 
plug them in. 

Note that these insertion problems 
are all the fault of the vendors. 

® All names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. 



- ...... THE JUKEBOX FDR THE BLUES 

Every day it's the same old song. Squeeze more files onto that magnetic disk. Track and recover files for those demanding 

users. Shuffle tapes while hassling with time-consuming network backups. 

It's enough to get any system administrator down. 

Fortunately, a Comtec Automated Solutions jukebox can now perform all these tasks for you - automatically, reliably and, 

best of all, economically. 

Choose optical or 8mm autol,oaders holding from 32 to 270 GB. With its sophisticated back-up and archival software, your 

Comtec jukebox can handle unattended back-ups across your UNIX 9 network, even make recovering files simple enough for users to do 

themselves from anywhere on the network. 

Sound like music to your ears? Well, for a limited time, we're also taking requests for our free series of white papers -

"Is It Time To Automate?" Just call (713) 935-3666 today and soon you'll be singing a different tune. 

COMTEC AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS 

10000 Old Ka,y Road. Su11e 150. HouslOn. Texas 77055 
Brand or product names are trademarks of ihei r respective holders. © 1992 Comtec Automated Solu11ons All r1gh 1s reserved 
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Properly designed connectors can't be 
put together wrong, even in the dark. 
(A nonelectrical alignment device [tab, 
slot, etc.) should line the connectors 
up before the pins engage.) A properly 
designed system doesn't allow users to 
mate the wrong pair of connectors, 
particularly if the resulc will be damage 
co the system. C'mon, designers, gee it 
together! 

Power, Heat, etc. 
The aforementioned power connec

tors are a real boon for hardware 
vendors. T he connector on the chassis 
can be the same, regardless of where 
the device will be used. Only che 
power cord has co be specialized, and 
cords are cheap. Of course, the power 
supply has co accept the local voltage 
and frequency, or things won't work at 
all well. This puts a burden on the 
user, Iese the device get the wrong kind 
of power. 

Power line frequency isn't much of a 
problem. Using beefed-up transform
ers and filter capacitors, even conven
tional modern power supplies can 
handle ei ther 50- or 60-Hz power. 
Switching power supplies pretty much 
disregard the input frequency, so the 
whole issue goes away for chem. 

Volcage levels can be more of a prob
lem. Plug a device into 220 when ic 
expects 110, and bad things will 
happen. Consequencly, users are 
expected co find and adjust a liccle 
switch chat secs the expected input 
volcage. Fortunately, even chat require
ment is now going away. Many switch
ing power supplies now accept any 
conventional line voltage. They cake as 
much power as they need and lee che 
rest go by. Cure. 

Most computer power cords have a 
third (ground) pin. This is primarily 
intended as a safety feature . If the case 
is grounded, ic cannot become "hoc" 
due to a shore-circuit. Even if your 
building's wiring is not grounded, 
however, you should use grounded 
(three-wire) cables co tie your computer 
gear together. This eliminates static 
build-up among the devices, and may 
keep sparks from destroying sensitive 
internal components. 

Even when everything is working 
properly, however, power wiring can 
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get you into trouble. The first issue is 
power usage: Do your circuits have 
enough capacity co handle che rota! 
load? The second issue is heat produc
tion: Will the equipment (or your 
office) gee coo warm? 

Mose fuses and circuit breakers are 
specified in amperes (amps, for shore). 
Most devices list power requirements 
in watts. To calculate the coca! current 
(amps) needed by a sec of equipment, 
add che watts for all che uni ts, then 
divide by the local vol cage. T his is 
conventionally 110 voles in the United 
States, but line voltage may vary by 
10% or even 15% from this value. In 
most cases, however, 110 is a safe value 
co use. Thus, if che equipment corals 
2,200 watts, ic will need about 20 
amps. If your circuit is only capable of 
providing 15 amps, you have a prob
lem. Find a stronger circuit, or feed 
your equipment from two separate 
circuits. Intermittent high-current 
devices, such as laser printers, will 
cause less line voltage fluccuacions if 
fed from a separate circuit breaker. 
While you're ac ic, keep your cabling 
shore and make sure it is rated fo r 
continuous duty at the needed current. 

Unfortunately, things are never quire 
as simple as they appear. Switching 
power supplies do not draw current 
continuously, and they can draw more 
peak power than their wattage racings 
indicate. After you have installed your 
systems, feel the power cords for heat. 
If they are noticeably warm, you 
should consider upgrading their 
capacity. 

Switching power supplies can also 
cause problems for che power compa
nies. The current drain is erratic, but 
nonrandom, and doesn't match che 
criteria for which most power wiri ng 
systems were designed. Consequencly, 
Europe is about co require special 
circuitry in switching supplies. 

Be careful about covering up or 
enclosing power cords, as well. Their 
current ratings are based on free-air 
usage. If they are enclosed, they may 
heat up and cause a safety hazard. 
Enclosures can also be a problem for 
equipment. Be careful about putting 
peripherals into cupboards, closets, etc. 
The fans are designed co exchange hear 
with the surrounding room. If the 
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ambient temperature gets coo high 
(over about 80 degrees Fahrenheit), 
some devices will be unable co cool 
themselves properly. 

W hole rooms and buildings can have 
cooling problems. A human being at 
rest produces about 100 watts of heat. 
Add normal lighting and a typewriter, 
and you might get co 250 watts. My 
main workstation consumes around 
500 watts in normal operation, and 
almost all of that ends up heating my 
office. This is not atypical; masses of 
peripherals and large color displays can 
bring the rota! even higher. 

Many older offices are not set up co 
handle the heat produced by thou
sands of watts worth of equipment. 
The result will be discomfort at best, 
and ruined equipment at worse. If you 
are planning co put a lot of computer 
equipment into an office, get some
body co analyze the rota! cooling 
requirements. 

Next month, we will look at some of 
the more esoteric aspects of cabling: 
impedance marching, termination, etc. 
We will also take a shot at some of the 
active devices found on networks: routers, 
gateways, etc. Please let me know if 
there are any specific hardware copies 
you would like to see covered-a follow
on article is always a possibility. -<> 

Richard Morin produces Prime Time 
Freeware, a semi-annual CD-ROM 
collection of redistributable, UNIX
related source code. Between releases, 
he consulcs, writes and teaches on 
UNIX copies. He may be reached at 
Canta Forda Computer Laboratory, 
P.O. Box 1488, Pacifica, CA 94044 or 
by email at rdm@cfcl . com. 

It's In the Mail 
Excited, confused , inspired or irritated 

by something you read in SUNEXPERT 
Magazine? We would be happy to hear 
from you. Our email is always available to 
answer questions directed at our columnists: 
Michael O'Brien, Peter Collinson, Richard 
Morin, Peter Salus and S. Lee Henry. 

For the sake of brevity and type fit, we 
may edit letters, but we wil l try to respect 
the ideas. So, let us hear from you at 
dpryor@expert.com. 



Centerline C++ and C Users 
Cast Off Your Training 

Wheels! 
Graduate to MULTI, the Professional's 

Software Development Environment 

Increase Programmer Productivity 
MULTI has an intuitive and powerful debugger that can 
debug compiled code better than Centerline can debug 
interpreted code. A compiled program that takes a few 
minutes to run to a place that a bug can be analyzed will 
take hours with Centerline 's interpreter. Centerline sug
gests compiling large programs and interpreting one file at 
a time. But Centerline can 't type or memory check com
piled code. MULTI can. Centerline requires a rebu ild for 
each source file to be interpreted. MULTI needs only one 
twenty second build for a megabyte program. 

Reduce Software Life Cycle Costs 
MULTI increases productivity over the whole software life 
cycle: prototyping, compilation , integration , optimization , 
enhancement and maintenance. Centerline only addresses 
prototyping, which accounts for only 10% of software costs. 
MULTI can debug optimized compiled production pro
grams, so you can find customer reported bugs that can't 
be reproduced with interpreted or unoptimized code. 

Gain Instant Access to Expanded Markets 
MULTI can compile and debug optimized executable code 
with the same look and feel for Microsoft Windows, Sparc
stations, and all other popular UNIX workstations. 

Save Conversion Time and Training Costs 
To use Centerline 's interpreter, you must abandon your Corporate Standardization 
existing build scripts and makefiles and spend time and Large savings in training and support can be realized by 
money converting to Centerline 's environment. It costs using MULTI for all C++, C, Fortran , and Pascal software 
thousands of additional dollars for each programmer to projects including development with ROM monitors, in cir-
learn Centerline. Within ten minutes, a programmer can be cu_it emulators, and real time operating systems for popular 
productive using MULTI on an existing program. microprocessors. 

Get MULTI with a 30 day money 
back guarantee. Contact: 

• S O t ' 'I' W A ll E . I N ( '. • 
510 Castillo, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Tel: (805) 965-6044 FAX: (805) 965-6343 
1 Cranberry Hill, Lexington, MA 02173 

Tel: (61 7) 862-2002 • FAX: (61 7) 863-2633 

Copyright 1992 Green Hills Sottware, Inc. MULTI and Green Hills Software are trademarks of Green Hills Sottware, Inc. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners. 
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our Standard Column 

by PETER H. SALUS 

A 
t the end of my June col
umn I wrote: ''After this 
year, any company that 
wants to do business with 

the European Community will have to 
comply with ISO 9000-9004, which is 
a quality standard. It is no triviality to 
comply with this standard. Each coun
try has (at least nominally) set up orga
nizations to register compliance. The 
U.S. version is ANSI/ ASQC Q90-94 ... " 

Well, in four weeks I averaged about 
two pieces of mail per day on ISO 
9000, U.S. mail and electronic mail. I 
also received several phone calls. Most 
of the queries were for more informa
tion and for information sources. This 
month, I've decided to elaborate on 
these topics. 

The ISO 9000-series is for "quality
system assurance standards." The 
European Community adopted 9000-
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Quality 
9004 in 1987, with a five-year period 
for companies to transition to the 
requirements. Critics have charged that 
adoption of the standards was a way 
for the EEC to create trade barriers. 

This year, with required compliance 
just around the corner, some people 
are waking up to the true challenge of 
the quality standards: complexity. This 
is obvious from articles as diverse as 
those by Peter Burrows in Electronic 

Business (January 27, 1992) and Lee 
Sands in the Denver Business journal 

(January 10, 1992). But Donal W 
Marquardt (in the January 1992 
Management Review) points out that 
because ISO 9000 defines quality con
cretely, it has real value "so it can be 
readily implemented." 

Earlier articles appeared in Industrial 
Engineering (October 1991) and 
Industry Week (August 18, 1991). But 
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JOHN W. KE LLEY JR. 

it is most important for everyone to 
realize that these standards are not 
merely for hardware and software. The 
result is that there has been extensive 
discussion of the implications of ISO 
9000 for American business in a num
ber of other industries. The article in 
Industry Week focused on plastics. 

In May 1990, Air Conditioning, 
Heating and Refrigeration News report
ed from the gas-appliance manufactur
ers' meeting, asking whether the quali
ty standard would "shut U.S. furnace 
manufacturers ... out of the 1992 Euro
pean market." In November 1990, the 
Chemical Marketing Reporter carried a 
piece, and in December the journal of 
Commerce had a special report, "New 
standards ahead for sizes of contain
ers" on "containerization and inter
modalism." 

There have been two interesting arti-



ired of waiting for the fax machine? 
Well, now you don't have to. 
Because now there's an 

internal high-speed fax/modem char firs 
right into your SUN SBus workstation. 
HeliosCOM+. 

Did we say internal?Thar's right.There are no 
cords or complicated connections. Did we say high speed? 
Right again. HeliosCOM+ features V.32bis., for speeds up to 
14,400 bps, tops. Making HeliosCOM+ the industry's first high-
speed, internal SBus modem. Plus, it's software configurable. So your 
hardware never becomes obsolete. And you can easily upgrade as new 
features come along. 

You also get a Group III, Class I fax. Which lets you send and receive 
faxes direcdy from your workstation. Plus compose and send Raster, 
Postscript and ASCII files. Our high resolurion (203x 196 dpi) capability 
makes everything easier on the receiving end, too. Your CAD drawings 

HeliosCOM+ is a registered trademarks of Helios Systems. All other product 
names are trademarks of their respective companies. To operate HeliosCOM+, 
SUN OS 4.0 or better is required. 

and distinct. Your chip masks, easily legible. In face, all 
ftles, from desktop publishing, CAM, CASE, or other 

applications, will be easier on everyone's eyes. 
What else? Try this. HeliosCOM+ easily operates 

on SUN Open Window software. Just "point 
and click." That's it. An operating procedure 

at improves your productivity-not complicates 
our life. So turn your workstation into a 

owerhouse of a fax/modem. Look into HeliosCOM+. 
Ortly from Helios 

ysrems. Call today for /,, h _ .1 

more information. ~ 
Or to order. (800) 366-0283, 
(408) 432-0292. 

Because without HeliosCOM+, 
your workstation simply isn't 
working hard enough. 

1996 Lundy Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95131 
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des in Pulp & Paper. In March 1991, 
Kelly Ferguson published an illuminat
ing interview with John J. Kirchenstein 
on how the quality standards might 
affect the paper industry's efforts in 
Europe; in July, Lora lngman had a col
umn on "ISO 9000 and 'nonquality.' " 
And in June 1991, The Oil Daily car
ried a report by Chris Carey on the 
U.S. firms that were seeking ISO certi
fication in order to compete in the 
European market. 

I've gone through all this just so you 
can see that the computer industry isn't 
alone: This issue is far broader and far 
more important. One of my correspon
dents answered my query as to what 
U.S. companies were doing about qual
ity: "mostly having their marketing 
organizations announce that they're 
committed to win the Malcolm 
Baldridge Quality Award next year (I 
certainly am, aren't you?) and then 
assigning surplus people to committees 
to study and perhaps implement a 
Quality Program. The advantage of this 
over sending them to standards meet
ings is lower travel costs.'' 

There was more in this vein, includ
ing important inscriptions on the back 
of business cards. I fear that too many 
U.S. companies in information technol
ogy are taking the issue too lightly. I 
think we should be serious about the 
quality standards-it certainly appears 
that other U.S. industries are. 

Where to Get 'Em 
As another result of the many ques

tions that come to me, here are some 
sources for various kinds of standards. 
Note that ISO and ANSI standards 
and U.S. Government FIPS are not 
available by anonymous ftp. 

In general, ISO standards are avail
able from the accredited national stan
dards bodies (in the United States, 
ANSI; in the United Kingdom, BSI; in 
Germany, DIN; etc.). The documents 
pertaining to the many X3 (Informa
tion Technology) standards are also 
available from: 

ANSI 
11 W 42 St. 
New York, NY 10036 
voice: (212) 642-4900 
fax: (212) 302-1286 
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POSIX documents may be obtained 
from: 

IEEE Service Center 
445 Hoes Lane 
Piscataway, NJ 08854 
(inside the United States): 
(800) 678-4333 
(202) 981-0060 

Z39 standards (library services, pub
lishing, etc.) are available from NISO: 

National Information 
Standards Organization 
P.O. Box 1056 
Bethesda, MD 20827 
voice: (301) 975-2814 
fax: (301) 869-8071 

ITS standards (specifications for the 
exchange of digital data between elec
tronic prepress systems and their com
ponents) are looked after by the 
National Printing Equipment and 
Supplies Association: 

NPES 
1899 Preston White Drive 
Reston, VA 22091-4326 
voice: (703) 264-7200 
fax: (703) 620-0994 

U.S. Government "Federal Information 
Processing Standards" are available from: 

National Technical 
Information Service 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Springfield, VA 22161 
voice: (703) 487-4650 
fax: (703) 321-8547 

Finally, I have refrained from 
attempting a full list of the more than 
100 countries that participate in ISO 
and the addresses of the standards bod
ies. However, if there is interest shown 
in a "subset directory," I'll provide 
information in a future column. ~ 

Peter H. Salus is the executive direc
tor of the Sun User Group. He has 
attended both ISO and P1003/P1201 
meetings and expects remission of time 
in purgatory as a result. Email: 
peter@sug . org. 
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Edge-to-Edge Performance 
The DK516C-16 uses Hitachi's advanced propri
etary technology to deliver 1.65 GB of capacity 
and a fast 13.5 ms average access time. 

Its SCSI interface provides a maximum data 
transfer rate of 5.0 Mbyte&'sec (synchronous), with 
a 256 Kbyte data buffer and read look-ahead cache. 

Or, if you have an ESDI application, look into 
Hitachi's 1.54GB DK516-15 with a 14ms average 
seek time and a 2. 75 MB/sec data transfer rate. 

Edge-to-Edge Quality 
Choose the DK516 and you get a drive backed by 
the quality and reliability of Hitachi-a $ 54 billion 
company. Unlike other drive manufacturers, we 
design, build, and test all key components in-house. 

For more information about the DK516, or 
any Hitachi disk drive, call 1-800-HITACHI. 

Hitachi America, Ltd. 
Computer Division, MS500 
Hitachi Plaza 
2000 Sierra Point Parkway 
Brisbane, CA 94005-1819 

@HITACHI® 
Our Standards Set Standards 

SIGNAL 800.228-8781 
(CT. MA. ME, NH. RI. VT) SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS 

TECHNOLOGY 801\_,coo n 
(AR, LA. OK. TX) v-voo-o99~ 



ystems Administration 

SEPTEMBER 

by S. LEE HENRY 

Managing Resources 
with Calendar Manager 

C 
alendar Manager in Open Windows Version 3 is 
a delightfully useful tool. We can now browse 
multiple calendars at once and even mail 
appointments to each other from Mailtool. 

(Take a look at the calendar template in Mail tool's 
"Compose Message" window. It's under the templates list on 
the Include menu.) 

Calendar Manager can easily be used to manage other 
resources as well: conference rooms, the company van and 
audio-visual equipment. Or you can use it to post office 
activities, invited speakers or production schedules. 

What's New? 
Calendar Manager in Open Windows Version 3 has added 

a multibrowse option. The more you can convince folks in 
your browse group to use Calendar Manager, the more you 
will come to enjoy this new feature. It greatly simplifies the 
coordination of peoples' schedules that makes setting up 

meetings such a headache. Multibrowsing (see Figure 1) 
makes use of superimposed grids corresponding to the calen
dars of everyone in your selected browse list so that you can 
easily visualize times when everyone (or almost everyone) is 
free and determine what the unavailable people are doing 
when you want to schedule your meeting. 

Multibrowsing also allows you to insert these meetings 
into multiple calendars with one insert operation (provided 
you have insert privilege) and greatly simplifies adding and 
deleting calendars from your browse list. 

Another new feature of Calendar Manager is the To Do 
List, which allows you to keep track of activities that defy 
scheduling but require some mechanism to help remind you 
of their importance. 

"My Eyes Only" appointments are new. Nothing about 
these appointments will appear for anyone but you, regard
less of the accesses that you have given to others. 

If someone's in another time zone, you can adjust your 
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Now You Don't Have To Meet 
To Have A Meeting. 

Introducing ShowMe;" The Intuitive 
Conferencing Solution. 

ShowMe brings SPARC®users together on 
the network for a meeting in a matter of 
seconds. No flights. No conference rooms. 
No stale donuts. Just fast, clear, effective 
information exchange, for two people or a 
whole team. 

You get more immediate, more efficient 
day-to-day contact with your clients and 

/ Chris 

.,,,. Cindy 

otent 
ites 

colleagues in other buildings, 
cities or countries. 

Without ever leaving 
your chair. 

Anyone in the confer
ence can contribute material 
or annotations, anytime. 
Anything you can display on your 
workstation you can pick up and 
place on the conference board for 

everyone to see; slide pre
sentations, documents, files, images, 
or just the portions you select. 

Point, mark, annotate, erase. Menu functions are easy to 
learn because they work just the way you 'd expect. 

Designed by human interface 
specialists to reflect the natural 
dynamics of a discussion, ShowMe 
lets you forget about the conferenc
ing tool and focus on the conference. 

Even first-time users are at ease 

in minutes, because everything works just 
the way you would if you were in the 
same meeting room. 

And with an affordable purchase 
price and floating licensing, 

"'·"--"'- ShowMe is as easy to buy as it is 
• •••••••••••••• <:all 800-647-8333 • • 

• now for yow-Free 
ShowMe trial. diskette. • ••••••••••••••••••• 

to use. In fact, you can probably pay for it 
with the money you'll save on donuts. 

Find out how productive meetings can 
be when you have them right at your work
station. Ask for ShowMe today wherever 
you buy Sun products. 

• SunSolutions 
SunSolutions, Sun Technology Enterprises, Inc. 2550 Garcia Avenue, MS: M1V02-208, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA. Fax: (4 15) 962-942 1 

©1991 Sun Microsystems, Inc., Sun, Sun Microsystems, !he Sun ogo, Sunlolutiom, lhowMe, ore rrodemorls ~ reqistfiled rrodemorls ol Suti Mkrosystems, Inc. SPARC • o rrodemor'< ol SPARC lntemotioo<J, Inc. ~oluct, beoring SPARC rrodemorls ore hosed upon on orditecture develo!ied by Su, Microsystems, Inc. 
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CM Multi- Browser 
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1 
4 Calendars Displayed 

Figure 1. The Multi-Browser Grid 

view of their schedule by using the Time Zone option under 
the Edit menu. This is much easier than converting these 
times in your head. 

The Files 
Calendar Manager does all this magic with a handful of 

files. The directory /var/ spool/ calendar is where calen
dar files are kept. This directory should be owned by the 
user daemon and the group daemon. 

drwxrwsrwt 2 daemon daemon 512 Jul 13 04 : 02\ 
/var/spool/calendar 

Calendar Manager is fussy about ownership and permis
sions because it is the daemon rpc.cmsd that manages your 
calendar database. Each calendar file is called 
callog.<userid>, is owned by the user <userid> and the group 
daemon and has its permissions set to 460 (read by owner, 
read/write by group, no privilege to the world): 

-r--rw---- 1 slee daemon 5766 Jul 13 14 : 21\ 
/var/spool/calendar/callog . slee 

** start of log on Mon Jul 13 04 : 00 :10 1992 ** 

(access read "world" ) 
(access write "slee@wi zard " "onowa@magician" ) 
(access del ete "slee @wi zard" "onowa@magician" ) 
(access exec ) 

Figure 2. Access List from the ca/log. <use rid> File 

Browse, insert and delete privileges are extended not 
through UNIX permissions but through the settings internal 
ro the callog.<userid> file, which the owner sets through the 
Properties menu (see Figure 3) in the Edit menu. The list of 
browsers and their privileges are included in this file. 

The top line of this file will change each day as Calendar 
Manager comes around in the wee hours of the morning to 
clean up your calendar. Items that you delete during the day 
are actually only "marked" for deletion up to this point. This 
marking keeps them from appearing on your calendar, but 
they are not actually removed until garbage collection (about 
4 a.m.). A backup of your calendar, .calbak.<userid>, is also 
created at this time. 

Calendar Servers 
If your site uses automounter to allow your users to play 

musical desks, you probably want your calendars available 
across your network too. To set up Calendar Manager to fol
low you from desk to desk, what you want to do is set up 
your particular calendar so that you have browse, insert and 
delete privileges wherever you log in. Though you automati
cally can browse, insert and remove appo intments on the 
workstation where you start Calendar Manager, you must 
add yourself as <userid@station> to use your calendar from a 
particular workstation or simply <userid> to use it from any
where. You can give others in your group this privilege as 

Figure 3. Setting Up Your Access List for Networkwide Use 

CM Properties 

Category: ~ Access Li st and Permissions 

Calendars Permissions 
.:....J 

world B J 
I 
'-' 

B = Browse I = Insert D = Delete 

( Calendar: ,- slee 

Calendar 

( Add Calendar 
. 

rowse 
Delete Selected 

Apply ) Reset ) Defaults ) 
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For Sun backup. 
take the QIC road. 

• • 
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well. Use <somebodyelse@cheirhome> if you wane to restrict 
their access to their home workstation or simply <some
bodyelse> if you wane chem to have roving access. Then, you 
or they can access "yourname@home" from anywhere on the 
network. 

Calendars for Resources 
Setting up calendars for limited resources like conference 

rooms or the company van is similarly easy. You first have to 

set up a pseudo-user for the resource by adding it to your 
/ etc / passwd file (and updating your NIS maps if you're 
running NIS). If you log on to the system where you want 
the calendar to reside and scare up calendar manager, you're 
done. Just make sure you add the users to your browse list 
chat you wane to control and manage the resource. 

If you're like me and don't allow anyone to log in under a 

Figure 4. Scripts for Creating and Managing a Calendar File 

# 
# setup_ calendar - s et up calendar remotely 
# 
if test$# != 2 
then 

pseudonym, make sure you lock out logins by entering an 
asterisk into your passwd file. If you can't or don't want to 

have to log in and scare Open Windows on the system where 
you want your calendars running, you can create the calen
dar file as I've done in the scripts in Figure 4. 

What the first script creates is a file chat looks like Figure 2 
and has permissions and ownership like chis: 

-r--rw-- - - 1 slee 5145 Sep 11 04 : 02 callog . slee 
-r--rw--- - 1 slee 5145 Sep 10 04 : 02 . calbak . slee 

le also moves the files to the host you designate as your calen
dar server, secs up the file with the correct permissions and 
ownership, and shuts down the old daemon so chat when 
Calendar Manager starts up again, it looks at the new calendar. 

The .cm.re file in your home directory is a configuration 

echo "Usage : setup_calendar <userid> <Server> " 
exit 

60 

fi 
CALUSER=$1 
CALSERVER=$2 
USERID=$1 
Q=\ " 
echo "Version : l " > callog . $CALUSER 
date I awk ' {print "**** start of log on " s ubstr($0 , 1 , 19) , $6 " ****" } ' >> callog . $CALUSER 
echo "" » callog . $CALUSER 
for access in read write delete 
do 

LINE= " (access $access " 
while [ "$USERID" ! = "" 
do 

echo -n "userid for $access> " 
read USERID 
if test "$USERID " 
then 

LINE= " $LINE ) " 
else 

LINE="$LINE $Q$USERID$Q " 
fi 

done 
echo $LINE>> callog . $CALUSER 
USERID=$CALUSER 

done 
echo " (access exec ) " >> cal log . $CALUSER 
rep callog . $CALUSER $CALSERVER " : " / var/spool/ calendar I callog. $CALUSER 
r sh $CALSERVER "chown $CALUSER /var/spool/calendar/callog . $CALUSER " 
rsh $CALSERVER "chgrp daemon /var/spool/calendar/callog . $CALUSER " 
rsh $CALSERVER "chmod 460 /var/spool/calendar/callog*" 
rsh $CALSERVER "rm / var/spool/calendar/ . lock" 
rsh $CALSERVER "/ usr/local/bin/killbynarne rpc . cmsd" 

# 
# @(#)killbynarne 
# 
kill 'ps ax I grep $1 I s ed ' s/A *// ' I sed ' s/ .* // ' ' > /dev/null 2>&1 
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file for calendar manager. The last line in this file shows the 
calendars you will have in your browse list. This file is creat
ed by Calendar Manager as you set up your browse list 
through the Browse menu (select Browse, Multi-Browse ... ; 
enter the calendar you want to browse or remove on the 
Calendar: line; and select your function from the list). If you 
want to set up your users' browse lists for them, you can cre
ate this list and add it to their .cm.re file. For example, you 
might give each of them a browse list containing everyone in 
their group. If you have a calendar server, you can create this 

f you move calendars from one 

workstation to another, you 

must be careful to re-create 

them with the correct 

ownership and permissions. 

list easily from the /etc/group file or NIS map. Otherwise, 
you need to know where each person's calendar resides (their 
workstation name). This information won't reside anywhere 
in your system unless you've built it in yourself. 

Proceed with Care 
Most of the time, Calendar Manager takes care of itself 

just fine, thank you. If you move calendars from one work
station to another, you must be careful to re-create them 
with the correct ownership and permissions. Also, I don't 
suggest that you hand edit these files any more than is neces
sary as their format is sensitive. 

Calendar Manager provides a lot of functionality that you 
ought to take advantage of. Even I'm getting organized -o-

S. Lee Henry is on the board of directors of the Sun User 
Group and is a systems administrator for a large network of 
Suns in the federal government. She also heads The Next Page 
Inc., which specializes in software documentation. 
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Field of Dreams. • • 
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and Realities 

S 
omewhere, at some other place 
and time, the sun shines and 
bands are playing; somewhere 

children play and birds sing, and 
Mighty Casey put the ball a country 
mile on the other side of the 
Mudville town line. 

Here, however, at a small trade 
press magazine just outside of 
Boston, there is no joy for, once 
again, the Fearless Reporter has to do 

an article on Sun Microsystems Inc. 
in the commercial market. 

He stares at his monitor screen and 
blinks myopically. He has, he 
estimates, done this story at least 
once a year. .. in some form ... every 
year since 1982. Well, back then, it 
wasn't Sun in commercial markets. It 
was minicomputers. And then it was 
micros. And then it was UNIX. And, 
most recently, SPARC. 

by MICHAEL JAY TUCKER, Executive Editor 

In which our Fearless Reporter 

discovers that, yes, Virginia, there is 

a commercial market for SPARC. 
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He hits a key or two, sighs and tries 
to think of a headline. The problem is, 
you see, that these stories are usually a 
year or two ahead of the market. When 
you write them, you know .. . know in 
the way you know the graceful arch of 
a pop fly over a Kansas sandlot on a 
late summer day ... that you're right, 
and damnit! There is a place in MIS 
for micros or minis or UNIX or 
whatever, but oy! Is it hard to prove it. 

For one thing, the stuff is new-users 
are few and hard to come by-and even 
if you do find 'em, they're early 
adopters, pioneers whose experiences 
are romantic and exotic as a Lewis and 
Clark expedition on the Lost River of 
MIS . . . but which may or may not be 
particularly relevant to the day-to-day 
experiences of the rest of us. 

And, well, this year it is going to be 
worse. This year. .. this year, he'll have 

COMMERCIAL SUN 

those problems, and something worse. 
Something on the horizon. Something 
looming and ominous. Something 
lurking out there . .. with red glowing 
eyes and the theme song from jaws 
playing in the background ... Intel! 

You see, as this story opens, the 
Reporter knows that Intel Corp. is 
gearing up to ship the 80586, or P5, 
or whatever Intel finally decides to call 
it. The Reporter doesn't know much 
about the P5, but he does know it is 
rumored to offer performance well 
within the RISC range, but, in 
addition, to be compatible with that 
mountain of DOS software out there. 

Worse, as the Reporter turns to his 
monitor and begins to type, Microsoft 
Corp. is talking about Windows NT, 
an upgraded version of Windows that 
will include many of the features that 
make UNIX so cuddly and lovable. 

Spreadsheets Batting Cleanup 

And NT too will be compatible with 
the DOS candy mountain. 

And there's what terrifies him. What 
if P5/NT is the future? What if the 
great drive to the Glass House that 
Sun began those many years ago is 
about to falter, fall and fail? Like a 
game that begins well for the home 
team but then, in the middle, the 
runner slides into home and, as the 
dust clears, he's there with a broken 
arm .. . 

The Reporter shudders, slightly, as 
though in the Kansas distance there is 
a rumble of thunder, a hint of storm 
and rain. 

Grand Slam 
It is hard to believe, reflects the 

Fearless Hack-er, make that 
Reporter-that not long ago you could 
find people who didn't believe that 

A mong the heaviest hitters of all "commercial" 
software is the spreadsheet. Indeed, when 

Lotus Development Corp. introduced 1-2-3 for the 
Sun Microsystems Inc. workstation , this maga
zine actually devoted a special issue to the event 
(SunExpert, March 1990, Page 44). 

Meanwhile, Lotus says it is not disappointed with 
1-2-3 on Sun. "It has done well, " says Antonio 
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Parham, produc arketing manager for UNIX 
products d significant revenue." 
How . • -,lj erty to provide any 

· ~ ., its spreadsheet 
The reason for the excitement was that while 

the re have been spreadsheets on UNIX to - ~ 

almost as long as there have been personal· cotn 
puters (Access Technology lnc.'s 20/20, fore 

·:ttie target cus
. wished to 
ware on a 
the way it 
e breakpie) , it was the PC spreadsheets that g.aff.l~.O;"tPjJ 

fame and fortune. It has been said that ne 
real success was due as much to Lotus 

But now, two years later, how have"tt, 
ented spreadsheets fared on th 
tion? l1' ~~hsw~r.- (s largely m 
good, but no.t sterling. "Worksta · les 
take off r,i1. vf.ay1":I~ thought they WOO , b 

t i right ," ' s;r s Stephan Z uchen 
manager at · nformix Software inc., w 

runs iAgz on th~ un . He notes, thoug 
Wingz has a popular a,,rnong people 
want to do rapid applicatiorQdev@opment but 
may not wish to u~e traditional programming 
tools . "People are --u sing..JtLLQgz 's anguage , 
Hyperscript , to write some very soph ist icated 
templates to do some very sophisticated things ... 
like trend analysis, for example." 

rcJVi"IIMlkpeculat
technical 

a spreadsheets that have 
ry developed to r UNIX and /or 

SPARC, the trend seems to be to integrated soft
ware and groupware. Both Applix Inc. and Dux, 
for example, offer their spreadsheets within larger 
packages of office-automation software.-mjt 
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UNIX, much less SPARC, had a place 
in MIS at all. You can still find a few 
folks who believe that-mostly at 
companies where even the wallpaper is 
Big and Blue-but economics has 
converted a lot of even the hardest core 
Big Iron Bigots. "The recession," says 
Gray Lemmke, product marketing 
manager for the general systems 
division of Hewlett-Packard Co. "It 
really boils down to the fact that I can 
offer a compute server as a mainframe 
replacement at one-fifth the cost of a 
mainframe. Given the fact that the 
economy is soft, that's a very compelling 
reason." And HP ought to know; it's 
been selling UNIX-based systems in 
commercial accounts since before there 
was a Sun Microsystems. 

And, while Sun hasn't got the 
installed base in MIS chat, say, HP has, 
it isn't doing badly there either. In fact, 
according to John Logan, an analyst at 
Boston-based high-tech consultant 
The Aberdeen Group, Sun machines 
are actually starting to show rather 
impressive on-line transaction 
processing numbers. "It caused the 
industry to stand up and take notice," 
he says. "Ir made people say, 'You 
know, maybe Sun is really serious 
about the commercial marker."' He 
says he was particularly impressed by 
the face chat Sun did its OLTP tests 
with Sybase, which is not often used 
for benchmarking. 

But now there's the P5 .. . which, to 
the Hack, sounds like a WW III 
planet-buster chat Buck Rogers Must 
Defuse in the Final Reel. "To me," says 
Ken Gilbert, director of marketing 
for the systems division at Wyse 
Technology, "the P5 is the first pro
cessor that brings the Intel Corp. 
architecture close to the world of 
RISC." And Wyse already offers an 
Intel mulciprocessor box chat's a very 
effective UNIX-based server. 

He chinks chat Sun has had problems 
getting into the commercial market in 
the first place: "Sun has had a very 
difficulc time bringing their machines 
to the commercial market, just as I 
would have a difficult time bringing 
my machines to the technical market. 
Thar's because of the nature of the 
marker." And he adds chat P5 is going 
to make that situation a lot worse. "I 

COMMERCIAL SUN 

don't see P5 going after Sun in the 
technical world. I do see it raising a 
barrier for Sun in the commercial 
marker." 

With those grim words ringing in his 
ears, the Hack ... er, Journalist ... turns 
to his story in earnest. He will interview 
users, he thinks. It will be they who 
will determine the height of the P5 
barrier, and whether there's razor wire 
and broken glass across the top. 

The most famous Sun users in the 
commercial market are on Wall Street, 
where Sun workstations have found a 

peculiarly relevant to his story. It is not 
"commercial" computing ... not in the 
sense of databases and the Glass 
House. However, what causes the 
Hack's pointy little ears to suddenly 
pick up, and the small boar-bristles on 
the back of his neck to rise, is chat 
Morgan is working, along with software 
vendor Fusion Systems Group Inc., to 
give its systems extremely high 
availability. 

Explains John Bullivant, a company 
vice president in the global technology 
and operations organization, "If the 

conomics has converted a lot of even the 

hardest core Big Iron Bigots. 

place as traders' platforms. Yet, the 
Trade Press Hack is not sure the Street 
is an appropriate place for his story to 
begin, or even visit. Securities traders 
are a lot like the traditional 
technologists who have run Suns all 
along. They need number crunching, 
big screens, networking ... In effect, 
the Wall Street Wizards are not "real" 
commercial computerises. They are a 
niche, high-performance market with 
a need for niche, high-performance 
machines. 

Besides, it is difficult to find Wall 
Street people who'll talk-even off the 
record. You see, the securities industry 
is ... well, the Hack wouldn't say it was 
red in tooth and claw, but the term 
"highly competitive" has a nice ring ro 
it. The Streeters figure their infor
mation systems are a competitive 
advantage, and they're not exactly 
eager to advertise what they've got and 
how they use it. 

Yet, in the end, he does interview 
one name from the Street-}. P. 
Morgan, which agrees to speak to him, 
for background, mostly. The company 
is using a variety of Sun hardware, 
including a number of Sun 690 servers. 
The Hack is cheered to learn that J. P. 
Morgan has been generally satisfied 
with the machines, though they are 
not yet "in a full production role." 

Bue, interesting as chis all is, it is not 
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workstation goes down, you just move 
the individual over to another work
station. But, if the server goes 
down ... we simply can't afford char." 
Because, of course, if that happens, the 
business comes to a complete hale. 

John Ritter, also a vice president in 
the global technology and operations 
organization, amplifies the same idea. 
"We really can't afford to have the 
machines go down so that it would 
interfere with the settlement process" 
i.e., the buying, selling and confirmation 
of sales of securities, he says. "We 
currently have no high volumes or very 
large database problems ... but we need 
to be able to have the machines 
available." And thus, their own work 
on high availability and their 
relationship with Fusion. 

Well, well, well . .. thinks the Hack, as 
he hangs up the phone. You see, "high 
availability" is not a traditional 
workstation consideration. Performance, 
yes. But not availability . .. chat's a 
"mission-critical" consideration that 
you find in MIS shops. 

The next user chat the Hack 
manages to find is more significant 
still. From Sun itself he learns of the 
Robert Trent Jones Companies of Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL. It says much about the 
Hack's petit bourgeois origins that he 
has never before heard of Robert Trent 
Jones-possibly the most famous 
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designer and builder of golf courses 
and golf-oriented country clubs in the 
world . When he happens to mention , 
casually, the name of his upcoming 
interview to his boss, that individual 
almost drops his coffee, begins to 
breathe rapidly and clutches at the air 
as if to discover an invisible golf club. 

"[Trent's] a golf-course architect," 
explains Steven Rasmussen, systems 
administrator for Robert Trent Jones. 
"He's designed them all over the 
world ... over 500." The Robert Trent 
Jones Companies consists of four 
different businesses. "We have four 
companies here: a design business, a 
golf course construction business, a 
private golf club and a public golf 
facility." 

Rasmussen works to provide 
computer services to these four. "The 
system is set up in a building .. . which 
is kind of in the middle of one of the 
golf courses he owns," says Rasmussen. 
"In this office, we have a number of 
Suns, some PCs and a lot of 
terminals," says Rasmussen. 

This collection supports MIS-type 
tasks at three different locations: the 
centralized office, the public golf 
facility and, shortly, "the other facility, 
about 2,000 feet from here, the private 
country club, which we're wiring up 
right now. " At the central office, the 
Suns run mostly as servers, which then 
support terminals, printers and point
of-sale (POS) systems at the golf 
course and its pro shop. 

"We've got three SPARC 2s," says 
Rasmussen. "One is a network server, 
the other is an accounting server, 
which runs all our accounting software 
and the POS systems, and the other is 
used mostly for CAD." In addition, 
there are also several individual Sun 
workstations, "more or less to do 
administrative work." 

At the central facility, the servers 
connect to several Wyse terminals. 
"We run Lotus [Development Corp. 
1-2-3], WordPerfect and the 
accounting software," he says. "We're 
real happy with the accounting 
software and the POS stuff. It's the 
Real World [Corp.] accounting 
package, with the point-of-sale 
software built on it by a third party." 

But how, given the nature of the 
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business, did the Jones companies 
come to use Suns? The answer to that, 
the Hack learns, is complex. Work
stations first entered the equation as a 
design platform-designing a golf 
course is, after all , a CAD problem like 
any other-but from there they spread. 
"We were in a situation where we 
didn't have any networking at all," says 
Rasmussen. "We basically had some 
old XTs laying around .. . so we could 
pretty much start from scratch." 

The first thing they found was that 
most of the software they wanted, like 
Lotus 1-2-3, was available on the Sun. 
Also, "we kind of like the idea of one 
source for the networking ... as 
opposed to going to, say, Novell [Inc.] 
for a network operating system." That 
went in Sun's favor, as did connectivity 
in general. "It has some real advantages 
in terms of. .. linking to remote 
locations. We had one office in New 
Jersey, and we needed to connect to 
Mr. Jones' house." 

In the end, the companies went with 
Sun as much as possible. "Over all," he 
says, "I think it has been a success. 
There have been some snags, but 
nothing like a major drawback." 

The Trade Press Hack gathers up his 
courage. OK, but, suppose Rasmussen 
had to do it all over again. What about 
P5 , and NT? Would those change his 
platform of choice? "I don't think so," 
answers Rasmussen. "Those are still 
pretty new." Quite frankly, he doesn't 
trust them yet. 

Line Drive 
The Fearless Trade Press Reporter is 

startled by that. He hadn't thought of 
it. People who do commercial, MIS
style computing tend to be careful 
souls. They have to be. If their systems 
go down, the company does too. It's 
not like being a happy-go-lucky young 
software engineer at an R&D lab, 
where if the system goe~ down and 
bounces everybody says, "Hot dog! A 
rumble!" and goes to fix it. 

But it had never occurred to the 
Hack that the famed caution of 
commercial computing might actually 
work against an Intel/Microsoft 
combination. After all, PCs are just 
so . .. so ... so pin-stripe, you know? And 
wasn't it just the other day he heard 
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someone say, "I've never met a CIO 
who'd run his business on a Sun"? 

Which is why his next user, Kliger
Weiss Infosystems Inc. (KWI), sorta 
knocks his socks off-plain socks, by 
the way, not designer, and hardly the 
sort of thing you'd buy at, say, a 
Benetton store-and that's a hint. 

You see, just as our Fearless Reporter 
has never played golf-well, except for 
the kind that has little windmills and 
the cutsey-poo water traps in the shapes 
of hearts and snowflakes-neither has 
he ever shopped in a Benetton. But, at 
last count, it seemed that everyone else 
in the Known World had. We're 
talking big-league retail here. 

You wanna guess who runs their 
business on Suns? Wanna? Huh? 
Wanna? 

"My company is in the outsourcing 
business," explains Sam Kliger, CEO 
of Kliger. "We manage information 
systems for high-fashion retailers." 
Companies including but not limited 
to Benetton come to KWI and make 
it their MIS department. 

Outsourcing of MIS is a nationwide 
trend. In a recession it makes sense to 
focus your attention on your actual 
business-in Benetton's case, that's 
selling clothes-and let someone else 
worry about information systems. Not 
only does it free up your personnel to 
actually be something like a profit 
center, but it can be cheaper in the 
bargain. "When you outsource," says 
Kliger, "not only do you get rid of MIS 
hardware, but you also get rid of the 
executives associated with it. .. like the 
CIO." 

The difference in cost can be startling. 
Kliger says that another national retail 
chain, the Gap, does its own MIS. 
"The Gap's MIS budget last year was 
$10 million," says Kliger. In contrast, 
the whole ofKWI was "a $3.5 million 
company last year. .. and we had 500 
stores on our system. '' That was last 
year. This year, it is 600 stores, 
representing some 45 distinct companies. 

And how many Suns does he use to 
do this, to manage MIS tasks that 
would put a mainframe to shame? Three. 

Workstations, that is. Not servers. 
"We have three SPARCstations, two 
doing the work and one for develop
ment," he says. Kliger doesn't like 
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PCs: Played or Trade? 

0 ne of the stated goals of Sun Microsystems 
lnc.'s strategy has been to displace PCs on 

at least some executive desktops and replace 
them with workstations. While that has happened 
here and there, it's more common for Suns to 
enter commercial environments as servers, with 
the PCs remaining in place as clients. 

introduction of UNIX Software Labs' UNIX System 
V.4 for Intel, and the subsequent announcement 
that Novell had partnered with AT&T to form 
Univel Inc., which was to market a SVR4 with 
NetWare extensions. 

But those who have seen Solaris on Intel say 
that it is a very stable, full-featured operating sys
tem . Island Graphics Corp., for example, was 
porting its products to Solaris even before the OS 
was complete. Kelly O'Connell , Island Graphics' 
product manager, office products division, says 
that it was like completing the roof of a house 
while the foundation was still being poured . "I 
didn't want to watch it the first time it was tested," 
she says. "But it ran ... It was really amazing." 

There is, though, another option-to run Sun 
software on the Intel Corp. mach ines them
selves. Sun's Solaris operating system debuted, 
in fact , at this year's Sun Expo. The announce-

ment was largely 
overshadowed by 

the 

servers. "I think the future of computing 
is in workstations. For most situations, 
servers ought to be thrown in the garbage." 

Every evening, KWI's two systems 
phone up the point-of-sale machines 
at each of the client systems. They poll 
those POS machines and enter the re
sulting data in a Unify Corp. database. "We're 
using Unify, except of course for the 
reporting. All of our reports are 
sophisticated C programs." Then clients 
get their reports via Federal Express, or 
they can dial in and access the system 
directly. 

What makes this kind of performance 
possible, says Kliger, is the workstation 
model of computing itself "People don't 
realize it," he says, "but the architecture 
of the workstation is about as good [for 
database manipulation] as a parallel 
processor." If you have multiple work
stations, they can each search different 
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Doesn't the company feel a little concerned, 
though, about introducing product for Solaris on 

Intel, when the market momentum seems 
to be behind other forms of UNIX for the 
Intel platform? "Right now there's a lot of 
confusion about the UNIX desktop ," 
says Steven Mankoff, the company's 
senior product manager, office prod

parts of the database, in exactly the 
same way that much larger, and much 
more expensive, multiprocessor data
base engines can. 

In fact, Kliger argues that multiple 
networked workstations are actually 
better for his business than a single 
system would be. "I don't need one big 
system. I don't want one big system. 
Because if your system goes down, 
then so do all your clients." 

To that end, he plans on sticking with 
workstations. By next year, he plans to 

have 10 Suns in his office. "They're 
great for business," he says. "They don't 
take up much space. They don't use a 
lot of power. They look great. .. we 
have them on granite pedestals. 
Customers love them. They love the Star 
Trek Syndrome. We made them look 
powerful by standing them up. When 
they're on a desk, they look like PCs." 
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ucts division. "It's not clear who 
the leading players are 
going to be."-mjt 

Summer Rains and Home Plate 
Far out . .. thinks the Hack as he 

hangs up the phone. 
Oh yes ... that P5, that NT, they bug 

him still. He has grim flashbacks of 
1982, when he entered the business 
doing a book about financial applications 
of the Texas Instruments Co. TI/994A 
personal computer-requiem en pace
and at the time, the machine had 
seemed such a winner. He sent in the 
completed manuscript the same day TI 
withdrew the machine from the 
market. His book sold 30 copies, not 
counting the ones he bought for his 
mother. When you get your start that 
way, you tend to be jumpy about 
Intel-based machines. They tend, well, 
to be a bit like wild onions and feral 
grasses in the no-man's zone between 
home plate and the pitcher's mound: 
They crowd things out. 



50GB 

50 GB On-line. 

Traditional tape archives are REEL-ly 
big, provide REEL-ly slow access and are 
REEL-ly expensive to staff and run. 

But now there's an alternative with 
really "un-REEL" performance: Tii's 
Series 10 cartridge handling subsystem. 

This 8mm stacker keeps all your 
archived data-up to 50 GB-essentially 
on line with access to any cartridge in 
about 20 seconds. 

Unlike conventional 9-inch reels, 
this 50 GB archive doesn't fill up a distant 
storage room. In fact measuring just 
15.5" tall x 8.5" wide x 17.5" deep, you can 
keep the Series 10 close to your system. 

And it doesn't require a staff of atten
dants devoted to its care and feeding. The 
Series 10 can be configured with up to 10 

8mm cartridges and is designed to back 
up your system completely unattended. 
For even larger system or network 
requirements, our CfH-120 can hold up 
to 116 8mm cartridges for 1/2 terabyte of 
automatic backup and retrieval. 

The Series 10 includes Tii's brilliant 
on board display with real time information 
on tape capacity, ECC error correction, 
read write rate and tape status. 

Plus there's a configurable SCSI 
interface for plug and play compatibility 
with the widest variety of computers 
including DEC, Sun, IBM Midrange, 
IBM PC, and compatibles, HP, Macintosh 
and others. 

For real performance, get rid of those 
outdated reels. For more information on 

the Series 10 or CfH-120 subsystems, 
contact Transitional Technology. Inc., 
5401 E. La Palma Ave., Anaheim, CA 
92807. Phone: (714) 693-1133. 
Fax: (714) 693-0225. In Europe call: 
(44) (295) 269000. 

[~ 
Backup so easy, you can do it 
with your eyes closed. ........ 

Ill 
TRANSITIONAL 

TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
© 1992 Transitional Technology, Inc. All other trademarks and copyrights acknowledged. 
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Alternative Pitchers ... 

Sun Microsystems Inc. is not alone in its attempt to bring SPARC 
to commercial computing. Several other companies are attempt

ing the same feat, and some are doing it rather well. 
Consider, for example, ICL pie, the European computer vendor 

that does business in the United States as ICL Inc., Irvine, CA. ICL 
offers a line of systems, ranging from desktops to servers, that are 
based on the SPARC processor and sold almost entirely into com
mercial accounts. 

One such is Jardine Insurance Brokers San Francisco Inc., a San 
Francisco-based division of the giant Jardine trading firm of Hong 
Kong. It uses a large ICL DRS 6000 to provide office automation 
functions to some 70 different users. "We've got a DRS 6000," says 
Dean Ching, the company's information systems administrator. "It 
supports those 70 users ... all on ASCII terminals ... running insur
ance industry-specific applications." They also make use of ICL's 
own Office Power OA package. 

Why did Jardine go with a SPARC-based ICL rather than a more 
traditional choice-say an IBM Application System/400? 'That the 
computer used SPARC was pretty important to me," says Ching. 
"Because there are a lot of SPARC applications out there .. . I may 
never run any of them, but just having the chance to do so is a 
plus." He also likes the performance he gets out of a RISC proces
sor. "This puppy really putts along," he says. 

Another vendor targeting the MIS market is Solbourne Computer 
Systems Inc., which has recently begun to target the database mar
ket in particular. "In terms of our market focus," says Travis White, 
the company's vice president of marketing, "we tend to look at cus
tomers who want to bring in a relational database to their operation. 
Then, in that group, we tend to focus on Oracle users. And, then, 
within that group, on Oracle financial [applications]." 

But the biggest rival to Sun in UNIX-oriented commercial markets 
may not come from any of the SPARC-based systems. Increasingly, 
other companies, using different RISC process offering open 
system MIS solutions. The most fame these i bably IBM 
Corp., with its RS/6000 line, but H tt-Packard Co. ha en sell-
ing UNIX into commercial unts for over a decade. " 
product line that is spe · · all.y designed and marketed to com 

70 

users," says Gary Lemmke, product mar 
ing manager for the general systems divi

sion at HP. "People can run their busi
ness on it."-mjt 

( 

I 
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But, the rub of it is ... "Those things 
are still pretty new," Rasmussen had said. 

You see .. . you see . . . the P5 isn't that 
sure a bet anymore. There are complexities 
and confusions and rumors of war. Ir is 
no longer clear that Imel necessarily sets 
the pace ofX86 development. There 
have always been X86 clones available, 
and in recent years the cloners have 
begun to challenge Imel, just as PC cloners 
challenged IBM years and years ago. 

In fact , according to Will Zachmann, 
president of market research firm 
Canopus Research and publisher of a 
forthcoming newsletter, Canopus Reports, 
P5 may be little more than an attempt 
to address that fact. "They're attempting 
to create some features in the architecture 
that are potentially unique to Imel," he 
says . But, he says, it is not certain that 
those features are the ones PC makers 
want or will pay for. "I don't think Intel 
is going to be able to to lead the industry 
down a path that isn't fully compatible." 

Then, too, there is the issue of NT, 
from all reports a fabulous operating 
system-but you can't buy it yet. 
Microsoft isn't shipping it. Ir is still 
very much in development. But even if 
it were already out in Egghead in 
shrink-wrapped boxes, there's another 
kicker here-O5/2. 

No kidding. The operating system 
that was being given up for dead and 
buried is ... well, still alive. IBM 
continues to push it. And, OS/2's mere 
existence creates a whiff of uncertainty. 
Anyone thinking NT has to stop a 
minute, and wonder. .. could 05/2 be 
the better bet? 

And the Hack, who is not a nice 
person at heart, with a short 

temper and a long memory, 
rakes pleasure. For nearly a 

decade he has listened to 

PC-bigots tell him that he 
was a fool to specialize in 

UNIX because there was no 
hardware or software 

standard. Now, the shoe is on 
the other hoof. Where the 

UNIX wars are dying down, 
and single standards emerging, 

now the PC world seems 
hopelessly divided. Ir's not Intel 

80X86 anymore ... it's variants of 
the X86 standard in conflict. It's 

not DOS .. . it's Windows NT vs. 
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Applix Inc. 
112 Turnpike Road 
Westboro, MA 01581 -2833 
Circle 114 

Dux 
4906 El Camino Real 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
Circle 115 

Fusion Systems Group Inc. 
2225 Broadway, 24th Floor 
New York, NY 1007 
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Hewlett-Packard Co. 
3000 Hanover St. 
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!Cline 
North American Sales 
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Intel Corp. 
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lnformix Software Inc. 
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Island Graphics Corp. 
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Lotus Development Corp. 
55 Cambridge Parkway 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
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Microsoft Corp. 
16011 NE 36th Way 
P.O. Box 97013 
Redwood, WA 98006 
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Windows vs. OS/2 vs. DOS (still the 
most popular operating system) vs. 
SCO vs. Destiny vs . ... whatever. 

The Hack does not gloat. It is too 
soon to declare victory. But, even 
so . .. he leans forward now, gazing at 
the blankness of his screen. It is 
different, now. He has a different 
feeling about the story. Before, he was 
tired and confused .. . now, there is a 
certain eagerness, not wholly hopeful, 

Novell Inc. 
122 East 1700 South 
Provo, UT 84606-6194 
Circle 124 

Oracle Corp. 
500 Oracle Parkway 
Redwood Shores, CA 94065 
Circle 125 

Solbourne Computer 
Systems Inc. 
1900 Pike Road 
Longmont, CO 80501 
Circle 126 

Sun Microsystems Inc. 
2550 Garcia Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043-1100 
Circle 127 

Sybase Inc. 
6475 Christie Ave. 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
Circle 128 

Unify Corp. 
3870 Rosin Court 
Sacramento, CA 95834 
Circle 129 

UNIX System Laboratories Inc. 
190 River Road 
Summit, NJ 07901-1400 
Circle 130 

Wyse Technology 
3471 N. First St. 
San Jose, CA 95134-1803 
Circle 131 

but fasci nated. How to describe it? 
It is like, oh, say, being in ancient 

wooden stands, late in the day, when 
the winds are coming up and, already, 
you can smell the rain off somewhere, 
coming ... and you stand in the 
bleachers ... silent with all the others 
around you ... straining to hear the call 
of the ump, and see the runner appear 
broken or triumphant ... on a field of 
amber and late summer shadows. ~ 
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Ours is the 
same as theirs ... 

Part No. 
Xll6U-T 

for about $300°0 

less than their 
best price in 
recent memory! 

You pay only $675 for 
a SPARCstation"· IPX"' 
16-MB SIMM. 
Tufts Electronics Group has low 

prices for SUN SPARCstation IPX 

and SPARCstation 1&2 memory 

products. 

We use only the same high-quality 

memory modules that Sun Micro

systems uses, and guarantee complete 

compatibil ity with a lifetime 

warranty. 

Upgrade your 
SPARCstation today! 

To get delivery in less 
than two days call 
Tufts Electronics Group 
at 1-800-937-3001 

TUFTS EI.EC'TRONJC'S CROUP 

~ 1992 TIJFTS ELECTRONICS GROUP 

Sun, Sun Microsystems. the Sun logo, and SunE.11prcs..~ arc trademarks or 

registered trademarks of Sun MicrosysLCms, Inc. All SPARC trademarks, 

inc ludi ng the SCD Compliant logo, arc trademarks or registered trademarks 

of SPARC International, Inc. SPARCsta1K>n is licensed exclusively lo 

SUN Microsys1cms. Inc. Products bearing SPARC trademarks arc based 

upon architc.cturc developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
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I I I . -

Three Tools for Boosting 
Productivity 
by BARRY SHEIN, Tec hnical Editor 

T 
his month we look at a user-interface builder, a high-perfor

mance SCSI board for VME-based systems and Sun's 

NeWSprint software. All of these products are potential pro

ductivity enhancers. 

the simple instructions. Builder 
Xcessory uses a license manager 
(something I always find painful); I 
was missing a piece of information to 
get it enabled. However, a quick call 
and a few threats about being under 
deadline pressure and ICS supplied me 
with everything I needed. The Builder Xcessory 

As anyone who has built GUI inter
faces in C knows, it's a tedious busi
ness. Every little detail of every little 
widget-colors, fonts, size, hierarchy, 
etc.-must be specified in line after line 
of C code. And none of this gets the 
actual application done, it just makes 
it pretty and easy to use. 

Well, tede no more buckaroos! The 
Builder Xcessory from Integrated 
Computer Solutions Inc. (ICS) lets 
you build GUis quickly with an inter
active, WYSIWYG toolbox interface 
reminiscent of one of the better draw
ing programs. Just drag and drop the 
pieces together on the screen, and it 
will generate the needed C code with 
the release of a button on a pull-down 
menu. 
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As you build an applica
tion with Builder 

Xcessory, a tree appears 
in the browser window 

indicating the hierarchy of 
widgets you are creating. 

There's just one catch: It's designed to 
work with Motif, not Open Windows. 
The program runs fine under 
Open Windows, but the code and 
Makefiles it generates are Motif-specif
ic. Also, you will need a fairly recent 
version of Motif. 

Installation of the software is easy. 
You just read it off the tape and follow 

!.I Palette .!.I 

Firing up this program for the first 
time is an experience in and of itself; 
it's enough to make you forget the 
dumb license manager. Three win
dows pop up, one of which is the tool
box palette. Two other windows pop 
up at startup also, a Browser and a 
Resource Editor. 

Browser 

EH• !ldlt Y)ew Qptlons ~tytes !!•IP I 
i!:I' c11c1de8uttonr ~ 
!!!f cascadeButtonl !--Ji!I e 
!!!I: cascade8utton2!--!!:I pulldo-

!!:Jit•plevelShellf-!;!J -.ineo..d -J;!I f- --
. !!I cascade8utton3. !!!I pulldo-

.!.] 

• File Edit 
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!!!I: cascade8utton4f-!!!I e 
!!!I' cascadeButton5 l-!!!l ~ulldo-

topLevelShell 

View Special Color 



Weve kept an eye on SUils performance 
for years. Now you can, too. 

With HP GlancePlus, 
you can easily detect trouble 
on your workstations. 
Our new performance tool for 
Sun SPARCstations lets you sleuth 
out and resolve problems on your 
system. In many cases, before 
problems come home to haunt you. 

With the ease of a true professional, 
HP GlancePlus performance 
management software helps you 
monitor system activity and pin
point bottlenecks. 

The system utilization overview 
guides you to diagnostic details 
for quick, confident responses. 
On-line help, with data interpreta
tion, lets you do a better job, faster. 
Without getting lost in masses of 
low priority data, you see exactly 
how work loads are affecting users. 

To create HP GlancePlus, we drew 
on our broad experience develop
ing quality performance software. 
You'll soon meet a whole family 
of HP software products designed 
specifically for the Sun environ
ment. Available with full HP 

support. At very affordable prices. 

Call us at 1-800-237-3990 for 
more details about our free 30-day 
trial. In Europe, fax your mailing 
address to +33 76 6216 67. And get 
the inside story on Sun. 

HP makes your Sun work better. 

F/,g9 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 

C 1992 Hewlett-Packard Company 5091-5192E 



You'll be 
pleasantly 
surprised by 
how much 
you can save 
on anew 
SunSmm 
tape drive. 

♦ 
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I opened up the User Reference 
Guide to the tutorials and took the 
software out for a test ride. The first 
example has you build a two-button 
application with callbacks. One but
ton fires off an xterm; another exits 
the program. After crearing a "bul
letin board" (a standalone window 
that holds other objects), you push 
the Push-Button button and drag 
and drop a couple of buttons. 

As you build this application, a 
tree appears in the browser window 
indicating the hierarchy of widgets 
you are creating. To select a widget 
for further modification, you can 
either directly ~elect it on the screen 
or push the corresponding box in 
the tree. Selecting Automatic
Update in the Resource Editor's 
p ull-down menu causes the Resource 
Editor to show you all the possible 
resources you can change on rhe cur
rently selected object. I scroll down 
to labelString, push the button next 
to it for an editor window (the com
pany has specialized edit windows 
for each type of object) and change 
the text from their generic "pushbut
ton" to "XTERM," click on Apply, 
enter a line explaining how to call 
the callback when the button is 
pushed, do similarly for the EXIT 
button and I'm on my way. All that 
is left to do is select Generate-VIL 
from the menu bar to save my work 
into a re-readable file and finally 
select Generate-C to generate the C 
code. 

Once out of Builder Xcessory I 
edit the callbacks to actually per
form the desired function on each 
button press (coding ch e application 
is still your job), type make, and I'm 
done (the application worked as 
expected). I reopen the workspace, 
change the fonts on the buttons 
with a few motions, save, rebuild, 
and I realize that this is easy. 

One very nice feature that Builder 
Xcessory takes advantage of in the X 
Intrinsics library is that most 
changes won't undo the code you've 
added by hand to your application. 

Builder's too! palette is broken 
into subpalettes: Primirives such as 
buttons and scroll bars, Containers 
(standalone windows), Menus and 
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Dialogs. Although you can't build 
every possible interface, you can cer
tainly build all of the most common 
interactive panels. 

Another useful feature in Builder 
Xcessory is the idea of separate 
Styles. This lets someone design all 
the color and font and other stylistic 
layouts into a separate area that can 
later be read into Builder Xcessory 
and applied to the current applica
tion design as needed. 

All in all, I find this an exciting 
program. You need the right soft
ware environment (Motif), enough 
memory, disk and screen to run the 
program (nothing excessive) , but it's 
well worth it. ICS Builder Xcessory 
can turn hours of drudgery into a 
few minutes of activity that almost 
resembles play. I'll make a bold anal
ogy: ICS Builder Xcessory is to GUI 
development what the spreadsheet 
was to accounting-truly revolution
ary. 

The Builder Xcessory 

Company 
Integrated Computer 

Solutions Inc. 

Address 
201 Broadway 

Cambridge, MA 02139 

Phone 
(617) 621-0060 

Fax 
(617) 621-9555 

Price 
$3,200 

Best Feature 
A tru ly remarkable product 

overall , turns hours of tedious 
GUI programming into a 

few minutes of work. 

Worst Feature 
The ubiquitous license 

manager, but you only have 
to deal with it once. 
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Ciprico 
lnc.'s 

Rimfire 
3570 

Ciprico Rimfire 3570 
Here's a depressing thought: While 

your CPU speed has increased by a fac
tor of almost 100 in the last decade, 
your disk throughput has probably only 
tripled. And you're trying to push 20 
times as much disk through the system. 

Given that sobering news, any prod
uct that can help increase disk 
throughput is of interest. So when 
Ciprico offered to let us take their lat
est SCSI board out for a test drive, we 
took them up on the opportunity. 

First, installation: The 3570 is a 6U 
board. What that means is it's smaller 
than the 9U VME slots many Sun 
servers use, so in those cases it has to 
be mounted into an extender, which is 
not difficult, just a few screws and an 
internal cable. 

The 3570 also has its own device 
driver and some other utilities supplied 
by Ciprico. Again, easy enough to 
install. Ciprico provides scripts to help 
you install the driver, and its extensive 
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manual covers simple step-by-step 
instructions for various SunOS ver
sions as well as Solbourne Computer 
Systems Inc. systems. You will have to 
create the major and minor devices for 
the disk, and Sun's iostat command 
will not recognize these devices, but 

the cs35ut utility helps overcome 
that. 

The cs35ut utility is a nice 
addition to the product. The 

program allows you to probe the 
devices attached to the board, issue 
raw SCSI commands if you are so pre
disposed, format and set up partitions 
on your disks, deal with bad blocks, 
erase tapes and so on. There's also a 
"read board statistics" command that 
lets you monitor the total commands 
(since the last reset) and any error 
counts that the board collects. Full 
source to the program is in the driver 
build area, something Ciprico should 
be especially commended for provid
mg. 

To measure performance of rhe 
board we used two methods, both very 
casual. First, we ran the board in pro
duction in our heavily loaded server 
(mostly SCSI disks) for a couple of 
weeks just to get a feel for any appar
ent difference from the Sun SCSI-3 
board we normally use. Our impres
sion was that it was a bit perkier (e.g., 
I timed fsck and found it ran almost 
twice as fast), although our system 
remained somewhat disk-bound. 

The second method I used to mea
sure the board was my nfsstones 
benchmark. Although this bench
mark was originally designed to per
form stress testing on NFS configura
tions by executing mixtures of rypical 
1/0 operations on the disk system, 
running nfsstones locally on a disk 
also yields interesting results when 
comparing different hardware config
urations. All tests were performed in 

Figure. Best performance results for the Ciprico Inc. 's Rimfire and Sun 
Microsystem Inc. 's SCSl-3 board. 

Test Results 

Board 

Ciprico 3570 
Sun SCSl-3 

Total time 
(lower is better) 

63.49s 
75.08s 

Nfsstones/second 
(higher is better) 

717 
606 
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UptoSGB. 

Introducing the Sun 
5GB 8mm tape drive. 

It's not the first 5 GB tape drive 

on the marker. But it's the first 

one reliable enough to put our 

name on. 

And we should know; we spent 

the last year perfecting it. 

While other companies were 

rushing to market, we were test

ing. And retesting. We found 

bugs, and fixed them. Did a little 

tweaking and fine tuning. And 

- you guessed it - tested again. 

So now, we have a 5 GB tape 

drive that works. Really works. 

All the time. 

Plus, like all Sun brand 

peripherals, it's optimized for 

performance with Sun systems, 

so you're assured of complete 

compatibility. 

• 
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5GB 
speed and 
capacity for 
just $3,485. 
Not only does our drive work . 

le works hard. And fast . 

You can store up to 5 GB of data 

on a single, compact 8mm tape 

cartridge. At a blistering 500 KB 
per second. 

That's twice the speed and 

capacity of our 2.3 GB drive. 

For a great price. In face, at 

$3,485, the new 5 GB tape drive 

is actually priced less than our 

previous drive . 

And since it 's fully read/write 

compatible with the 2.3 GB 

drive, you won't lose any time 

translating stored data. 

Swill 
get 
you ten. 
Order your new Sun 5GB 8mm 
tape drive from SunExpress™ 
by September 30, 1992 and 
we'll send you two cleaning 
tapes, plus a ten pack of 

8mm storage cassettes. 

A $300 value, yours 
free, just for using 
SunExpress. 
Offer good until September 
30th, 1992. Only through 
SunExpress, no further 
discounts apply to price. 

• Sun~Jl_ress 
Cl 1992 Sun M1nosysrems. Inc. Sun, Su n M,crosyuc-ms. tht Sun 

logo, and SunExprtss are trademarks or regnttrtd m1.drmarks of 
Sun M1crosysrc-ms.lnc. 
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single-user mode with nothing else 
running. Across several runs, the best 
results for each board were as shown 
in the Figure. 

This indicates an 18% performance 
improvement using the Ciprico 3570 
on a single disk. I would consider that 
worthwhile although not spectacular. I 
suspect that there is a point where you 
are squeezing out whatever the disk (a 
Wren-VII) can deliver. But our Sun 
SCSI board apparently is not quite 
keeping up with the disk, and that is 
worrisome when you consider that we 
normally run multiple disks off that 
board. 

In the two weeks we ran the board 
under full production load (which in 
our case is very heavy), we never had a 
problem with the board. Overall, SCSI 
disk performance is an important fac
tor (and potential bottleneck) in sys
tems today. The Ciprico 3570 can 
help, particularly with the new, faster 
disks now available. Another potential 
advantage is spreading out your disks 
across more than one SCSI board to 
help ease loading across the SCSI bus, 
and to be able to plug in more disks. 
All in all, the Ciprico 3570 seems like 
a good, solid product with good per
formance. 

Rimfire 3570 

Company 
Ciprico Inc. 

Address 
2800 Campus Drive 
Plymouth, MN 55441 

Phone 
(612) 551-4000 

{800) SCSI-NOW 

Price 
$2,395 

Best Feature 
18% measurable performance 
improvement on SCSI disk 1/0; 

full C source to the disk manage
ment and performance utility is 

provided. 

Worst Feature 
None I could find-a good, 

solid product. 
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NeWSprint 2.0 
PostScript has become a standard for 

laser and other forms of high-resolu
tion printing. Sun, over the years, has 
been struggling with a window system 
(NeWS) that is based on PostScript 
but has never achieved much market 
acceptance outside of Sun. Application 
developers, however, continue to pro
duce products chat send their output 
formatted in PostScript. 

PostScript printers are wonderful 
and ubiquitous beasts. The problems 
have always been twofold: PostScript 
printers tend to be slow, much slower 
than the actual print engines inside 
them, and putting PostScript into the 
printer makes the printer more expen
sive than it otherwise might be. This is 
due to running PostScript inside the 
printer on limited CPU and memory 
resources. Font scaling is a major cul
prit in slow printing. 

Sun's NeWSprint subverts that by 
performing the PostScript interpreta
tion in a workstation attached to the 
printer rather than within the printer 
itself. All NeWSprint requires of the 
printer is that it is able to print raster 
(bitmap) images. 

But there is no such thing as a free 
lunch. Obviously Sun has nor bypassed 
all these requirements for interpreting 
PostScript; it has only moved chem to a 
workstation (or server) which is then 
attached to the printer, typically via an 
SBus card, although the card is not 
required. Bear in mind, however, that 
page-sized bitmaps can be large and 
require faster channels to the printer. 

So, what does this do to the worksta
tion? First, unlike the case with Post
Script printers, all of the NeWSprint 
software must run on your worksta
tion, which must be a late-model 
SPARC. Also, that workstation needs 
sufficient resources to run all chis soft
ware and produce the required images. 
Reading over many comments posted 
to the Usenet Sun Manager's Group by 
people who use NeWSprint, the con
sensus seems to be chat a SPARC-sta
tion IPC or l+ with at least 16 MB of 
memory and sufficient disk space to 
hold the various temporary files 
NeWSprint produces are the mini
mum requirements. Larger SPARC 



PRODUCT REVIEWS 

■ HP(R) NeWS print TM PS Printer SPARCprlnter TM Seiko(R) 

NeWSprint includes point-and-click installs for many printer drives. 

servers easily fill these requirements in 
typical configurations. 

Most people who commenced agreed 
that there is no major problem with 
using a workstation that is also some
one's desktop system as long as they 
agree that during heavy printing they 
will experience some significant slow
downs. Most said that this was rare, 
but noticeable when it hit (the window 
system suddenly coming to a crawl, 
etc.). In our experience here, this was 
rarely a problem. The cable that 
attaches the printer is long enough 
(about 25 feet) that the printer does 
not have to be right next to the work
station , but the printer cannot be 
down the hall either. 

Everyone agrees that the resulr is fast 
PostScript printing for a typical range 
of page complexity. NeWSprint seems 
to have little trouble keeping a 12-

NeWSprint 

Company 
Sun Microsystems Inc. 

Address 
2550 Garcia Ave. 

Mountain View, CA 94043 

Phone 
(415) 960-1300 

Price 
$695 

Best Feature 
Fast Postscript printing. 

Worst Feature 
Numerous minor software 

bugs; licensing should be studied 
carefully to avoid surprises. 

Circle 102 

ppm primer going at full bore. 
Included with the NeWSprint software 

are three very slick manuals covering 
installation, use and driver development. 
Also included are rwo CD-ROMs, one 
with the NeWSprint software, the other 
containing products you can license 
from various vendors for use with 
NeWSprint, similar to Sun's Catalyst 
CD-ROM series. The NeWSprint soft
ware itself includes drivers for many 
printers. There are filters for troff 

(both dit and C/NT), Tektronix 4014, 
UNIX plot, plain text and other file 
types. Finally, there are several general
purpose utilities for reversing page out
put, instructions for changing banner 
pages and other common needs. 

Another package that comes with the 
software is a development library (Sun-4 
and Sun-3) for writing your own filters. 
Most of it seems fairly straightforward, 
bur it does seem like it would save a lot 
of time over having to study and imple
ment new filters directly from a protocol 
and conventions manual. 

The worst complaints I could find 
from current users ofNeWSprint 
revolved around Sun's licensing rules 
for the software-you need a right-ro
use license for each printer-and 
regarding some number of bugs in the 
NeWSprint software. The base pack
age includes one RTU. The bugs cited 
involved graphics output, particularly 
lines not matching up, wayward pixels 
and other minor but apparently 
annoying problems. If you plan on 
purchasing NeWSprint, you would 
probably do well to consider Sun's 
software maintenance agreements for 
the time being so you can receive all 
the bug fixes and releases as they 
become available. ~ 
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Now save 
even more. 
If you're ready co save up to 

5 GB, why not start saving time 

and energy right now. By 

calling SunExpress at 

1-800-USE-SUNX. 

There's no better - or faster -

way to get high quality Sun 

brand peripherals. At the best 

prices around. 

Just call us and we'll deliver a 

new Sun 5 GB 8mm tape drive, 

two cleaning tapes, and a ten 

pack of storage cassettes in three 

days or less. For just $3,485. Or 

return this coupon and we'll 

have a salesperson call you . 

Now, how's that for savings? 

D I'd like to order the Sun 

5 GB 8mm tape drive. Please 

have a salesperson call me. 

D Please send me a free 

SunExpress catalog. 

Name __________ _ 

Title __________ _ 

Company _________ _ 

Dept __________ _ 

Address __________ _ 

City __________ _ 

State ______ Zip ___ _ 

Phone ( __ ) _______ _ 

Fax ( _) ________ _ 

Mail this to: 

Inquiry Manager 

Sun Express 

P. 0. Box 449 1 
Bridgeton, MO 63044-9822 

Or for even faster service, 
call 1-800-USE-SUNX 

♦ 
Sun&fl_ress 
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600 developers are twiddling their thumbs, while you 
decide how to provide a corporate-wide messag1ng 

.service for getting real-time data to users and applications. 

And you didn't go to INTEROP. 
You've got choices. One is to struggle through the incredible pace of technical 
evolution or hope through osmosis that you learn Vvtiatever it takes to find a solution. 

Or attend INTEROP 92 Fall, San Francisco. The industry's premier Interoperability 
Conference and Exhibition bring together the leading vendors, most powerful 
technologies, comprehensive tutorials and conference sessions in an all-new 
format. It's four conferences in one. 

• Global INTEROP: Building lntemet Infrastructures 
Focus on SNMP/CMIP network management and security, X400, OSPF, Frame 
Relay, SMDS, ATM and SONET, FDDI/CDDI, SMT, Client-Server issues, wireless 
networks and more. 

• SNA INTEROP: lntemetworks in the SNA Environment 
Concentrate on integrating SNA networks to the internetwork architecture, and 
achieving the price-performance of large multiprotocol intemetworks. 

• Desktop INTEROP: PCs and I.ANS in the Enterprise Network 
Join internetworking expert Craig Burton of The Burton Group in exploring how 
you can benefit from network services like messaging, directory and file. Target 
second-generation network applications, today's state-of-the-art, and the future 
of NetWare. 

• Executive INTEROP: The Business of Network Computing 
With a special focus on lANs and lAN integration into the corporate network, join 
Howard Anderson of the Yankee Group and take a high-level look at open systems, 
downsizing, legacy systems and the changing demands of end users. 

There are also all the features you've come to expect over 40 information-packed, 
two-day tutorials, as many as 100 conference sessions, world-renowned instructors 
and speakers, over 400 exhibitors all running live on a global internetwork, and 
fascinating Solutions Showcase'" Demonstrations. 

Come and learn the answers you need, well before you need them! 

IN'ltROP 92 Fall, San Francisco 
26-30 October 1992 
Moscone Convention Center 
Call for your 48-pagebrochure 
1-800-IN'ltROP ext.154 

"I KNOW IT WORKS I i1JINTEROP. 92 , SAW IT AT IIUEROP" 
F A L L 

©1992 lnterop Company, 480 San Antorno Road, Suite 100, Mountain View, CA 94040, 1-800-776-6676, outs,de of the US Call 41S-941-3399, FAX 415-949-1779 



SPARCalikes 

(Somewhat) Rested 
and (Sort of) Ready 

by MARY JO FOLEY, Senior Editor 

S 
PARCstation 10 compatibles and clones are more than just a 

gleam in the eyes of the SPARCalike vendors. Before Sun 

Microsystems Inc. took the wraps off the 5510 in May the 

SPARCalike vendors had moved from the planning to the design and 

development stage with their clone and compatible versions of these prod

ucts. By the time Sun unveils its anticipated low-end, under-$5,000 desk

top this fall, chi~ scene will have played itself out again. 

They just got their S52 
compatibles out the door. 
But, already, the 
SPARCalike vendors are 
rushing to put finishing 
touches on their SS 10- and 
Tsunami-based systems. 

Virtually the only holdup for 

the SPARCalike firms (and Sun, 

as well) has been the lack of pro

duction quantities of the Texas 

Instruments Inc. SuperSPARC 

processor for the 5510s and 

Tsunami SPARC chips for the 

low-end machines. Granted, a 

couple of other processor ven

dors have moved in to fill the 

gap. At the high end, the Ross 

Technology Inc. subsidiary of 

Cypress Semiconductor Inc. has 

unveiled its superscalar hyper

SPARC chip, as weH as a complete chip set on a motherboard called 

SPARCset (see "New Products" section). And at the low end, LSI Logic 

Corp. has begu,1 shipping its SparKIT-40/MBus, a chip set and manufac

turing kit enabling OEMs to build 40-MHz, SPARCstation 2 compatibles 

and clones that are MBus-based-for under $5,000. LSI also continues to 

offer OEMs the Sun SPARCstation 2 chip set it licenses from Sun. And it 

will be making available the SSl0 chip set, another product it is licensing 

from Sun, later in the year. 
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SPARCa/ikes 

has licensed the LSI SparKIT-
40/MBus. Ir is developing three 
new MBus-based COMPstation 
produces, which are likely to 
be based on the LSI design. 
Two of the systems are due 
to ship chis fall. The 
COMPsrarion 99 
Superscalar series will 
feature up to two 36-
or 40-MHz proces-
sors and racings of 
64.7 SPECmarks. The 
SuperCOMPserver will 
offer up to four 36-, 40-
or 45-MHz processors, Performance 

SPARCalike companies are flocking 
to Tl's and Ross' chip secs. CompuAdd 
Computer Corp. has "looked at" Ross' 
SPARCser, says Charles Leadford, gen
eral manager of the advanced systems 
group. Ross' product, which is both 
"less expensive and less expandable 
than Viking [SuperSPARC]," in 
Leadford's words, might just fill the 
bill. CompuAdd has done some ther
mal modeling of an SS 10 compatible 
based on rhe Ross design, Leadford 
confirms. But whether or not 
CompuAdd opts to employ the Ross 
design "depends if Sun will be sup
porting their [Ross'] MBus design and 
will be porting Solaris to ir," he says. 
"If SunSoft doesn't do rhe port, ir 
would be tough to do it ourselves." As 
reported in SunExpert in August (Page 
20), CompuAdd is likely co build both 
a full-blown SS 10 compatible and a 
board-level upgrade, allowing existing 
SPARCstation ls and 2s to be turned 
into SS 1 Os without exchanging the 
chassis. 

eight SBus sloes and as Technologies Inc. ,5 
many as nine drive sloes, 

CompuAdd is also looking into the 
possibility of moving into rhe 
Tsunami-level low end. Leadford ques
tions the level of profit margin that 
would be possible with an under
$5,000 machine. Nonetheless, 
CompuAdd "would like to have at 
lease two of three products [that it is 
considering] our by the first quarter of 
1993," he says. 

Tatung Science & Technology Inc. 

Opus Land Revisited? 

PT-SYS5000 
according to rhe compa-
ny. And the Super 
COMPsrarion series, 
slated to ship during rhe first quarter 
of 1993, will feature up to four CPUs, 
each clocking at 45 MHz with perfor
mance racings of up to 218 
SPECmarks. Marketing director Majid 
Eskandari also says char the company 
is readying a low-end SPARCalike, 
which will sport 8 MB of RAM and a 
14-inch color monitor and will sell for 
$3,990. 

SPARCalike Newcomer 
Another LSI SparKIT-40/MBus 

licensee is SPARCalike newcomer 
System Computing Corp. Unlike most 
SPARCalike vendors, which seem to be 

Not every SPARC systems company feels the need to clear new ground. 
Some, like KFW Corp., a Thousand Oaks, CA-based offshoot of a Brazilian 
hydroelectric and nuclear plant conglomerate, are choosing instead to go 
where others have gone before. 

This month, KFW is scheduled to unveil a PC-AT-bus plug-in board that 
will provide PC users with access to a SPARC coprocessor. The board will 
be a 40-MHz MBus module with an on-board video controller and room for 
up to 64 MB of main memory. Sound a lot like the Opus Systems Inc. 
Series 500? It was designed with the Opus product in mind, says John 
Morgan, KFW's vice president and general manager. "But we're visibly 
faster, even though we'll be priced the same as Opus-at around $4,999," 
he claims. 

Among the parties rumored to be interested in reselling the product: 
SPARCalike vendors CompuAdd Computer Corp., DTK Computer Inc. and 
Tatung Science & Technology Inc., as well as other systems vendors such 
as Tandy Corp. and Eastman Kodak lnc.-mjf 
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concentrating their efforts on the high 
end or low end of the marker, SCC is 
focusing on rhe SS2-comparible 
midrange. The company-which is a 
member of rhe Advanced Technology 
Development Center, a 30-company 
high-tech consortium staffed by 
Georgia lnsrirure of Technology 
employees and funded by the govern
ment of Georgia-announced and 
began shipping its SCCstation-40 in 
August. The SCCsrarion-40 comes 
with a 520-MB hard drive, 32 MB of 
memory, a 16-inch Trinitron color 
monitor, GX graphics accelerator and 
1.44-MB floppy drive. The system lists 
for $9,995 and will be sold through the 
company's fledgling direct sales force 
only, says President Wei Siong Tan. 
SCC plans to build a SSl0 compatible, 
too, Tan says, and expects to ship it 
during the second quarter of next year. 

SBus/VMEbus product manufactur
er Performance Technologies Inc. is yet 
another SparKIT-40/MBus licensee. 
The company unveiled its first system
level product, the PT-SYS5000, in 
July. The system, based on the 
SparKIT-40, is targeted at OEMs and 
systems integrators with "real-rime and 
embedded-system requirements," 
according to Performance Technolo
gies. The PT-SYS5000 offers cus
tomers four or eight available SBus 
slots, 2 MB of RAM (expandable to 64 
MB), two asynchronous serial 1/0 
ports, an Ethernet port and SCSI-2 
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Hierarchical Storage NETstor TOFS combines 
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best features of both technologies. 

Automatic File Migration TOFS automatically 
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optical) to assure optimum performance, cost

effectiveness and ease of administration. 
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subsystem. The system can be config
ured with a variety of disk and floppy 
options, or operated as diskless. A 
four-slot system sells for $5,495; an 
eight-slot one goes for $5,994. The 
disk kits start at $1,195. A port of the 
Lynx Real Time Systems Lynx OS is 
available as an option. Performance 
Technologies is expected to begin 
shipping the PT-SYS5000 this 
month. 

Taking the high road rather than 
the low one is Marner International 
Inc. In August, Marner began ship
ping its DataSecurityVault, an LSI 
40-MHz SPARC-based, VMEbus file 
server. T he product features a RAID-
3 "fault-tolerant" storage subsystem, 
an Ethernet interface and an internal 
UPS backup system. The server ships 
standard with 3 GB of storage, with 
upgradeability to 60 GB. The prod
uct is available in three models, the 
111 , 181 and 281. 

But Marner is also well under way 
with work on its SPARCstation 10-
compatible, SBus-based SPARC 
Cheetah system, says Martin Fenner, 
CEO. T he Cheetah will be based on 
the Ross SPARCset, Fenner says, and 

SPARCalikes 

Aries Research Inc. 's MBus-based Marix 

will be available as a motherboard
level upgrade. Marner will offer a 
board-level product that will support 
up to two hyperSPARC CPUs and 
clock at 110 MIPS, he says. Fenner 
claims that Cheetah wi ll sh ip in 
quantity in December. 

Another New Kid on the Block 

Companies Mentioned in This Article 

Another SPARCalike vendor hoping 
to carve out a niche at the high end is 
new-kid-on-the-block EOS 
Technologies Inc. EOS is a startup 
formed primarily of former ROI 
Computer Corp. and TriGem Corp. 
engineers and managers, whose prima
ry business to date has been develop
ing gas-plasma flat-panel displays. In 
July, EOS began routing its MBus, 
flat-panel-display machine, the 
EOStation, as an SSl0 compatible. In 
fact, the products that EOS began 
shipping in July, the EOStation 1052 
and EOStation 10, are midrange sys
tems based on dual- and single-CPU 
configurations, respectively, of the 
Ross SPARCser. Because the systems 
are MBus-based, they are compatible 
with Tl's SuperSPARC. A board swap 
(once the TI chip is available in vol
ume) will result in a SS 10 compatible. 

Aries Research Inc. 
46791 Fremont Blvd. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
Circle 103 

CompuAdd Computer Corp. 
Advanced Systems Group 
12303 Technology Blvd. 
Austin , TX 78727 
Circle 104 

EOS Technologies Inc. 
3945 Freedom Circle 
Suite 770 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Circle 105 

KFW Corp. 
88 Long Court 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 
Circle 106 

LSI Logic Corp. 
MS-D102 
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1551 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
Circle 107 

Marner International Inc. 
1611 93rd Lane N.E. 
Blaine, MN 55434 
Circle 108 

Opus Systems 
329 N. Bernardo Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Circle 109 

Performance Technologies Inc. 
Computer Products Division 
315 Science Parkway 
Rochester, NY 14620 
Circle 110 

Ross Technology Inc. 
7748 Highway 290W, #480 
Austin, TX 78736 
Circle 111 

System Computing Corp. 
430 10th St., Suite S109 
Atlanta, GA 30318 
Circle 112 

Tatung Science & Technology Inc. 
2060 Ringwood Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Circle 113 
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Both the EOStation 10 and 1052 
ship standard with 16 MB of main 
memory (upgradable to 128 MB), a 
525-MB hard drive, 1.44-MB floppy 
drive, an extra internal drive bay, 
1, 152-by-900 17-inch color monitor, 
two SBus slots, SCSI-2 port and 
Ethernet and serial ports. Besides ship
ping with the standard Solaris l .X, the 
EOStations come with Sun View and a 
C compiler. GX accelerator graphics 
are available as options. Minus GX, 



SPARCalikes 

the EOStation 10 retails for approxi
mately $10,000; the EOStation 1052 
goes for roughly $15,000. EOS is cur
rently shipping product through man
ufacturers' representatives. 

Then there's Aries Research Inc. 
Aries was created when investors in 
the former Solarix Inc. merged Solarix 
people and products with those from a 
neighboring SPARCalike startup, 
Computer Systems Engineering Inc. 
(CSE). The company is headed by 
Lawrence Kou, a former research fel
low at the IBM Corp. T.J. Watson 
Research Center. 

Aries' Advanced System Divison has 
relaunched the former Solarix MBus 
workstation as the 64-bit, 40-MHz, 
MBus-based Marix station (due, at 
least in part, to pressure from Sun 
because of name similarities between 
"Solarix" and "Solaris"). The Marix is 
a deskside tower that comes with 32-
MB standard memoy, three SBus slots, 
Ethernet thinner and thicknet ports, 
SCSI-2 interface, two serial ports, one 
parallel port, a 1.44-MB floppy, a 
670-MB hard drive and a 1,152-by-
900 resolution color monitor. Aries is 
shipping the bulk of these systems, as 
fi le servers, to customers in Japan, 
France and Israel, according to Kou. 
The company starting selling product 
in the United States this summer. 

Aries' Standard System Division is 
selling a SPARCstation 2 clone, called 
the Parrot II. The 32-bit, 40-MHz 
system is a deskrop workstation with 
32 MB of standard main memory, 
three SBus slots, Ethernet, SCSI-2 and 
serial ports, a 1.44-MB floppy drive, a 
424-MB hard drive and 1, l 52-by-900 
resolution color monitor. Kou says the 
Standard System Division plans ro 
license the Sun SS 10 chipset and 
develop a clone that will ship some
time in the first quarter of 1993. 

Regardless of the SPARCalike ven
dors' differences, most would proba
bly agree with CompuAdd's Leadford's 
assessment of the market to date: "Sun 
currently controls the life cycle and 
channels of these [SPARC-based) 
products. We didn't realize these facts 
when we got into the market." A cou
ple of years older and wiser now, the 
SPARCalike companies are doing all 
they can to narrow the gap. -o 

SPARC 
REVOLUTION!! 

SPARC®2 SYSTEM 
UNDER $4,000 

SPARC®2 BOARD 

UNDER $1,000 
with SPARC1 + board trade-in 

more affordable than a PC and Terminal! 
Made in U.S.A. 

2 year warranty and replacement in 24 hours. 

We also repair SPARC Systems. 

Call: SUPER WORKSTATION 
1-800-841-0036 

SUPER WORKSTATION INC. 
Tel: 1-408-436-8881 Fax: 1-408-441-8885 
"SPARC is a registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc. PRICE IS VALID ONLY IN U.S. ANO CANADA. 
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OPEN YOURSELF To THE FUTURE. UNIX ~XPO '92. 
Now you can build a future that gives 

you more choices than ever before. 

A future where systems network and 

integrate smoothly. Where you can 

readily implement powerful new 

technologies and platforms, building on 

what you already have. 

One event will help you build that future. 

UNIX EXPO '92. 

At UNIX EXPO '92, you'll see the newest 

and best UNIX and Open Systems solutions 

from more than 275 top companies 

worldwide. 

UN_IX 
E><I >cl 
THE OPEN SYSTEMS SHOW 

At this year's UNIX EXPO Conference, 

we'll bring together more Open Systems 

expertise than has ever come together 

before. All with one goal: To help you 

meet the challenges you face right now. 

Find out what's at UNIX EXPO '92 for you. 

Call today for more information: 

800-829-3976 ext. 8301. 

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center· New York City · September 22 - 24 , 1992 
UNIX® is a registered trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories. UNIX EXPO is not affiliated with UNIX Systems Laboratories. 



NEW 
PRODUCTS 

Interpreted Command 
Languages for Motif 

A Rhode Island company has intro
duced a product that allows software 
developers to integrate Motif with 
interpreted languages such as T cl, Lisp 
and BASIC. Sunrise Software's ezX 3.2 
combines the company's existing GUI 
development system with a dialog 
management capability that provides 
the link to interpreted languages. 
These languages can be used to control 
the behavior of windows and widgets. 
T he company says this simplifies 
application development for the Motif 
environment. 

The product is available on Sun, 
Digital Equipment Corp. VAX, IBM 
Corp. RISC System/6000, 386 UNIX 
and Silicon Graphics Inc. systems. 
Pricing begins at $3,500 per develop
er's seat. There are no run-time fees or 
royalties for applications built with 
ezX. 

Sunrise Software Inc. 
170 Enterprise Center 
Middletown, RI 02840 
Circle 175 

Data-Acquisition Product 
A data-acquisition peripheral that 

attaches to a Sun via the SCSI port has 
been introduced by Gradient 
Technology. The DeskLab 216 for 
UNIX workstations is a two-channel, 
16-bit AID and DIA system based on 
the Motorola Inc. 56001 digital signal 
processor. It offers sustained aggregate 
sample-to-file rates of 100 kHz. The 
product also has an optional telephone 
interface. 

The DeskLab 216 does not require 
an additional driver on the host sys
tem. It comes with its own software. 
Bundled with the product is a point
and-click graphical user interface that 

Photographic Network Printer 
A color network printer that can produce photo-quality output 

has been introduced by Codonics. The NP-600 printer uses dye
sublimation technology with 16.7 million simultaneously print
able colors. It can connect to almost any existing Ethernet or 
token-ring networks and supports such file formats as TIFF, GIF, 
Macintosh PICT, Sun Raster, Xl 1 bitmap and so on. The compa
ny says that no special software drivers are required on host com
puters. 

The printer has two output formats-8½ by 11 inches and 8½ by 
8 inches. It can also produce transparencies for overhead projec
tors. The printer also has· a built-in spooler that can accept images 
from multiple systems on a network. Pricing begins at $12,500. 

Codonics Inc. 
Imaging Division 
17991 Englewood Drive 
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130 
Circle 174 

supports signal editing plus various 
analysis tasks, including FFTs. Pricing 
begins at $6,495. 

Gradient Technology Inc. 
95B Connecticut Drive 
Burlington, NJ 08016 
Circle 176 

Software for 
Software Companies 

Business-operations software for 
software companies has been 

announced by Scopus Technology. 
Called ProTeam, the product is a 
groupware application that integrates 
the various business aspects of software 
development into a single package. 
The product is modular, and, as of 
press time, there were modules avail
able for bug tracking, call tracking, 
customer support and business data 
visualization. The company says that 
other modules are forthcoming. 

The product is built on top of the 
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Sybase relational database and is divid
ed into client front-end and server 
back-end. Currently, its clients will run 
on any X Window System display, 
while its servers will run on any 
machine that supports Sybase, includ
ing Sun, the Hewlett-Packard Co. 
9000, the IBM RISC System/6000 
and MIPS Computer Systems Inc. sys
tems. The company says that a typical 
configuration, consisting of four tech
nical support people and 20 engineers, 
would cost about $45,000. 

Scopus Technology Inc. 
1900 Powell St., Suite 900 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
Circle 177 

Xmath Gets Signal CAE 
Integrated Systems has introduced a 

module that works with its Xmath 
numerical analysis tool for the X 
Window System. Called the Xmath 
Signal Analysis Module (SAM), the 
product allows Xmath users to per
form various DSP analysis tasks. To 
this end, it contains a library of rou
tines that allow users to generate signal 
and noise waveforms, model various 
linear and nonlinear channel charac
teristics, and modulate and demodu
late narrow-band and spectrum sig
nals. In addition, Xmath SAM con
tains plotting routines for signal visual
ization and interactive analysis. 

Xmath SAM was co-developed by 
Elanix Inc., which specializes in signal
processing products and scientific soft
ware. Xmath, meanwhile, is a numeri
cal-analysis environment that com
bines interactive color graphics, a 
scripting language and a Motif-derived 
GUI. Xmath SAM is currently avail
able on Sun SPARCstations and com
patibles and DECstations from Digital 
Equipment Corp. Pricing for Xmath 
SAM begins at $6,000. 

Integrated Systems Inc. 
3260 Jay St. 
Santa Clara, CA 95054-3309 
Circle 178 

PEX Terminal 
Shows from Sho 

A line of PEX terminals has been 
introduced by Shographics. Called the 
PEXstation 1 series, the machines sup
port the PEX standard for 30 graphics 
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under X and are intended for such 
markets as MCAD and ECAD. 
Traditionally, these markets have been 
dominated by workstations, but 
Shographics is betting that, with the 
introduction of large servers like the 
Sun 600 MP, engineering networks 

now have excess computing power that 
users are eager to exploit. The hope is 
that, just as X terminals appeared on 
networks where 20 displays were 
required , PEX terminals will appear 
wherever designs are being done in 
30. Shographics thinks this market 
will be respectable and cites numbers 
from market-research firm X Business 
Group that by 1995 some 38,500 PEX 
terminals will be shipped by all ven
dors. 

Shographics has three models cur
rently in the line. The first of these is 
the PEXstation 1, with a display speed 
of 40,000 Gouraud-shaded triangles 
per second and a 16-inch, 1,280-by-
1,024 monitor for $11,900. The 
PEXstation 1/ST has a speed of 
approximately 12,000 Gouraud-shad
ed triangles per second at $17,900 on 
the same size monitor. The PEXstation 
1/SX, with 270,000 Gouraud-shaded 
triangles per second, is priced at 
$24,900 with a 19-inch, 1,280-by-
1,024 moniror. All three are based on 
the company's proprietary graphics sil
icon assisted by Intel Corp. i860s. 

Shographics 
1890 N. Shoreline Blvd. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Circle 179 

ASIC Design Tool 
Knowledge Based Silicon has intro

duced an ASIC design-entry tool that 
automatically generates both VHDL 
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and Yerilog from graphical descrip
tions of circuit behavior. Called the 
flowHDL Training and Evaluation 
Kit, it gives the designer a graphical 
method of design entry that is linked 
to a simulator, so that designs can be 
tested prior to the generation of actual 
HDL output. Then, once the develop
er is satisfied with the design , the 
product generates YHDL and Yerilog 
that can be sent to such HDL synthe
sis and simulation tools as those from 
Synopsys, Cadence Design Systems 
and GenRad. 

The AowHDL product runs on a 
Sun SPARC systems with SunOS 4.0.2 
or higher. Pricing begins at $995 for a 
single-seat license. 

Knowledge Based Silicon Corp. 
1201 Main St., Suite 2000 
Columbia, SC 29201 
Circle 180 

See Oa Bug? C-OeBug! 
An Illinois company has introduced 

a debugger for C users called-what 
else?-C-Debug. Just in case you don't 
(see the bug, that is), the product, 
which is from Sofrran, searches code 
for errors, catches them prior to an 
application's actual crash and then pro
vides a detailed description of the loca
tion and nature of the problem. 

Moreover, the company says that 
among C-DeBug's advantages is that it 
can be used on multiple platforms, 
making cross-platform development 
less difficult. Ir currently runs on 
UNIX, DOS, OS/2 and VAX VMS. 
Pricing ranges from $239 to $995. 

Softran Corp. 
One Naperville Plaza 
Naperville, IL 60563 
Circle 181 

SPARCset Sets Sail 
A set of peripheral chips plus a 

licensable motherboard design has 
been introduced for would-be 
SPARCalike vendors. The SPARCset 
from Cypress Semiconductor and its 
Ross Technologies subsidiary is said to 
significantly reduce basic engineering 
costs for SPARC-based systems ven
dors. The SPARCset contains much of 
what is necessary to build a functional 
SPARCalike, including a choice of sev
eral different CPUs, ranging from the 



single-processor 33-MHz Cypress 
CYM6001 SPARC module to the 
dual-processor, 66.7-MHz CyM6226 
hyperSPARC module. 

The set also boasts a graphics con
troller (the Cypress CY7C617), an 
MBus-to-SBus interface (the 
CY7C616 and CY7C618 chips), a 
two-chip memory controller (the 
CY7C613) and I/0 chips (the 
CY7C614 and CY7C6 l 5) that allow 
SPARCalike builders to use low-cost 
controllers made for the 386SX bus. In 
addition, the SPARCset comes with 
the technical data necessary to build 8-
layer motherboards that fit the stan
dard SPARC workstation enclosure. In 
quantities of 100, a complete seven
chip SPARCset chip is $250. 

Cypress Semiconductor Corp. 
3901 North First St. 
San Jose, CA 95134-1599 
Circle 182 

RAID for Fault Tolerance 
A line of network storage subsystems 

featuring redundant arrays of inexpen
sive disks (RAID) technology has been 
introduced by ECCS. The company 
says that the products are meant to 
provide fault-tolerant storage solutions 
for netwo rks . The line, which the 
company says is to be called the RAID 
Modules, will range in capacity from 
200 MB to 8 GB. Models will be 
available for UNIX platforms and 
Novell Inc. networks . 

The modules will be available in a 
RAID Level 1 (FT-1) con figuration 
and a RAID Level 5 (FT-5) configura
tion. They will also be available in var
ious capacities and degrees of fault tol
erance. Pricing for the FL-1 products 
begins at $4,800 and at $13,750 for 
FT-5 products. 

ECCS Products Groups 
ECCS Inc. 
One Sheila Drive, Building 6A 
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 
Circle 183 

SBus Expansion Box 
from Sun 

Sun Microsystems Computer has 
entered the SBus space race with an 
expansion chassis. The SBus 
Expansion Subsystem is a standalone 
enclosure that provides three SBus 
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slots to the SBus-based SPARCstation 
IPX, SPARCstation 2, SPARCstation 
10 and the SPARCserver 630. It con
nects to the host via a cable from a 
connector in one of the host 's own 
SBus slots. 

The SBus Expansion Subsystem can 
support SBus cards of varying widths. 
It also provides the room for up to two 
424-MB disk drives. The product is 
sold by both SMCC and the 
SunExpress subsidiary of Sun. Pricing 
begins at $2,495. 

Sun Microsystems 
Computer Corp. 
2550 Garcia Ave. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Circle 184 

Parallel Interface 
to Transputers 

A host system interface that provides 
a link between the SBus and parallel 
subsystems based on the transputer has 
been introduced by Alta Technology. 
Called the HSI-SBus, the product is a 
one-slot SBus containing a proprietary 
32-bit interface and a 25-MHz T805 
transputer from SGS-Thomson. 

eXc[aim! 

Developers can use the HSI-SBus to 
link Suns to scalable compute engines 
and/or peripheral subsystems, such as 
RAID disk farms. 

The HSI-SBus' transputer has four 
20-Mb/s communications links to 
connect to other devices. External con
nections from the four are achieved via 
standard twisted pair, and an unshield
ed cable can connect devices up to 50 
feet away. The product's interface pro
vides a sustained 10-MB/s transfer 
between the SBus and the transputer, 
and more than 8 MB/s to the four 
transputer links. Pricing begins at 
$1,595. 

Alta Technology Corp. 
9500 South West, Suite 212 
Sandy, UT 84070-6655 
Circle 185 

200-MFLOPS 
Vector Processor 

CSP has introduced a 6U VME64 
board that provides up to 200 
MFLOPS. The SuperCard SC-
3Xl/VME is a vector processor with 
one or two Intel Corp. 50-MHz i860 
XP chips, up to 64 MB of memory 

Spreadsheel' ,or X WlndoW's 
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and up to 200 MB/s 1/0. Software 
support of Sun systems is available. 

The SuperCARD SC-3XL/VME 

comes with a gallium-arsenide memo
ry controller, which allows the DRAM 
memory to operate at 200 MB/s, and 
also supports cache coherency with bus 
snooping and parity. For 1/0 and con
trol, the board has three 1/0 channels 
with OMA, including a VME64 inter
face (at 72 MB/s), a VSB interface (at 
40 MB/s) and the company's CSPIO 
interface (200 MB/s). Pricing begins at 
$12,000. 

CSP Inc. 
40 Linne! Circle 
Billerica, MA 01821 
Circle 186 

Shamrock Blooms 
in the Sky 

A number-crunching Shamrock has 
bloomed at Sky Computer. The 
Skybolt Shamrock, in mono- and mul
tiprocessor versions, is an i860-based 
application accelerator for VMEbus 
Suns that will offer computation 
speeds of up to 1.28 GFLOPS. The 
Shamrock is a daughterboard support
ing up to four i860s on a single 6U 
VME. Up to four Shamrock daughter
boards can then fit onto a single 9U 
VME board such as the Skybolt-mp. 
The company says that the latter con
figuration, with some 16 i860s, pro
vides an aggregate performance in 
excess of 10 GFLOPS. 

The product is being sold as a single 
product, or as an upgrade to the com
pany's existing Skybolt line of VME 
boards. With the products, Sky is 
offering systems software to make the 
i860s more accessible by end users. 
This includes the SKYvect Toolkit-a 
suite of compilers, libraries and soft
ware tools, and the Compute Cluster 
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Library. The Cluster software allows 
the four processors of each Shamrock 
daughterboard to act as a single CPU. 
Thus the Skybolt-mp's 16 i860s can 
act as if they were four individual 
CPUs. Pricing for the 6U Shamrock 
begins at $12,450 and for the 9U 
Skybolt-mp Shamrock at $32,350. 

Sky Computers Inc. 
27 Industrial Ave. 
Chelmsford, MA O 1824 
Circle 187 

Voice Recognition for Sun 
A voice-recognition product for Sun 

SPARCstations has been introduced by 
Command. Called IN3 Voice 
Command, the product provides voice 
control of Sun's Open Windows user 

interface as well as voice-command 
input to selected applications. The 
company says that product is meant to 
be a third input device, along with 
keyboard and mouse, that the user can 
employ to speed up command-inten
sive applications, such as CAD/CAM. 
Users type in a command or keystroke 
pattern, then invoke IN3 and speak 
whatever word or phrase they wish to 
represent that command; then the 
machine will be able to subsequently 
recognize that phrase and react accord
ingly. 

The company's original voice recog
nition and speech processing products 
ran on add-in DSP boards. However, 
this year, CCI ported its software 
directly to the SPARC, mostly in 
anticipation of the SPARCstation 10. 
However, IN3 also runs on the 
SPARCstation 1, where it is capable of 
recognizing 150 spoken commands. 
The company says it has not yet 
reached an upper limit for the number 
of commands it can recognize on a 
SPARCstation 10. 

The product requires no additional 
hardware beyond the microphone, 
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which is already built into many 
SPARCstations. Pricing begins at 
$495. 

Command Corp. Inc. 
3675 Crestwood Parkway 
P.O. Box 956099 
Duluth, GA 30136-9502 
Circle 188 

Gem of a Document 
Imaging Solution 

Diamond Micro Solutions has 
designed Document Imaging Solution, 
a turnkey document-imaging applica
tion that helps businesses more effec
tively process and manage large 
amounts of paperwork. Targeted users 
for the product are financial institu
tions, insurance companies, HMOs 
and government agencies. 

The Sun SPARCstation 2 with 400 
MB of storage is the file server and 
runs the Oracle database application, 
fax/modem functions, optical storage 
drives and lnnovatech imaging soft
ware. The integration of these compo
nents provides the power for business
es to handle large amounts of paper to 
efficiently store, update, archive, 
retrieve and transmit data, text and 
images. 

The systems scanner is a high-speed 
device capable of handling paper and 
graphic images, as well as microfilm, 
microfiche and aperture cards. The 
scanner and HP LaserJet III reside at 
different locations on an Ethernet net
work and are served by a 386 PC-com
patible system with 60-MB hard drive, 
VGA monitor, graphics card and 
Ethernet network board. Diamond 
Micro uses commercial off-the-shelf 
components to offer an imaging solu
tion that is adaptable and expandable. 

Pricing of a single image station with 
a single-placcer 1-GB jukebox is 
approximately $70,000. The cost with 
a 10-platter, 5-GB jukebox is approxi
mately $85,000. 

Diamond Micro Solutions 
Alvarado Sc. 
San Leandro, CA 94577 
Circle 189 

laser Plotter from Mutoh 
A new desktop, plain-paper laser 

plotter from Mucoh America has hit 
che market. The Model CP-503, as it's 



called, is designed to provide high
quality A- and B-size check plots for 
AEC, mechanical CAD and printed
circuit-board-design applications. 

The plotter boasts optimal resolution 

of 400-by-400 dp i and a plotting 
speed of 8 ppm for 11-by-8½-inch, A
size media. Another function permits 
users to quickly and easily reduce orig
inal D- and E-size drawings to A- and 
B-size without having to reconfigure 
their driver. The plotter employs a 
TI34010 embedded controller with a 
clock speed of 60 MHz, and a 6-MB 
RAM internal memory buffer permits 
greater capacity for large and/or com
plex drawings. 
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The new model is HP-GL compati
ble and standard interfaces include RS-
232C and Centronics. Suggested list 
price is $8,495. 

Mutoh America Inc. 
500 West Algonquin Road 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 
Circle 190 

This Engine 's Got Power 
Software Engines announced the 

release of a complete development 
environment for automatic generation 
of so phistica ted applications. The 
product, Software Engine, promotes 
creation of full-scale applications 
including GUI, automatic real-time 
screen updates, forms, data browsers 
and user-defined menus for database 
objects without programming. 

Software Engine features automatic 
learning of existing applications for 
easy migration and multimedia 
authoring facilities. It is an open sys
tem and is provided with more than 
200 utility and support programs and 
more than 100 API library functions. 

The product is commercially avail
able for the Sun SPARC family archi-

tecture running SunOS and uses 
Sybase as the underl yi ng database 
engine with an OSF/Motif GUI, 
which is compatib le with Open
Windows. Software Engines offers 
development tools and environments 
as well as consulting services. Pricing 
begins at $30,000. 

Software Engines Inc. 
151 Second St., Suite SA 
Hoboken, NJ 07030 
Circle 191 

lntrol's Serious Storage 
Intro! now supports 56-platter 

erasable (magneto) optical subsystems 
for Sun and Si licon Graphics Inc. 
workstations. With formatted capaci
ties of up to 932 MB per removable 
disk, these subsystems provide solu
tions for a wide range of applications 
including graphics libraries, database 
archives and CAD/CAM. The product 
includes a standalone jukebox with 
dual drives, cabling, full documenta
tion and lntrol's SCSI-Flex software 
driver. 

Dual optical drives avail the subsys
tems of fast access times, and SCSI-

The Best Way To Improve Your 
NFS Network Performance 

Is To Use It Less!! 
RS/Magazine is a monthly magazine 

designed specifically for users of IBM's 
RISC System/6000. 

eNFS/Cache 
RS/Magazine provides: 

Technical know-how &om RS/6000 and AIX experts 
Independent third-party product reviews 
Product surveys 
Essential buying-decision information 
Industry and market news 
On-site user profiles 

RS/Magazine also provides in-depth analysis of users' concerns 
- from applications portability to enterprise-wide networking 
- in a frank, straightforward way. 

Ta Subscribe FREE 
Write or Call for a FREE Subscription Qualification Card 

RS/Magazine 
Circulation Dept., 1330 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146 

Telephone (617) 738-3420 

eNFS/Cache reduces both server load and network traffic by 
caching server information on the local disk of a Sun NFS 

client. Files, directories and symbolic links are cached. 
To give the system administrator the utmost flexibility, 

caching may be controlled on a mount point by mount point 
basis. eNFS/Cache is completely compatible with standard 

NFS and requires no changes to NFS servers. 
For more information about eNFS/Cache please contact: 

INTERSTREAM, Inc. 
1501 Reedsdale Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15233-2329 

412-323-8000, 412-323-1930 (FAX) 
info@interscream.com 

NFS is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
The name eNFS/Cache is exclusively licensed to INTERSTREAM, Inc. 

INTERSTREAM, Inc. , is a licensee of Sun's ONC/NFS trademark. 
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Flex software and device drivers make 
installation and configuration easy. 
Suggested list pricing starts at 
$34,495. 

Intro! Corp. 
2817 Anthony Lane South 
Minneapolis, MN 55418-3254 
Circle 192 

Visualization ADE 
An Application Development 

Environment (ADE) that enables fast 
development and prototyping of inter
active graphics visualization applica-

tions has been announced by Uniras. 
Based on the X Window System and 
OSF Motif standards, the visualization 
environment combines Uniras ' 
agX/Toolmaster, a toolkit that enables 
development of visualization applica
tions, with various GUI builders. 

The combined products enable pro
grammers to build and test compre
hensive visualization applications, 
including the user interface, all from 
within the GUI builder. 

Pricing: agX/Toolmaster goes for 
$5,900, and the GUI is cost-depen
dent on the manufacturer. 

Uniras Inc. 
5429 LBJ Freeway 
Suite 650, LB 144 
Dallas, TX 75240 
Circle 193 

Love Your X? 
Pagine has entered the X market 

with two RISC-based X terminals. 
The C2000 and M2000 are powered 
by 33-MHz, MIPS R3000-based pro
cessors, with cache and MMU. The 
C2000, a high-resolution color prod
uct, features a l ,280-by-1,024, 17-
inch, 74-Hz, noninterlaced screen. 
Pagine developed a high-density ASIC, 
including a 64-bit color graphics 
engine, to complement the main RISC 
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processor. Combined with Pagine's 
software, the C2000 claims a bench
mark rating of 125,000 X stones. 

The M2000 is a monochrome termi
nal with a resolution of 1,280 by 
1,024 and an X stone rating of 
100,000. Both models offer Ethernet 
connectors and serial ports. The 
M2000 is priced at $1,799; the C2000 
is $3,499. 

Pagine Corp. 
1961-A Concourse Drive 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Circle 194 

Primetime Freeware 
Prime Time Freeware has announced 

the second in its upcoming series of 
UNIX freeware titles on CD-ROM. 
Volume 1, Number 2 (July 1992) of 
the company's product contains 3 GB 
of software and documentation on rwo 
ISO-9660 CD-ROMs. Packages are 
stored as compressed tar archives, 
reducing their size and avoiding ISO-
9660 file-name limitations. The disks 
are accompanied by a more than 50-
page booklet. 

The current issue includes 386BSD, 
Andrew, Athena, BSD NET /2, CAML, 
CLU, COOL, comp.sources.(amiga , 
games , reviewed, sun, unix, 
windows , x), Epoch, GINA, GNU, 
GO, Icon, Ingres, lnterViews, ISODE, 
Kermit, LispView, Mach, Magic, 
(WRL) Modula-2, (SRC) Modula-3, 
PCLU, Postie Pat, Scheme, Scorpion, 
Serpent, T, UnixTeX, WINTERP, 
Xl 1R5, XView and hundreds of other 
packages. 

The list price of the issue is $60, with 
discounts of up to 30% for customers 
who subscribe to the company's service. 

Prime Time Freeware 
415-112 N. Mary Ave. 
Suite 50 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Circle 195 

Fast SCSl-2 
VMEbus Adapter 

The FST-2, a VMEbus host adapter 
that implements fast SCSI-2 technolo
gy, was released recently by Zetaco. 
The adapter has two SCSI ports, sup
porting up to 14 SCSI devices, includ
ing hard disk, tape and optical disk. 

The product supports a 10-MB/s 
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data-transfer rate and features embed
ded scripts that offload processing and 
reduce SCSI overhead. The adapter 
employs a 32-bit Motorola Inc. 
68EC030 microprocessor. FST-2 
implements hardware mirroring, also 
known as RAID 1, useful in applica
tions requiring the high availability of 
RAID storage. 

The product is designed for configu
ration flexibility with modular design. 
The logic for both SCSI ports is on 
daughterboards, so that each port can 
be easily configured either as single
ended or differential SCSI and can be 
upgraded to future SCSI technologies. 

Zetaco has fully qualified the FST-2 
on Sun VME platforms and also pro
vides a generic driver so that OEMs can 
port to various platforms. The product 
is available in the 6U size or in the 9U 
form factor. Pricing is $3,000. 

Zetaco Inc. 
11400 Rupp Drive 
Burnsville, MN 55337 
Circle 196 

Tap_e Backup 
Software for Solaris 

Transitional Technology has announced 
its Nightshift/UNIX tape backup and 
restore software package for Sun work
stations and servers. The package is 
available with the company's family of 
8mm tape backup subsystems, includ
ing 2.5- or 5-GB single-drive subsys
tems or the 50-GB Series 10 and 1 0i 
cartridge handling systems. 

Nightshift provides an integrated, 
centralized backup of all workstations 
in a preconfigured backup domain. 
Rapid random access to any user's files 
makes restoring data simple. A unique 
file system permits reconstruction of a 
file to any point in its backup history, 
and a data-recovery facility permits 
restores from incomplete or damaged 
tapes. 



All SPARC-based workstations and 
servers running Solaris l .X or 2.0 and 
running under Open Windows V.3 
and native command-line mode will 
be compatible with the software. A 
SCSI port and the appropriate drivers 
provided with Solaris are required. 

Transitional Technology Inc. 
5401 E. La Palma Ave. 
Anaheim, CA 92807 
Circle 197 

Super-Small 
1.3 GB of Storage 

If you have room for two cups of 
coffee on your desk, then you have room 
for 1.3 GB of storage. Unison Infor
mation Systems has introduced Pocket 

Rocket, a SCSI external high-perfor
mance 3½-inch hard disk subsystem. 

Housed in a 147-cubic-inch pack
age, the subsystem delivers an average 
seek time of 10 ms and has a 5,400-
rpm rotational speed and a data-trans
fer rate of 10 MB/s . Performance is 
improved further by a 512-KB seg
mented cache buffer that maximizes 
throughput. Pricing is $2,085. 

Unison Informations Systems Ltd. 
21 Walsh Way 
Framingham, MA 01701 
Circle 198 

RAIO Box with 
Disk Fault Protection 

Box Hill has introduced an 8-GB
capacity RAID Level 5 box for high
speed fault tolerance. The Box Hill 
RAID Box uses hot-swappable drives 
intended to eliminate downtime due 
to disk failure. 

The RAID Box implements disk 
striping, which reads and writes data 
and error-correction information across 
its independent disk drives, so that if a 
single drive fails there is enough infor
mation on the remaining disks to allow 
data reconstruction. 
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Removable drive modules allow 
disks to be replaced while the system is 
running. The RAlD Box is compatible 
with Sun, Hewlett-Packard Co., IBM 
Corp. RS/6000, NeXT Computer Inc. 
and Pyramid Technology systems. 
Pricing for one unit is $35,000. 

Box Hill Systems Corp. 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013 
Circle 199 

Lower Priced 
Imaging Plotters 

Oce Graphics has expanded its plot
ter line with the introduction of two 
new machines . The G9864 and 
G9865 offer 406-by-406-dpi resolu
tion with a maximum print speed of 
one inch per second, 32 gray shades 
and line patterns, HP-GL/2 support 
and auto switching between raster and 
vector input. Either machine can pro
duce plots as long as 50 feet. 
Additional fearures include auto-cut 
and stacking-bar/take-up reel, auto
format recognition and a built-in 3½
inch floppy drive. This drive lets users 
do off-line plotting of vector files, 
which minimizes host processing time. 

Both plotters interface with most 
available CAD software, host comput
ers and turnkey CAD systems. They 
accept vector data files in HP-GL, HP
GL/2, CC 906/907 and VDF data for
mats , and raster data in the Green 
Sheet format. Oce's ADI driver con
verts AutoCAD drawings to the VDF 
format for better use of disk space and 
faster data transmission. Other avail
able drivers include those for Micro
Station and CAD Overlay. Standard 
hardware interfaces included with both 
plotters are RS-232-C serial, Centron
ics parallel and SCSI on Sun worksta
tions. Optional interfaces offered are 
Loca!Talk and Green Sheet Raster. 

Oce also announced a conversion 
package for owners of earlier models at 
a list price of $4,000. 

Pricing for the D-size G9864 is 
$19,900 and $20,990 for the E-size 
G9865. 

Oce Graphics USA Inc. 
385 Ravendale Drive 
PO. Box 7169 
Mountain View, CA 94039-7169 
Circle 200 
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Compact Laser Printer 
IDEA has added two new laser 

printers to its 13000 printer line. The 
13X09 and 13Xl6 laser printers fea
ture an automatic switching capability 
that allows the printer to simultane
ously support PC , mainframe and 
midrange hosts. 

Both provide letter-quality output. 
The 13X09 prints 9 ppm and is 
designed to meet low-volume print 
requirements . The 13Xl6 prints 16 
ppm and is suited for large-volume 
print requirements in shared network 
environments. 

They are priced at $3,000 and 
$5,600, respectively, and carry one
year on-site warranties. 

ID £Associates Inc. 
29 Dunham Road 
Billerica, MA 01821 
Circle 201 

Back It Up 
Contemporary Cybernetics has 

added a 1-GB QIC tape streamer to its 
line of tape and disk storage subsys
tems. The CY-4000 follows the 5¼
inch form facto r and can be internally 
or externally mounted. Read-after
write recording and parity checking of 
bus transfers continuously monitor the 
data. If an error occurs, the entire data 
block is rewritten, ensuring data 
integrity. This tape streamer offers 
backward compatibility with the 150-
and 525-MB tape streamers. These 
features make the CY-4000 appropri
ate for users who want unattended 
operation and flexible growth. 

The QIC streamers are available for 
a wide range of computer systems 
including those from IBM Corp ., 
Digital Equipment Corp., Apple 
Computer Inc. and Sun. They are sold 
as turnkey subsystems that include the 
drive, any required hardware or software 
interfaces, documentation and a com
plete 12-month warranty that includes 
technical support from Contemporary 
Cybernetics. T he streamers are priced 
at less than $2,000. 

Contemporary 
Cybernetics Group 
Rock Landing Corporate Center 
11846 Rock Landing 
Newport News, VA 23606 
Circle 202 
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Macintosh ® and MS-DOS ® File Transfer Software 
for UNIX ® Workstations 

The non-network solution for 
file transfers! 

From the SUN memory 
technology leaders 

16MB x 9 60ns 
MODULES IN STOCK! 

True 16x9 low profile design. 
Now accepting scheduled orders. 

IPX 16MB module ................... $475.00 
1 MB x 9 70ns SIMM ................ $ 32.00 
4MB x 9 70ns SIMM ................ $109.00 

Be sure to inquire about our other workstation memory products. 

CALL 714·502-9085 
M.C.1.1. 

Memory Card International 
2101 W Crescent Ave. #G 

Anaheim, CA 92801 



• ACTIVE SCSI Terminators 
• 1ft. SCSI Peripheral Cables (In Stock) 

• Molded SCSl -2 Cables 

• SCSI Cables For SparcStation , RS/6000 , 

HP, DEC, Silicon Graphics ... 

Custom Configurations Available 

- DB50 , Centron ics , SCSl -2, etc . 

- Internal Ribbon Assemblies 

All cables meet ANSI SCSI specifications 

and have a lifetime warranty. 

Competitive Prices-Call for a price quote. 

Telephone and audio processing capability for two 
phone lines on a single SBus board! Vigra's VS-30 is ideal 
for remote database access, voice mail and other voice 
processing applications. In recording mode, audio data 
from the phone lines is digitized, compressed and stored 
as a file, with a reverse process in playback. A 56001 DSP 
has on-board coding firmware; other DSP code can be 
downloaded over the SBus. Touch tones and call progress 
signals are supported. 

(\GRA 
VIGRA, Inc 
4901 Morena Blvd., Bldg 502 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 483-1197 FAX: (619) 483-7531 

BUY, SELL and TRADE 
EVERYTHING UNDER THE 

sun 
microsystems 

~ SPARC workstations 

~ SPARC servers 

~ SUN-3 series equipment 

~ SUN disk, tape & add-in memories 

Trade in your DEC, 
DG or other hardware. 

Needed to buy: 
Large quantities of IPX's 

and ELC 's. 

We also offer the best deals on 
DEC and Data General systems. 

SECURITY COMPUTER SALES, INC. 
622 Rossmor Building 
500 No. Robert Street 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
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SUN 

LICON GRAPHICS 

MACINTOSH 

NeXT 

AND MORE ... 

800 • 354 • 4277 
We concentrate on having the broadest lines, 

and the lowest prlcea on memory products for 
your workstations. 

Cell for pricing on Disk Sub-systems from HP, 
Fujitsu, Maxtor, Quantum, Exabyte & Archive. 

PO's are accepted from Government agencies, 
Universities and Corporations on approval. 
Large scale installation services available 
All memory products are Wang Approved 

PROTOCOL• Dana Point CA• 714-661-4970 
FAX 714-661-7287 emall: protocol@aol.com 

cP 
FUJITSU Internal External 

330Meg 12ms, 240K, 4400RPM $1089 $1189 
520Meg 12ms, 240K, 4400RPM $1259 $1359 
675Meg 16ms, 64K n/a $1439 

1070Meg 14ms, 256K n/a $2099 
Five Year Warranty on all Fujitsu Drives! 

Mcwor 
213Meg 15ms, 64K, 1 yr. $699 
340Meg 13ms, 64K, 1 yr. $1099 
535Meg 12ms, 64K, 1 yr. $1239 
675Meg 12ms, 256K, 2 yr. n/a 
1027Meg 13ms, 256K, 2 yr. n/a 
1470Meg 13ms, 256K, 2 yr. n/a 

(§pecial! 4Meg SIMM $140) 

$799 
$1199 
$1339 
$1499 
$1999 
$2599 

Call for current e_rice on: 
Optical & CD Drives 
Exabyte Tape Drives 

RDI Laptop Computers 
Memory Upgrades 

~ 
HEGIIHAUS 

HRRDDRIVES 

♦ Toll Free Support ♦ 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
♦ 1 Year Replacement Policy ♦ Established 1987 

CIC • ia ~ 
1-800-637-4743 

9-6 M-F ♦ 713-333-2638 ♦ FAX 713-333-3024 
1110 NASA Rd 1 #306 Houston, TX 77058 

To Advertise Call Carol Flanagan At (617) 738-3402 

SPARC 2 Compatible 
$8,995.00 

520 M Disk 
GX Graphics Q
32MRAM 

16" Sony Monitor 
Solaris 1.1 
]-year warranty 

SPARC 2 Upgrade $3 ,595.00 
16 MB Memory, 40 Mhz CPU 

553 M Table Top CD ROM $625.00 

520 M , 12ms Di~k, 5 yr warranty $1,125.00 

250 M Table Top Tape Backup $1,095.00 
$1 ,495.00 Postscript Printer (NEC 95) 

Others Call 

System Computing Corp. 
430 Tenth Street, S-109 
Atlanta, Georgia 303 18 
(404) 872-6475 
Fax (404) 872-5675 

1-0Tus 

WE OFFER: 
• A complete line of Sun Microsystems 
upgrades, including the new IPX 16 MB 
module. 
• Upgrades for the H/P Apollo DN and 
9000 se ries, and IBM RISC 6000. 

• Upgrades for DEC, Data General and 
Silicon Graphics, as well as a complete line 
of personal computer memory. 

NEED MORE 
MEMORY? 

• Lifetime guarantee, 24 hour replacement 
policy, and same day shipping on most 
products. 
• Special Pricing: 

lx9 - 70 S SIMM @ $40.00 
4x9 - 70 NS SIMM @ $135.00 

4 MB SIMM SUN ELC. !PX @ $165.00 
16 MB SIMM SUN !PX @ $575.00 

= = f atu , ... E- ·-YOUR BEST BET YET! 
24835 E. La Palma " B" • Yorba Linda, CA 92687 • 800-466-7488 FAX (714) 692-0902 



40 MHz/ 28.5 MIPS 
32 MB RAM 
426 MB Hard Disk 
1.44 MB Floppy 
Single-slot Sun GX Card 
20" Color, 1280x1024 
Keyboard & Mouse 

~ -~ SunOS/OpenWindows 
1-year warranty 

SPARC- I+, 8mb ram, 20" color ... $5,200 
1.6GB Hard Disk, Plug & play ...... $2,995 
5.0 GB External Tape Drive .. .... .... $2, 195 
Memory, Optical Disks, Scanners 
Lotus 123, dBase, WordPerfect, PixelFX 

RAID 
INTEGRATION 

SERVICES 
Device Drivers • Diagnostics • Utllltles 

Specializi11g will, tl,e. .. 
NCR ADP-92-0x 

and 
DIGI-DATA Model Z 

SCSI Disk Array Controllers 

For a "Resume of Services" 
contact 

The Tate Consulting Group 

(407) 852-2385 

IVIARKETPLACE 

Xplot 
Get an early, colorful, and quick look at 

large volumes of data and eliminate 
unnecessary information before it is 

printed. Only $495 

FREE SimCity™ on Sun! 

Buy Xplot and get SimCity, 
a multimedia adventure for 

Sun, FREE! 
($90 Value) 

1-800-534-4999 

Fax: 415-967-5528 ~ 
DUX 

WORLDWIDE 
TECHNOWGY 

EXCHANGE 
Member of the TWH Group 

• Sun Microsystems 
• Silicon Graphics • HP/Apollo 

• SPARC Workstations/Servers/Peripherals 
• Extended warranties • Over night service 

• Will purchase all excess Sun hardware 
• Experienced Unix specialists 

1WH Building 
I 51 East Clayton Street 
Athens, Georgia 30603 

Tel. 706-353-8496 Fax: 706-549-3333 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 

D. E. Shaw & Co., a small, highly 
capitalized, extremely successful 
algorithmic trading firm, seeks world
class systems programmers to join a 
select team of financial hackers. 
Strong knowledge of SunOS, C, Unix, 
and various distributed and networked 
environments is required . Six-figure 
salary to head systems team; junior 
positions also available. Informal 
environment. Send resume to: 

D. E. Shaw & Co. 
120 West 45th Street 
New York, NY 10036 

Att: Strategic Growth Dept. 
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SALES OFFICES 

New England 
JOAN DONAHUE 

31 Shipway Place 
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D. DOUGLAS JOHNSON 
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Fax: (408) 730-0702 
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For Workstation Users Only. 
Only INMAC offers 
over 1,000 products 
for workstation users. 

Only/NMAC 
offers unbeatable 
guarantees. 

Only INMAC offers 
complete specs right in 
the catalog. You 
always buy what 
works for you. ~ 

Call today to order your FREE subscription 
to the Inmac Workstation Catalog. 

That's right! FREE! The INMAC Unix Workstation 
I Products Catalog - for workstation users only. 
If you're a Unix Workstation user, and you're looking for 

top quality products, fast service, and the "best" guarantees 
in the industry - the Inmac Unix Workstation Catalog is your 
complete source. We offer a full range of Unix workstation 
products, everything from software to laptop systems, and 
all backed by our technical expertise. 

For more than 15 years we've built long-term relation
ships servicing computer professionals like yourself. Today, 
Inmac quality, guarantees and pricing continue to keep 
more than 350,000 customers satisfied worldwide. 

Call today to order your FREE subscription to the Inmac 

• 1nmau· 
Unix Workstation catalog. 
For workstation users only, 
and only from Inmac. 

2465 Augustine Drive • Santa Clara, Ca. • 95054 

Circle No. 24 on Inquiry Card 

Only INMAC sets the 
industry standard for 
excellence - for 
more than 15 years. 

Only INMAC offers 
comprehensive tech
nical support 
toll-free. 

Only INMAC ships the 
same day you order. 

rr----------, ~ Yes! I want to receive a FREE subscription to the 

I ~ lnmac Workstation Catalog' S930902 I 
I ---- I Name Title 

I Company I 
I Division/ Mailstop/Suite I 
I Address I 
I City State Zip I 
I ------ I Area Code Phone Numher 

I Mail to: Inmac • 2465 Augustine Drive • Santa Clara, Ca • 95054 I 
.._ __________ .... 



When You Need Wide Area Networking, Talk to the WAN Experts 

You need UNIX WAN Expertise 
Multiport serial boards are great for local terminal hook
ups. But when you start configuring them for remote 
UNIX applications with modems and multiplexers, the 
going gets a little rougher. We get lots of support calls 
from UNIX users trying to get their multiport serial boards 
to work with our modems and muxes. 

Multiport Serial Boards, from Multi-Tech 
That's why we're introducing our own line of UNIX mul
tiport serial boards, in both 2- and 8-port versions. Our 
faster processors (16 MHz) and bigger buffers (SOK per 
board) make them perform better in WAN applications, 
with higher throughputs (up to 115K bps). And with 
both hardware and software flow control, our serial boards 
work with a wider variety of local and remote hardware. 

When the Going Gets Rough, Call Us 
Multiuser WAN communications go smoother when your 
serial boards are designed with UNIX WAN in mind. 

UN IX is a registered trademark of UN IX System Laboratories, Inc. 
Copyright© 1992 by Multi-Tech Systems, Inc. 

With Multi-Tech serial boards, your SLIP connections, 
UUCP file transfers, high speed dial-in/dial-out and multi
plexing applications can be accomplished without the 
sting. And at a surprisingly lower cost. 

To learn more, please call us at 1-800-328-971 7. 

MultiTech® 
Systems 

The right answer every time. 

Multi-lech Systems, Inc., 2205 Woodale Drive 
Mounds View, Minnesota 55112 U.S.A. 
(612) 785-3500, (800) 328-9717, U.S. FAX (612) 785-9874 
International Telex 4998372, International FAX (612) 331·3180 

Circle No. 30 on Inquiry Card 
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